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The work described in this thesis is concerned with the investigation
of the influence of different additives (~P04' lUP04, ~B03' BP04, CrO;
and CrPO4) on tho strength and propertieD of materials in the caO-.LU203
oystom.
Sample fabrication involvod initial mixing with water and selectod
additive followed byono of throe treatmonto: (1) co.sting at room
tom.poraturo, followed by firing in tho ro.nge 300-13OO°C; (2) hot-presoing
undor constant presoU1'e (201 MNm-2) for conatnnt time (30 minutes) over c
wido ro.ngo of temperature (50-100°ch (3) hot-proooing tmder conatont
preooure (201 rmm-2) for conntont time (30 mnutoo) nt constant temp-
erotu:ro (300oe), followed by firing in o.ir in the ro.ngo ;00-1;00°C.
With ~P04 additive, caot at room tempero.ture, strengths were found
to be directly related to the quantity of a.luminuo phosphato fomed
in si tu. Under hot-presoing conditions, a.lUIJinunphospha.te wo.a fo!.'tled--
within 0. short tiDo (;0 ninutoa), and n.t c.. relo.tively low tegPOroturo
(200-1000C), the quantity depending on the C~11.ro.tio. A relo.tionship
wo.a derived between tho C:l.. ro.tio o.nd the tli:nirJuI.l hot-presoing tonpernturo
o.t whioh o.nbydroue a.lUDinun phoophnto io foroed.
Small quanti ties (-..I 5%) of (H;PO4 + ~B03) or preformed BPO4 were
folmd to inorease considerably the strength (- 300 rmm-2) of CA and C~
after firing above 1200°C. One of the oompooonts formed, 9Al20;·2B203,
does not appear to be a cemontitioue matorial, however.
The work oontime that the compound 4Ce.O.;Al203.CrO; is produced in
the syatom Co.O.Al20;.CrO; on firing above 9OO
oC. This oompoundmay
contribute to the high strength (-160 MNb-2) obtained with SOlDO mixes
conto.ining or03 add! ti ve.
The study carried out on pure mo.teria.lo ohowodtoot pu.:ro ca.lcium
dio.lumino.to (C~), 1f hot-prooced at low temporo.turoEl (100-150°C),
~o.teo to give C3~ o.nd 0. produot which hD.a a very high strength
( .....260 lmm-2). Hot-pressing of CA, C~ and Secar "250" cement samples
at 150°C led to the highest strength values (253, 260 and 310 lTIb-2),
whereas hot-pressing at 300°C showeda marked decrease in strength (113,
47 and 150 lIllm-2). A correlation between generated microstructure and
strength ''laS established.
strength-porosi ty relationships were studied using three different
empirical equations. These re1ationsh5_ps showeda strong dependence on
the starting material and the type of additi ve used.
Generally, hot-pressing at lOll temperature (300°C), followed by
firing, led to higher strength than those achieved by casting at room
temperature followed by firing. With somemixes, strengths lIera found
to be four to five times higher in the fo:rmer than the latter case.
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mo er m 10
\'1/0 ro.tio = uater:oement ratio
\l/s mtio = wtl.tor:solids ro.tio
H.A. C. = High-a.lum:inn oemont
~p. = hot-prossed
XlID = X-ro.y diffro.o1in
XRF = X-ray £luorosoonoo
MA .. Dif'ferontiol thc1'!Icl. nnoJ.yeis
D1 = Infra-red epootroacopy
SI!:-7 = Soo.nning oleotron miorosoopy.
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The aim of thi8 investigation was to advanoe our lUlderstanding of
the nature of the reaotion between different oaloium aluminate phases
and various bonding agents (phosphorio aoid, aluminum phosphate,
phosphorio aoid + borio acid, boron phosphate, phosphorio aoid +
ohromium trioxide and chromium phosphate). It was intended to establish
the oonditions under whioh known refraotory or oamentitious materials
such as various polymorphio forms of aluminum phosphate might be fonned.
This investigation has inoluded work on the influenoe of these bonding
agents on the oold strength of oaloium aluminate phases after firing
over a wide range of temperatures.
In addition, oommercial material, "Seoar 250" oement, mixed wit'h
the above bonding agents, and pure starting materials without OIlY
additives were also studied under hot-pressing oonditions.





The technique of hot-pressing was also selected as a fabrioation
prooess in this investigation in order to:
(1) study the reaction between oaloium aluminate phases and
different bonding agents under hot-pressing oonditions;
evaluate the materials with respeot to strength;
the relationship between porosity and strength?
obtain a better assessment of factors involved in strength
generation.
2To reduce the number of interacting parameters the fabrication
conditions (viz. tempereture, pressure and time) were chosen so that
pressure and time ,,[ere constant (207 MNm-2and 30 minutes respectively)
where the hot-pressing temperature wns the only variable (in the range
50 - 7000C). The effect of grain size on strength was reduced to a
minimumby keeping the specific surface area of 0.11the starting materinls
nearly the same except ex-A1203•
There are two main groupe of parameters toot affect the mechanical
properties of cerElmics(1): material properties (such as microstructure,
intemal strains, specimen shape and size), and environmentnl conditions
(such as tempe~.ture, atmosphere, strain rate, rate of stress). The ke,y
mechanical property is strength, and the present work has been devoted
to the influence of the material properties and environmental conditions
upon the strength of the product.
Various methods of strength measurement were used for the
different types of specimens. AIthough, ideally, the somegeometry
of loading should have been used for all the types of specimen, this
WOosfound to be impractical because of the variety of shape of the
specimens. Compression tests were carried out on small cubes of side
12.7 mmprepared under ambient conditions, fired in air nt different
temperatures. The compacted specinens using the hot-pressing technique
were in the taro of sma.ll cylinders or discs. The strengths of the
cylindrical samples were detemined as compressive strength; strengths
of saraples in disc tom were detemined by a. diOfletral compression
test. In this latter test the disc wa.sloaded in coopression across
0. diaoeter and failure oocurred from the uniforo tensile stress acting
perpendicular to the loaded diaoeter thus giving an indirect neaeure of
tensile strength.
X-ray, D.T.A., I.R. and miorosoopic techniques were used to identity
and study the phases produced in the reactions. The miorostructures of
sooe of these speoicens were also exanined.
3LlTEmTURE SURVEY
2. 1 The CaO-A1~, Sxstem
The importance of this system led to the pioneering and classic
studies of Rankin and co-workers(2,3). Someof their original oan-
clusions have since been modified, particularly the stoichiometry of
the oompoundsC~, and C,A5whose correct compositions are C12~ (4) and
CA2(5) respeotively. An alumina-rioh oompoundCA6was reported by
Toropov et a1. (6) in 1940 and its existence was oonfimed by Gentile
et a1. (7) in 1963. The remaining oaloium-aluminates, C,A and CA, have
reoeived the greatest attention beoause of their importance in cements
of various kinds. Nurse et al.(a) investigated the CaO-A120,system
in a moisture-free atmosphere and this is represented by the phase
diagram shown in Fig. 2.1. This work, which refers to strictly
anhydrous oonditions, probably represents the most nearly oorreot
diagram. Four stable oompoundsoccur in this system: 3Ca.O.A1203,
CaO.A1203, Cao.2A1203and CaO.6A1203• All these oompoundsmelt in-
oongruently and have primary orystallisa.tion fields in the binary
system. If the system is studied in air of normal humidity 9 end not
in a strictly moisture-free atmosphere, a. further metastable compound
12CaO.7A1203oan also ooour in addition to the four stable compounds.
It is not binary and contains somehydroxyl grOUps(9).
2, 1.1 Tr!9a1cium aluminate C~
This oomponent 1s present in Portland Cement, and hydrates more
rapidly than any other ca.loium a.luminate phase, but by itself produces
little or no ~dro.ulio strength in mortars(10). It belongs to the
oubio system having a. = 7.6 5t , it melts inconeruently at 1539 .± 50C,
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FIG.2.1: The system CaO-Al203 in moisture-free atmospheres(Reference 8).
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52.1.2 Monocalcium aluminate CA
The structure of this phase was partially investigated by Heller( 11)
and the general chnraoter of the structure wn.sreported by Dougill (12) •
The cell dinensions were a = s.69, b = S.09, 0 = 15.21 .± 0.02 E, ~ =
900.S' (10). Pure CAfonns prismatic or irregular grains which o.lthough
monoolinic are frequently pseudohexagonal. Its structure is based on
4+ 3+ 2+that of ~-tridymite with all the Si replaced by A1 and Ca in
ca.vities of the framework of Al04 tetrahedra. It melts incongru.ently
at 1602.± 5°C to 2CaO.A1203and liquid of approximately composition (wt %)
oso 36, Al203 64(S). It MS very desirable hydmulic propertie/13) and
is the most importnnt constituent of anhydrous high-alumina cement whioh
is responsible for the rnpid hydration and high early strength.
2.1.3 Monooglciumdialuminq.te Cl.2
This compoundwas first reported by Rankin and Wright (3) and was
g1ven the formula C142by Tavasci (14) in 1935. A number of workers (15, 1~)
agree that this compoundis monoclinic and isomorphous with SrC.2.Al203 and its
cell dimensions are a = 12.862 R , b = 8.86 R, c = 5.4) R, p =
10~50'. It melts inoongruently a.t 1762 ± 5°C to give C.A6and liquid of
a.pproximate composition (wt %) Ca.O22, Al203 78(S). The high alumina.
cements, depending on their CaO/Al203ratio, conta.in mainly CAplus
CA2(1
3). The CL2phase hydrates very slowly and it was oonsidered that
it might be hydraulically inert a.t ordinary temperature if oompletely
purees, 9). It 'WO.S reported that in alkaline solution, the rote of
reaction with water can be signifioantly inoreased(10). Bobrov et al. (17)
in 1975 studied the effeot of temperature on the h;rdration of c~. They
°oonoluded that when pure CA2was hydrated below 20 C, CP.H10was not
ofomed unless a BDO.l.lamount of CAwas present. :Below40 0, the
hydration led to thE! fomation of hexo.gona.lhydrotl,lum1na.te, 0tuIs' where
a.t or above 40°C cubio hydroalumfnata, C3~~6' W3S fo~ed.
62.1.4 Monooaloiumhexac-almnina.te. CA6
This phase was f'irst reported as a ne", compound at the higher
alumina. end of' the OaO-A120;system and assigned the fomula 0;A16 by
Lagerqvist et al.(5) The oonf'irmation and the existenoe of' this
oompoundwas studied and modif'ied to OA6by ot..1tm:-investigators(7, 18) •
The compoundhas heJCa8O!lB.l.symmetry and it \t1aS aueC'9sted
tha.t its atructw:e is isomorphous ,dt:! magneto-plumbite (Pbo.6Fe20,):9)
The oell dimensions are a. = 5.536, 0 = 21.825 .R (19). This oompound
melts inoongruently at 1830 ± 15°0 to oorundum and a. liquid of' approx-
imate composition (wt %) OaO16, A1203 84(8). High alumina. oements
having a high A120; oontent often oontain CA6(1;). This phase does not
appear to hydrate in water and is relatively inert to hydration under
neutral conditions.
2.1 .5 The oompoWld01#r,
This was f'ormo.lly knownas pentaoalcium trialuminate 05A3( 3 ) •
There is still soma controversy regarding the sta.bil! ty of this compound
(Cl 10 20)and details can be f'ound elsewhere.;I, , The compoundC12A7is
cubic and ita cell dimension is a. = 11.95i(20). The C1~ phase which
might be expeoted in noDmal aluminous oementsdepending on 00.0/.\120;
ratiOA, is an undesirable constituent beoause it hydrates very rapidly
and causes "nash setting" ( 1;) • This results in partial hIl.rden1ng of
the wet concrete before it can be plo.ced.
2.2 'Ibe Og.O-Al~O System
The stability relations and equilibria in the OaO-Al203-H20B,Yatem
have received much attention in recent years. Jones(21) and other
investiga.tors(1,,22,23,24) have studied this system at various temp-
emtures. The effect of temperature on this system is shcwn in
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The system caO-Al203-H20 at various temperatures(Reference 21 ).
8l~l the investigators(13 21,22) agree that the appearance of the
CAH10phase at 21°C? but not at 25°C. It appears from Fig. 2.2 that
CzAR8and 04AH19have the highest solubilities at both 21 and 25°0.
1;. possible lower hydrate of dicalcium aluminate, 0tB3' may be fomed
above about 100°0(21). All the investigntors(13,21,22) agree that 03AH6
is fundamentally stable up to about 215°0, whereas above this temperature
C41l.3ff3is fomed. Majumdar and Roy(25) investigated this system in the
range 100 to 10000C involving high pressure. It was concluded that only
three stable hydrated phases, Oa(OH)2' C3l..H6and C41l.,H3,are fomed in
this system. More details on the OaO-A1203-H20system can be found
1 wh (13,21,22,23~24,25)e se ere.
2. 3 Aluminous cementEl
The developnent of aluminous cements drltes back to as early as
1865. France was the pioneer in mc'1Dufacturingthese cemonts and
reoognised their interesting properties such as high early strength and
resistanoe to ohemica.l action of sulphate. i..luminous cement is obtained
by fusing or sintering a mixture of aluminous and ca.lcaceouB materin.ls
and grinding the resultant product to a. fine powder(9). Twotypes of
calcium aluminate oements are produoed cODLlercia.11y. The first type has
a typicnl bulk chenioo.l oonposition (in wt 96) OaO36-40, 1l.l203 40-50,
8i024-9, iron oxide 1-15, Ti02 1-3, alkali 0-1, and MgO 0-2(13). This
type of oement is usually referred to as nomal aluminous oement or
"Oment rondu". The seoond type ot cEment has 0. muohhigher 1l.1203
oontent; typioal1y (in wt %) 11.12°372-82, and CaO15-27. Iron oxide,
ailioa. and other impurities are uaua.1ly kept below 0. level of 1-496.
This type of oement ia usue.l1y oa110d high-a,luninn cement(13) •
92.3.1 Conposition and constitution of alUEinous cenents
The nost importont constituent of this cenent is oa.lolum nono-
aluminate C~, since the strength of this type of cenent is prinarily
deternined b,y its content of CA. It is slow setting, particularly if
rapidly cooled frO~lthe molten condition, but it subsequently hardens
with great rapidity. In cenents with higher 11l20lcao ratio, calciun
dialuninate C1l2is also formed. It was reported that the compoundC1-Jl.r
ru.ght be present in cOIllI!lercialcenents (13) • Calcium hexa-aluninate C1"6
does not exist in aluminous cements, but nay be fomed when concrete nade
with this cOI!lentand corundw aggregates is hea.ted to high temperature.
The phase ~-C2S is often detected in those cements containing less than
10%8i02• But in those having higher Si02 content gehlinite C~ pre-
doninates(9). It is necessary to keep the silica. content of aluninous
ceoents low since C~ has little or no hydraulic activity under nOrLk~
conditions. lmother interesting phase which sametiDes occurs in aluninous
cenents is the "Pleoohroi te" "unstable C5A3"phase. N:ll1Yinvestig-
a.tors(3, 26, 27,28,29) have exardned this phase and more than one forrruln
haa been suggosted. The exact conposition of pleochroite is atill un-
oertain (30). R..'\Ylld.n and Wright(3), Aruj0.( 26) have propoBed the f'omulc.
5CaO.}Al203. Parker(21) has suggested the forcula 6caO.4(Al,Fe}+)203.
(Mg.Fe2+)O.Si02aa a. ferrous-f'erric iron-substituted solid solution
baaed on the quaternary phase 6CaO.41l203.MgO.Si02. 110rerecently
MldgOly(28) haa proposed the f'orcula 22CaO.11Al203.~eO.2Si02. More
details about this phase can be f'ound elsewhere~3,9,13,26,21,28,29,30)
At the saoe tioe~ this cenent contains a relatively higher proportion of'
iron oxide, in f'errous and f'erric states. It was reported(13,31) that
little iron substitution oan oocur in CAand C11.1. The solid solutions
are nowmown to extend tron 2CaO.Fe203towards 0. hypothetioal 2CaO.'u203
and the meohaniBr.lof the solid solution is replooen.ent of Fe3+ b,y 1.J.3+•
The mineralogical couposi tion of high-c.lunina. cenent is vo.riable and
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influenced by the ratio of ferrous to ferric iron (8). Ferrous iron may
"be present as wusti te or in a glass phase. The formation of a compound
with the fomula CaO.Ti02 (perovskite) in cements containing Ti02 was also
reported(9,13). More details about the composition and constitution can
be found elseWhere.(9,13,31,32)
2.3.2 Kydration of aluminous cements
Aluminous cement is a hydraulic material, i.e. it sets and hardens
by chemical reaction with water and remains stable in the presence of
water. This subject has bean investigated by numerous authors~32,3',34,35)
It is generally agreed that the hydration of either CAor aluminous cement
in pastes at 210C gives CAH10as El major Product(33). It was reported(34)
that somegel appears to be formed in the first few hours and this seems
to be alumina. gel rather than CAH10• This o.luminngel on ageing
gradually orysto.llisee as gibbsite (AI20,.3H20). The extent to Which
CAH10or C~8 prGdomino.tesin the hydration products depends on the
temperature and also on the cement(9). Whenpure CAis hydra.ted the
critioal temperature above WhichC~8 is fomed is about 230C(9). The
hexagonal hydrate C~10 is of interest in connection with conversion
beoause this ~te compoundis unstable both at nomal and at higher
temperatures and transformed into the oubic stable hydrate compoundC
3
.AH6,
Recently Roy and Gouda(,6) found that on hot-pressing aluminous oements,
C,AH6is tomed initif.'..l.ly; a subsequent potentially destructive oonversion
is thereby avoided, Alao, the alumino. hydrate boehmite (AIO.OH)is fomed
rather them gibbsite (ll2o,.3H20). They bad suggested that the reaction
apparently proceeds as followsl
Therefore, the hydration reaction in aluminous oements pastes can








3CcO.Al203·6TI20 + .Al203• aq.
Ihoh Cl.ttention has been direoted towards a more d.e"l:;a.iledstudy of the
conversion phenomenon since the fidluxe of some R.A.C. concrete beams
have been reported in 1974. Long-tem research in"~Otho oharMteristics
or H.l...C. ooncrete 11B.S sta:t'ted tc USSGSS all the f.:l.ctora which affeot the
degree and ~10 rate of conversion(37,38). Tho compound C121~ if present
is bolieved to hydrate to C2AHa. Tho dicalcium o.luminato hydrntc, with
ferric oxide repla.cing part of' the cl.uminll. C2(AF)Ha, is (1~SO reported
from the ferrite compound in the coment(39). The product of hydration
of C
2
S is a oalcium silloo.to hydratu, in "lhioh tho number of moloculos of
\Tetor is not knOl,m ...lith oorttdn"t;y(40). The hydro.tiona of othor com-
pounds, pc.rticularly thoso con"~cl.ningiron, o.ro still not clEjox(8) o.nd
do"coils can bo found olso\,lhol."O(9,13).
2.3.3 RorWtor;y propertios C1lldeffoot of boat treo;tznent on
H.A.C. 004 lLA,C. Cp,qto.blo
Tho usc of bydro.ulio aluminous camon"1;for refro.otol."'Yo.pplicc.tion is
noll \'lO11 knoun. Rollover there is a region of lou strength at tomporo:tw:GS
bet\-lOen thnt o.t whioh the hydro.ullo bond is destroyed and tlw.t a.t whioh
tho cement bocoeos truly oor~o by sintering. Heindl cnd Post(41)
presented do.to. on tho ohmlge in strongth of R.A.C.... rit.'1 fil."Obrick grog
on firing. SohnGider(42) studied the effoot of elevated tomperotu.roo
on the strcmgth using noa;i; ubi to H.l~.C. :m.d conoludod thn,t IIIllllYoho.nges
in thG IOOohonioolpropertieD of tho ooment \'lOre dirootly rolc..ted to
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oorroapond.inc ohangoe in composition. TaG'tlllC and Cnrrl1.thero(4;) invect-.
igo.ted tho degroo of hydrc.tion cchieved end ito effect on tho ctrength of
rofra.ctory concreto before end o.ftor firing. They domonrrtzrrbodthnt high
curing-tomperc.tu:ro for 0. rootricted time (75°C for 6 hours) could provide
0. subotantiol Increeao in Btrol\:,~ not only o.t room tompero.turo, but o.loo
a.:ftor the co.otn.blo had boon fired et D...~ toI:!lpero.tu:r:eup to too point o.t
,4111c11ceramic bonding oocuzrod, Hood end Drieba.ch(44) studied the effect
of cur1ng-tamporo.turo on tho otrcngth of ocsto.ble mo.terio.l using H.A.C.
end white H.A.C. Generally their otrongth rootuto o£tor firing up to
1000°C "lOre in ogroamont Hith tho previous obscrvataon, HidgGly(;4)
studied the minoro.logy of oot IT.ll.C. o.nd the strength o.t olevo.ted temp-
oro.turec, ea in Tn.blo 2.1.
T
tTemp. of Compressive theating strength lTineralogy
DC -Ilsi
t
18 24.000 I CAH10,alumiIl8. gel
110 i1.000 . C;A%, Y-.AlI3
200 9.950 C12A.r' amorphous ll~Oi'
Ca 0 )2
300 I oj 1. 300




700 I 9.500 C12A..r' amcrphoua ll203', CaO
800 9.000 " It
900 5.400 CA, trace C12A.r
1000 5.000 CA
Table 2.1: strength and lfineralogy of set H•.A.C. after
haating to various tempera.tures (fuf. ;4).
Du.tta.et al. (45) in their investigation, found also that tho oold
strength of oasta.ble refraotories using high purity oaloiumaluminate
oomentdooreases after firing a.t different temperatures up to 1200°0.
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2.4 lliosEhate bonding
The bonc11ngproperties of a n'UIllberof phoephabe materia.la have been
reoognieed for many years. Phosphate bonds a.ro of pa:t'ticular interest
in tho fiold of refractories beoause of tho high fusion tomperatures of
mc.n;y'.l?hosphatos. Heating is usun.lly involved in osta.blishing the bond.
K.i.ngcry(46) sto..tcd that phosphnte bonding is a.ooomp1ishod by threo
mothods: (i) tho roc.ction botwoen siliceous mntoriols and phosphoric
a.oid, (ii) tho reaction bot\roen o:::ideElend phosphoric Mid, and (iii) the
direct addition or fomc..tion in situ of a.oid phosphntos. Phosphorio a.oid
i toolf ccts as the bonding mc.toriol, tho o.dd!tion of oluminum, mn.gnesium,
iron end boryllium oxi.do will increo.se the bonding po,-ror. Thoso subst..'1J:'lOOS
o.ro cJ..l omphotoric or ,·rocJ.d.y bru:.:ic end hove moduro.to sizod ionic ra.d1i.
In oontr:'.at tho a.Mi tion of co.lcium, barium end thorium oxide, uhich oro
hiGhly bcai,c, or have a. lc.ra'O ionic rc.dii, uill decrooao the offectiveness
of phoophoric a.oid o..L:J c. bonding mc.torio.l.
Bechtol and Flom::(11,7 ,48) ~"Oportod on tho bonding of corDlIlioElwith
monocJ..umi.n'uo:phospho.to, ll(ISP04)3. They bonded firoclr-.y, bv.uxito and
uilicc. and obto.inoc1 t: hiGh otrongth VUllO in tho intormodio.to tompero.turo
rnngo of 600-100000. Prcu~or(49) discussed tho chomio0.1 oottillg of
rofrD.Otorios by dilute phocphoric acid. Oonoidorc.ble atrongth "10.0
produced at 200 to 300oC. Boinhzlrt(50) publishod 0. oomprehensive roview
of bindors for cercmicc. Sheets and oo-workers(51) UlJodphosphoric o.oid
to lllll.ko co.oto.b1e refrc.otorioc. Thoy introduood tho oonoept of adding
an inhibitor: Rodin 18, c. oomple~~amino, l!o.D UDGdto roduoo tho
phonomonon known M bloating ",hioh rooults from tho roc.otion bet1-lOon
phosphD.to and motclllo il'.'On. Direct oa.1orimotric a.na.lysis (DCA)otud.1eo(52)
on tc,bul.n,r o.1umlllO.-phoophorio o.cid mixture, ouggoots thnt no o.oid/clllIIlinn
roo.ction ooouro up to I'V 127·0. l.fost of the 1'Ol'.otion oOot1:rOover tho
tompero.ture rc.ngo 121-421°0, and involves tho fOrl.UC.tionof o.luminuIn
phoaphc..tou rnd possibly fom..".tion o.nd 001tlng of ro'Tophosphoric Mid.
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At about 510°0 a change in the slope occurolilw.t remains up to 732°0.
Continuous changes in slope occur over the temperature range 732-1327°C
arising fro~ the formation of eluminum phosphate bonding phnBes and
phase trc.nsi tiona. These a.uthors a.1so oonfi!.'mod tho.t the a.ddition of
C:c03Increcses the tho:r:m.."1l oto.bili ty of phosrho.te bond. Erain and
Uilliam(53) studied tho cffcc'lie of' chomica.l c.gonta, a.ddod to phosphoric
c.cid in controlling the fo~"JlUltion of cJ:umimU!lphosphnto and provonting
promnturo ha.rdoning. PcJ.freym...'\n(54) pt'Lblishod dc;l;o. on hot strollo""hl1of
high oJ.uminc. rofrootories. -2Vcl.uos of morc tlw.n 13.8 l·]liin Here found
for fused mulli to apocdraona bondod "i th ground cal.cdnod o.lUIUillD. and 5 of
85%H3PO4. It is impossible to meko :my gcnorc.l stc.tomont cbout tho
proportioo of phosphc.te bonds Hithout opacifying tho tyr)O of bond used
and tho cOml)()oition cnd grc.ding of the nggrogo.to; po.rticu1a.rly if ono
ia to CODr.i?o.rG tho rolo.tivo propcrtieu of different bindor syotomo. (54,55)
Sioko.(56) patented 0. foamed ceramic ruGdo from fly o.oh cnd phosphoric
o.cid. JfuCnrthy and Lovette (57) deocribod 0. hot prancing method for
firing a. solid ra.dioc.otive Haste in 0. phoopho.to .z10.013. Chvo.tal (58)
introduced aluminum-cbromiumphoopho.to binder. ThoDOphOOphnt08MVO
good thcrmol cta.bili ty. Chvctal' 0 l.'eaults have beon confirmed by
othoro (52) • AluminuDohlo:rophoaph.._'\tohydra.te ~m:Jrecently introduoed
also ea c bonding mo.torial (59,60). It La 0. dry pmldor, ruc.dily colublo
in wa.tcr. It docompouce on hunting diroctly to AlPO4 without forming
intonoodic:te meto.phoaplmto. An extensive raviOli on phocph..'\te ceromicc
\FM given reoontly by 1;loo'liI!lD.n(61) and Co.sSidy(62).
Thoro ia very 1itt10 1i toro.t1lro o.bout tho hot precs~ of phoephcto
bonded ol1lLlinD. (63), o.ndno record of phoepho.te bondod ooJ.ciun a.luminc.to
ph.."'.IlOO undor hot-:prosoing condi tiona. At the [JOL10 tiuo 1"..0 invoctiga.tions
ha.vc boen roported on tho une of ei thor 0. Dixture of' boric Mid +
phoophoric o.cid or b(.)ron pllos~bnto o.u 0. bonding a.gcnt for differont
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The effeot of phosphates in a oement olinker on its setting prop-
erties were also reported. Koyanoei(64) reported that small quanti ties
of monooaloium phosphate retarded the setting of cement by prevonting the
hydration of oaloium aluminato. Nurso (65) j."(lported that 1'205 in ra.",
materials IlU1.Y cansc diffioul tios in firing, erratio sotting, and slow
stl."Ongth development.
2.4.1 The CaO-Al~ sYstem
Phaao rela.tionships in this system 'trere studied by stone et al. (66)
as ahovn in Fig. 2.3. .A partinl equilibriUIil diagram for the system
A1203-P205 oovering tho oomposition rongo between the t\ro binary oompounds
c.luminummetc.phosphD.to(Al(P03)3) and ll.luminUIll orthophospoote AlPO4 is
shown a.1ao in Fig. 2.4(67). By far tho moet interoating compoundin
tho oyotem is AlPO4' Kolb(6a) found toot ,,,.henpure AlPO4 (oriotoba.1i te
form) wa.ahoo.ted to a.bout 1500°C it began to decompose libera.ting 1'205
cnd fo:r:m.ing..Al203
as given in Table 2.2.
I
Dumtion/ Composition % lTemp./oC II hour ,, fI lJ.PO 1.12°3I 4 I
I I
1500 I 1 93.7 6.3I
I
86.81650 1 I 13.2
t
1800 1 86.5 I 13.5
I2200 Not stated - 100
j 1
Table 2.2: ThormoJ. stD-bili ty of AlPO4 in mr (llaf. 68)
Bo.amrol and Ershov(68) reported on the bonding cbo.ro.oteriotios of oaloium
phosphcto in the system cnO-P205' They oonoluded tho.t monocakcdum
phoophc.to formod at 600°C, had no bondiIlti properties. Di-, tri- and
tetro.ooJ.oiuo phooph.c.tos fomed a.t 800°, 1000° and 1200°0 respeotively


















































2.5 Conpounds isol3tructurcl \-lith oilicc.
Tho exi.atonce of phaaerJ lIi th ctruoturOIJ :nc.logoUIJto those of silioa.
MS long been known. Du.erc3'Jr(70)hen dioct'.lloed tho physico-chemcnl
bcai,o of the structure~ of such compounda in detail. It vca suggeotod (71)
thc.',t silio~, type struc1itl.rolJ ['XO only formed by 1:.130
4
-typocompounds '\'Thon
(rA .:- rB)/2 < 0.55 and reoently Corbridge (72) 8Ul!ll!lCXiooden conpounds
isostructural ~dth cilicu in Tablo 2.3.




I I Si02 Si02 Si02ISi02 I
0.43 J:J.PO l.lP04 luP04 j lUP04 ! AlP04 filR)4 4-
0.29 BP04 I BP04
0.48 Go.P04 G~ GeJlO44
0.49 FaPO4 I FePO4





, I iI I0.54 Go.L.o°4
J I1 ., j
Table 2.3: M304-~ conpounda with 8ilic[. structures (Ref. 72)
2.5.1 Lluminiun phosphcto
Tha StruOtureD of the l'J.PO~.poll'tlorphs pornllel thoso of silica very
olosoly. It hnB been clas8ifie~ as Q. half-breed dorivntivs of 13ilioo.(70),
ill \'1hich 28i4+ ions oro replncod by an 1U3+ ion end 0. p5+ ion. Tr8nel
end '·linkho.UD (73) and oo.rlior invostigo.tors observed thc..t tho crystnllitll.;)
fomo of llP04 ho.vs Q. rcoo.rka.ble structuro.l zeaenb lance to ClUlU'tz,
tridymi to Md criatobc.li to including the high fo:c::J.s. Thoy cleo noted
tha.t tho roconstruotivo invorsions in .t.lPO4 proceeded nuch fD.ctor than do
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the corresponding silica inversions. nut'oonlocher (14) and strunz (15)
reported the structuzoe.l rele.tionship betNeen ber1ini te and Lou-quaz-ta,
but the first accurate lattice parameters "lOre published by Brill and
De Brettevi11e(16). Using commercially prepared aluminum phosphate as a
starting material, 1lecl~(11) invostigatod the inversion characteristics of
V"u.:ciov.sAlPO4 polymorphs. Shafer and Roy(18) prasontod rovtned values
for somo of the reconstructive inversion tompernturos. Corbridgo(72)
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>1600°c
In both sorics of compounds the 0. H ~ tronai tiona tc"ko plt.oo comporc.t-
ively reo.dily but the trnnai tioru-J involving l.1l::l.jorchangos of struoture
a.ro muchmora alug0i,sh(72)• All these compounds nre ch:-.rc.otorised by
their hD.rdnasc and high malting point, their insolubility and resistnnco
to hydro.tion. Tho lUP0
4
o.no.loguasof the high-proacuxo forma of oilica,
nomoly Cconite, Kco.tite, StiElhovite, have not yet boon oata.bliahed(12).
Infrnrod odoorption opectrn of Si02-AlP04 mixtures suggest ~t ioo-
morphouo oubsti tution con oocur o.t high toroporo.tu:rco, only up to o.bout
5"/0 ill ocoh sorioo (79) •
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2.5.2 Boron phosphate
Boron phosphate is -the only binary compounc1.in the system B20,-P 205
uhich has long been knoun (SO)• It was reported that boron phosphate
exists in c.:.uartz(81,82) and high and. lou oristobalite forma(83,84).
Shafer et al.(78) shoved that the structure \-lao of a 10\,,1 cristobalite
form and. thus disproved the structure suggested by Schulze (84). They
indicatad al.so that a possible boron phosphate annlogu.e to quartz HM
formed undor mild hydrothermal condi tionfJ. corbridon.(/72) reportod only
tuo forms of boron phosphntc ns nhown in Tv.blo 2.3. Buorger(70) described
BP04 0.0 0. luU.f-broed derivo.tivc of oilioo., uhero 2Si
4-;- ions \'1Ore
roploood by B3+ and p5-;- ions. Both pS+ and 133+ ions \-;oro ahovm to be
totro.hodJ.~a.lly coordinD.tod with 0:xygon(85). Unliko some ho.lf'-brood
dori vo.ti von of oilico., BPO4 does not have c. high-1o\-r oristobD.li to ty);>e
inversion o.bovo room tompero:tu:ro. Humnel at al.. (86) reportod tho.t boron
phoophnto doeD not exhibit an npprecinble rete of vcporiontion until 0.
tompernturo above -1450°Cis roached, \Thero Rickles(87) reported that BP04
sublimes at 1235°C.
Anhydrous chromium orthophocph.."..tc oxtnto in "t1,·TO crysto..1line formo
0.0 \;011 0.0 in the omorphoua oto.to (88) • Bro'-1ll-blo.ok omorphouo mo.teria.l
~ be Dll:l.d.oby het\ting tho hydrated forme. .Alterno.tivcly, purple-grey
cmorphouo mo.toriD.l con be mndo by flomo cpr~ing 0. chromio/phosphoric
acid mixture in gns flame o.t o.bout 700oc(88).
-~) 2CrPO4 + 3~0 + 30
Further boo.t treo.-aoont of nmorphous vo.riotico lec.do (irreversibly) to the
fo~ tion of khn.ki-coloured ~-CrPO4 ond cbovo a.bout 11500C to da.rk bloo-
green cx-CrPO4•
CrP04.~0 ~.AmorphoUfJ ~ ~-CrPO~_-4 cx-CrP04~ n.p. 1850°C
Tho irreversibility of the phD..oetrn.nnitiono in CrP04 could be ~s8ocicted
ui th 0. :reduction of Cr coordim-aon numb~r fron 6 to 4 ond be oonpa.rod
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uith the reversibility o£ the silica transfo:rma.tion uhich do not involve
any oha.nge in ooordination number from 4. Chromiumphosphate, CrP04,
has many of .!;he silioa-typo structures. It is very insoluble, hard,
chemically inert and has a high melting point () 1850°0). .t:J.though
(rJ,_-:-rB)/2 = 0.49, silica-type structures do not seem to e:r..iat for CrPO~?2)
2.6 BOt Pressing
Tho ter.m hot-prossing, or pressure aintering, rofers to the densific-
ation of a po\mor or paste by simultaneous application of heat and
proaauro. Tho devolopnont of high-perfor.mcnce ceramic matorio.la \rith
closely controlled microstructurol3ond groo.tly improvod propertios (e.g.
mocf.k~col, the~l, olectriccl, optical and mognotic) by hot prossing
rolJrOsento one of tho most important contempornry DXeC1.fJ of ceramic
prooossing • Hot pressing han numerous cdvo.rrtllg(:sovor conventional
cold-prossing and sintoring prooeoDos(89). By hot prosoing improved
miorostruoture and mocho.nioal properties of c materio.l are generally
obtninad rolativo to its porous fom. 81.1chmo.torio.ls oro denser,
stronger, and exhibit higher thormo.1conductivity. They o.ro bord,
duro.blo c:.nd ho.w 0. good ourfa.co finish. Owil'lgto their 10v' porooi ty
and pomoo.bili ty they can rosist vo.riouo onvironmento.l effoots.
Suffioient prosr.ru.ro must be applied to compress the ~toria.l in tho dio
nrid to eliminc.te ea much 0.0 possible tho gI:'.o<m ontro.ppod ,Iithin the
po,./dero or Po.otoo o.s well 0.8 the ga.oeo toot a.:ro gonoro.tod during
sintoring cycles. lw:ty non-oxido oaromicc, e.g. co.rbidoo, boridoo,
nitrides, con only be sinterod in tho pure E1to.toby hot prossing to
acllievo densitios sufficient for high-perfor.8Qnce applicntiona. Suoh
Er...tcrialo generally have high vo.pour or dooomposition proooureo C'.t
sintorlng toI!lporc:tureu, 0.8 11011 ::LS 10'1.1 atonic I!lobili ties, mclci.nc it
dif'ficul t to o.chiovo donoii'icc.tion \-1i th.out proooUJ."O.A nt1!:lborof
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modi£icationa of uniaxial ~ressure sintering have been developed which
can be considered thermochemical in nature(90). These ~e: decomposition
hot pressing(91), reactive hot preSSing(92), including phase trans£orm-
ation(9~), reaction hot pressing(94) and liquid phase hot preSsing(95).
Hot pressing has been recently applied to cement paete(36,96,97).
Very high values o£ compressive strength have been reported using
( -2) 0pressures 172.5 - 345 MNm in the range of tempera.tures 150-250 C
for ~O minutes.
2.7 I1echanical Properties
It has long been recognised that the theoretical strength of a
material is much greater than that found in practice. Theoretical
estimates, based on atomic cohesion models, indicate that the theoretical
fracturG strength is approximately E/10 (E is Young's modulus), yet most
materials fail at stresses between E/102 and E/103 (98). ~lG presence
of cracks, eithor those thk~t exist prior to stressing or those that ere
induced during stressing, are believed to be the cause of these dis-
crep311cies betl'leentheoretical and observed strength. The ma.ximum
attainable strength of a solid depends in the first place on the strength
of its individual atomic bonds. In on iden.lsolid subjected to tonsile
stresses, the solid will elongate elastically until the atoms ere
sufficiently separated thnt their attractive forces no longer com:te~
batonce the applied force, and frncture occurs along an entire plcnG of
o.toms. The thooretica.l strength is then expressed by tl!isequntion(98):
•••••••• (2.1)
where E = Young's modulus
y = themodynamic surface tmergyo
r = atonic separation (i.e. interatorrlc distance).o
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Theoretical strength, of ccurae, could only be attained in mate~ialB
which are theoJ:etically denae, and by eliminating either the pre-oxisttng
cracks or th~ phenomenonleading to crack nucleation during stressing.
Even then, it 008 boon reported that in polyorystalline mc.torin.ls grnin
bcundardc.s frequently serve as locales of dislocations, weak~ning the
~~torial(1). Inglis(99) was the first to shownnalytic~lly that the
stresoes at the periphery of a crack are muchgreater th:m elsewhero In Cl.
strossed body. Albeithis calcula.tions showedth..'1.tcrocks r..re likoly
sources of failuro at applied stress muchless th..~ the theorotical
fracture stress, they did not lead to an expression fo~ crack instnbility,
i.e. crack extension and failure.
Griffith(100) was tho first to explain the disorepancy between tho
theoretical and practical strength. He defined a brittle mn.terin.l as
a continuous 1l1sdiumwhich conta.ins defects (mtceccraoka) and assumed th..,._/::;
the defect generntes n. stress conoentration under p~ appli€d stross.
His rea.soning was bo.rledon the premise thc.t the free energy of n czcclcod
body and tho D,pplied forces should not Inczease during czack extension.
For n s~~ elliptical crack of length 2C (which is equ1v~lont to
a surface czcck of length C) in a thin infinite::: sheet of material under
a tonsils stress, Griffith postulnt~d that for plnne stross conditions
••••• (2~2)
where Of = critical applied stress
E = Y~~'s modulus
y = thermodynamicaurfn.cc.;energyo
C :: crr.ck langth.
Application of equation (2.2) to a ro.IltJ'eof oeramic IlIJ.terioJ.s
prediots etrengtlls which nrc up to an order of magnitude too amnII.
'l'hie is because o..pnotfrom thermodyncmicsurface energy considerntion,
other mechnnisos concurrent with crack extension th..'1.tdissipate energy,
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e.g. dislocation motion, cleavage step formation and subsidiary crnck~
are not accounted for.
In contemporary fracture mechanics of ceramics, "( is not referred to
as surface energy but as the material' a frMture energy, which td~es into
accounf all onergy contributions.
The modified Griffith equation which forma the lk~ais of fractUXG
mechanics can be written as(101):
1 2EYi .;.
CYf = Y ( c ) •.•••• (2.3)
whero ~f = fracture stress
Y = t:'. constant related to the crock and specimen geometry
Ii = effective surface energy for fracture initiation
C = tho size of the largest inherent surface flnw.
2.7.1 Grain size-strength relationship
Several empirical formulae have beon derived to dofino the rel-
ationship botween the strength of polycrystalline bodios and their
average grain size. Oro\rlD.tl(102)was the first to suggest that the
strength of a polycrystnllino material is inversely proportional to
ono-hakf pOlTor of Ha mean g:t'nindio.metE:lrby this Gquation~
0- = Kd-i •.••• (2.4)
whore ~= strength of brittle polycrystalline mnterial
d = me~1 grnin diameter
K = ertpiric~tlconstant.
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Petoh(103) nodified Orowrun's oonoept sonewhat and proposed that the
relation between strength and grain size oould be represented by the
formula:
.......
where .;;;roand K are oonstants characteristic of the n-.1.terial.
Knudsen(104) was one of the first to Show very explioit1y the dependenc~
of strength on grain size by equation 2.6:
•••••.• (2.6)
This expression differs from that proposed by Orowrun in that the value
of the exponent of d is not a fixed value of -i but apparently differs
for different materials and perhaps also for different test methods.
Recently, the dependence of strength upon (grt\in size)-i has been
extensively reviewed b.y Rice(105). More details about this relationship
can be found elsewhere(1,106,101).
2.7.2 POrosity-strength relationship
Porosity is a phase almost always present in polycrystalline
ceramics and it signif1ccnt1y affeots the strength. Experimentally,
it bas been found that the strength of porous oemmics decreases in a
way that is nearly exponential with porosity. Various speoific
analytioal relationships have been suggested for the effect of porosity.
An empirioal relationship suggested by Ryakewi tsch (108) is:
t:r' = ~ exp(-nP)o .........
where n ranges f'rocl 4 to 1 and where P is the volume frnction of
porosity.
In a.more extensive study, Coble and Kingery(109) studied porous
polyorystalline aluminas measuring the strength a.sa function of
porosity a.tsevem.1 t9I!Ipemtures. Their results were fitted to an
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empirical equation of the fom:
o.ss = expo - Lc:f /aooo(1-P)J ••••••••• (2.8)
By incorporating both grein size (d) and porosity (p) effect on strength
(er), the relationship 2.9 was suggested(110):
~ = Kd-a exp.(-bP) ••••••••• (2.9)
where K, a and b arG ~pirical constants.
Recently, Roy and Gouda(36,96,91) proposed that the relationship
between strength and porosity in hot-pressed cecent pastes can be
expressed in the following form:
p = P exp.(-KS)o ••••••••• (2.10)
where P = the porosity
P = porosity at zero strengtho
S = the compressive strength
K :a an empirical constant.
Many other p~posed relationships between strength and porosity can be




3.1 Preparation of Raw}7a.terials
3.1.1 Calcium monoaluminate (CA) and calci~ dialuminate (CA2)
Pure calcium monoaluminate and caloium dialuminate were s,ynthesised
by grinding together stoiohiometrio proportions of analar oaloium
oarbonate and aluminium oxide, in a rubber-lined mill oharged with
aintered alumina balls(43). The ground mixtures were heated in re-
orystallised olumina orucibles at 15000Cfor 5 hours, in an automatioolly
controlled gas :tumaoe. The resulting sintered masses were then
pulverised in a percussion mortar and finally ground in an alumina
planeta.r,y ball-mill to -325 mesh. The mixture was heated again nt the
same temperature, for the same period, and checked by X-ray analysis.
Henting was repented until the X-rny powder pnttern of the mixture was
in fUll agreement with tha lnttioe spaoings ot published data (A.S.T.11.
oard No. 1-0888 for CAand No. 7-82 for CA2).
'.1,2 Cal9~umhexa.-aluminate CA6
Calcium he~alum1nnte was prepared from stoichiometrio proportions
of enalar oaloined alumina. (-3COB.S. mash) and calcium carbonate.
These materials were thoroughly mixod in a meohanical agate mortar9
pressed into pellets at o..J 80 MNm-2 with 5% sta.rch solution and fired
for 5 hours at 15000Cin an automatically controlled gas furnace in
air(112). The pellets were repeatedly fired, crushed, ground and
examined by X-ray diftra.ction until no free corundumremained, and
the pattern agreed with the published data for CA6(A.S.T.M. oard No.
7-85).
Analar a-A1203 used in this study was supplied from B.D.H. Chemioal
Company,Ehglond.
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Secar "250" oement used in this study wo,s supplied from Lafarge
Aluminous Cement Co. Ltd., England. All the prepared ·raw materials were
kept in pla.stio bags and pla.oed in tight metal tins.
The ohemioal a.nn.lysis, surface area, and other physioal properties
of the starting materials are shown in Table 3.1.
f CA6
I
1;].2°3Type of Analysis CA CA2 ; Seoar 250
I i oement
Chemioal Al2O, 64.55 78.20 90.95 I 71.74
anal~Si8
(XRF Si02 - - - -
CZvrw) I Ca.O '4.92 21.32 I 8.60 27.88I 1e2O, - - I - 0.10; FeO - - I - -
MgO 0.30 I 0.22 , 0.12 0.22,
ITi02 - - I - -IND.2O 0.22 0.20 I 0.18 0.42I .K20 -. - I - - Ii






II Speoifio surfo..oe I0.57 0.619 0.676 ! 1.47areo. I , ! I:B.E.T. N2 I I I•2 -1 Iadsorption m gm I ! i. j IDensity g/oe 2.95 I 2.865 I ,.69 2.85 3·94
I i I
Ta.ble 3.1: Annlysis of the Starting Materials
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,.2 Bonding Agents
The phosphoric acid (~PO 4) used in this study lIas provided by
B.D.H. Chemioa.l Company, England. It 11M 85%oonoentrated \Idth a
speoifio (p:'avity of 1.75 gm.ml2•
Good quality cristobaUte-ty:pe aluminum phosphate (AlP04) Has
prepared by heating precipitated anhydrous .llP04 (purchased from B.D.H.)
at 1300eC for 90 hours(11,).
Borio ll.Oid (~BO,) ,,,aD supplied by B.D.H. Chamice.! Compony, England.
:Doronphoaphate (BFa 4) "ras prepo.red by drying D.. mi:::tu.ro of boric
aoid and phosphorio acid (B203~P205 = 1) at 80°C and then heating to
1000°C for 12 houra(67).
Chromium trioxide (CrO,) \1O.S provided by B.D.H. Chemioc.l Company,
England.
Chromium phosplmte, the 0:, P Dnd o.morphous fo:rms, 'lOre providad by
~,. supervisor, Dr. Corbridgo (88) •
'.3 Fqbrioqtion of Speoimens
'.3.1 Roamtempercture fqbricction
Cubes of sido "12.1 mmIIll\Clao.t room tempero..turo ''lara used in this
ntudy. vlhen oosting, suffioient mo.terial to fill eight cubes was mixed
wi th tho requisite qUlmti ty of uo.ter and bonding agent on a. glo.ss plc.te
using 0. pc.lette knife. The prooess was oompleted in o.bout 5 minutes.
Tho moulds \lQro then loo.dod o.f'ter lubrioo.tion (by Roool, inviaible film
lubrioant; Roool House, SwilliDgton, Leeds, Emglc.nd). Gontlo ta.pping
ond 0. vibrating spatule. (Spo.tulo. Vibrant l.fottlor LV2) ",oro used to
onsure tlu:l.t no o.1r had been trapped inBidc the pasto. F1no.lly the
surfo.oe of the mould wos finished off ,11th 0. pc.letto knife. ThiEl
prooess oould be oompleted within 10 minutes. Tho somploo wore than sot
o.side a.t roam temporo.ture for 24 hours, o.nd thl:;n oxtra.oted trom tho
moulds for lwo.t troo.tcont.
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3.3.2 Hot pressing fabrication
3.3.2.1 The hot pressing oguipnent
The hot pressing equipment consisted of a hot pressing coll,
hydraulic press ,dth pump, pressure gauge and fu.:r:na.co.
(i) Hot maoing oell: Hot pressing uas oaxried out in a die assombly
oonsisting of two plungers (one 45 mm and the other 22 mm in length)
mado from Nimonic 115 alloy and a. cylindrical die (internal diamotor
,.., 12.1 mm) made from Nimonic 105 nlloy (Henry \r!iegin Co., Hereford).
Tho control themooouple (pt-pt/13% Rh) was held horizontally by thQ
furna.ce and rested in D. hol" drilled into tho dio, such that the
thunnooouplo bocd \'lO.S only 10.2 mmfrom too edge of the spooimon. To
minimise die seizure on the plungers, thoro UllS 16 I-UIl olearcnoe be"t1'lOen
tho pl'ungers and tho dio.
(11) PreSSUl."Q o9uil!DOnt~ A hand hydraulio lJump Has usod to supply the
P1'(Jssuro required to tho press. Prosaure lro.El road from the go.uge and ''1O.S
mo.1ntained oonutont du:dng the course of 0. run by no1'mt1.loojustment of
tho pump.
(iii) EUrnQoe~ SpecimellD"lOrE; hontod in on intornDlly uound 'Konthol'
wire resistanoo tube furnD.oe. The i'ul."'lll'.oowus controlled by 0. Eurothenn
Th;yriotor Controller (Hodel PID/scn/25A/240V/0-1600°C/pt-pt 13%Bb) and
c. honting rata of ......30°C min-1 wns uoed up to tho required tomporo.ture
and bold for th£, required time. The temporn.ture could bo obtc..1ned from
the dic.l of the furnD.oe controllor and WD.S found by potentiomoter to bo
o.oouro.to to + 5°C. ![he hot prosaing o.ppo.ratua is shown d.1ngr~tioo.lly-
in Figura 3.1.
3.3.2.2 Sqgplo prepgro.tion
A constant woight of tho powder IJl4l,terio.1,(\ oonstant u/s ro.tio with














FIG. 3.1: The Hot-Pressing Equipment. Schematic
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of a trol1sl on a. glass :plate for three mimliief:J. Then the paslfJo llas
transferred to the hot pressing cell. Before each run, the plungers and
inner surface of the die "Jere coated \1ith l;,Tsphito to act as a. lubricant
(DUbcolloidal grcphite in alcohol, Acheson Colloids Ltd., Plymouth).
Then tho cell 'trne tro.nsforrod insido the f'u.rnn.co whoro the longor
plunger atood on tho lO\lOr podcsto.1, tho die boing sU:P11Ortod only by
frictioool forcos from the spocimon. Tho specimon ''laB comproeaod by
tho o.ction of tho upper ram upon tho smn.ller plunger. Tho thormo,].
uxponaion of Nimonic c.1loy is lc.rgor compoxod to moot co~Jllic JDD.torialo.
Thorofore to (".void jmmaing of opocimonu during cooling, apocimono uhioh
horrbod up to 600 o.nd 700°C \lOro o::tra.ctod at high tomporc.turoo (500 o.nd
600°0). To o::ctrnct tho :JDIllP10,the proosuro ur..Grolonood nnd tho rem
Uo.D ra.iood. The e:Ktro.ctor r~ uo.c then pIeced on top of tho dio and
tho llrooau:re rea.pplied; tho e::~tro.ctor ring pushing tho dio dovm loo.virlg
thu npecdmen froo. Tho fino.l specimon ll['.O eithor c. cylindor (~12.5 mtl
cliomato~ Yo 15-18 I!Ill high) or 0. dinc hD.ving diameter 'V 12.5 mm n.nd
thickness 6-8 mm.
3,3.3 IJog.t troo.tmont of tho oc.mplos
All the oaxnploo "thich 'lOre fc.brico.tod at room tel!lpcro.turo o.nd 80100
from theeu fo.brico.tod under hot Pl-"'CBOing oondi tions(under 207 Imm-2
prossuro o.t 300°0 for 30 minutes) \'Tero subjectod to hea.t treo."b:Jont.
Ji)nt:Lng l1C.O carriod out for difforent tioos c.t difforont tonporo.tu:ros
up to 1300°0 ill thomosto.tico.lly controllod electrio IlUfflo furno.oo
Ul'l.dor c.obiont condi tiono. After hoo.ting oonploo Hora c.1lowed to 0001
dOl'1llno.tural1y in the t'urno.co to room teoporo. 'I;urt; •
~.314 Curing of tho oacpl~s
Sow of tho hot-prossed o~l,w "lOra cumd iI:lrJodia.toly after ronovnl
fran tllO 0011 in 100';6 rolc.tivo humidity c.l1.d Cottho OlllJO roOD tonporo.tu:ro
for 2~. houro. Tho opooiDons l!'oro :i.o:Jorood il1 uCotor a.ftor this tioo until
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the time of testing. Samples of 24 hours Here -tested directly after
removal from the moist closet and \v.l thout immersing in uater.
3.4 Methods of StrenKth Measurements
3.4.1 Compressive strengteh
Specimens used for measuring compressive strength were cubes of side
12.7 mm, fabricated at room tomporaturo, and cylinders of diameter 12.7 mm
and hoight 15-18 IIm fabrioated by hot pressll'lg. 'lhe surfaces of tho
specimens were ca:t'Gfully polished on fine sand paper in order to remove
irregularitios. Tho dimonsions of the specimen were detorminod using a
micrometor screw gauge. To help transmit tho load to tho specimen facos
unifonn pieoeD of oardboard about 0.1 mm thiok \'101"0 usod at both faces.
Tho oompressi va load was deteminad on an Avery-Denison tosting ma.chine
(Civil Engineering Dopo.rtloont, leeds Univerai ty) usiIlG 0. loo.ding rate of
3 RN/min. ~ oompressiva strength 'WDS ost1mo.ted from ~
~o = piA ••••••• (3.1)
"lhore 0- = oompressive strength lJN/m2, p = the load a.t uh1ah failureo
2
oceuea, N, and A = the nomin£lJ. area. of the speeimen, mm •
3.4.2 Ind1reot tensile strength
For those speoimens whioh \'lara in tOO rom of BJlIlllldiscs (12.5 mm
dilllOOter and 6-8 mm thickness) obt£l.inodby hot pressing, moasu:rementof
flext1.r(l,].strength would have neeossi tated cutting out o.nd testing very
amDll bo.rs. To avoid theso problems the "diametro.l oompression test"
wo.s adopted. In this test the solid disc is oompressed along a. dic;mater
between two platens. !!he oompression induces 0. unifo1'm tensile stress
field perpendicular to the loo.ded diomater(114). At the lines of
applioation of the load, highly loowsed otmss concentrations con
oeaur unlaos pieoes of low elll.stio IOOdulusJllO.terio.lare interposod
betwoen plo.ten and speoimen. Fo.ilure of speoimn is in tension and tho
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indi~"ect tensile strength of the speoimen traa oomputed from the
fo1louing rela.tion;
er ~ 1T2~t
\There er:=: indirect tensile strength, 1.IN/m2
P :.: load at uhich failure ocouzrod, IT
•••••• (3.2)
D = diameter of tho specimon, mm
t = thickness of the specimen, mm,
~le tonsile strength values reportod e.ro tho averages of throo
test apoc!mons. \,1l10ro individual valuos doviated mora than 1(};6 from
tho o.vorD.g'llof tho throo moa.suromonts, tho o.voro.geof the romo.ining two
vc.luoa UD.S ruportod.
To apply the; compression, tho di::Jc specimen 11L.S p11:1.cedin 0. com-
pression cngo, previously used by Briggs ( 115), usinti bench modal 1026
Inotron tensile ma.chino. Tho slouest possible crbrain rete (correopond.:intj'
to 0. croaahocd speed of .5 mmmin·-1) p::,,s used, Ccrdboo.rd of thicknooo O.1:lmn
WM intorposed botiroen specimen and plo.tcl'l to reduco tho high loon1ised
streosoD "mch occur thore. ~rlD method 'tiM shom1.by Spriggo ot 0.1. ( 116)
and by Griob et r.l. (117) to givo streIl3th vciuofJ about bAlf thoso
obta.1nod in four-point bending. Spriggo et 0.1. (116) cloo found thn.t
the reaul to obtcinod from tho diomotro.l comproooion toot '>lOra oimilor
to thoDe obto..ined from direct tension.
;.5 ~~-rp.yD1ffra.ction Procodu:ro
3.5.1 ldontifico.tion of crxst..".l phgsea
The cryctnllino ph..."\003present in the opecimens wero identified
using en ;~-ra.ydiffro.otion technique. Hioko1-filterod CuKcx rndio.tion
(,~ = 1.5405 R ) o.t 40 KV 20 !lA wo.o used throughout in 0. Philips PW1310
diffro.otometor. Tho spocdmen UD.D czuehed with c. percussion morto.Tand
hD.nd ground for 10 minu:tos c.ftor aiovil1g through 320 meah. Raoto.ngulo.r
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type specimen holder made of aluminum 2 mm thick "mB used to pack - 0.2g
of sample. Scanning speeds 10 2Q/min. were used in routine wo:r.k~using
time conabarrb 2 seconds and chart speed 2 cm/min. The full scale
deflection was set to 400 cps, scatter and receiving slit widtho of 10
and a focus slit width 0.10 lias constant in all the work.
Alignment of the goniometer was checked by comparing the pGttern of
a standcrd silicon speciMen with the known tabulated Ijne positions.
There wns no detect~ble difference between the two.
3.5.2 Quantitative analysis
Quantitative analysis of some crystalline phases in the mixture was
adopted using direct comparison method(118). In this method it is
necesBar,y to have a standard cryst~ll1ne sample, and in somo cases El
series 0f pure reference crystalline samples are needed(119). In choosing
diffraction lines to measure, the overlapping or closely edjacillltlines
from difforent phases Dhould be avoided. Therefore, this method depends
on comparing the intensity of a diffrncted ray of the required phase in
a I!lixtureby the intensity of the same diffrncted ray in the stmdard
eamp'lo, In order to get the "correct count" the background scattering
was subtracted from the peak scattering, either in the ~ixture or in the
stnndnrd sanple (120) • .2 g of the powder sample was charged. drrbothe
saople holder whioh has a cover glass plate at the botton, ruldcompacted
as strongly as possible by using fingers. The bottom cover plate was
then taken off and the original bo+con surfn.ce of the conpacbcd s[u::lple
Wtl.S then exposed to the X-ray beam instead of the upper surface. :By
using this technique the experirlentnl error due to variations illsurface
saoobhneaa, semple compactness and the level of the slU!lpleto be
exposed could be effectively reduced. The Dore detailed conditions for
the measuracents were given above in the relevant section~ except t~~t
scanning speed used was -to 20/oin.
The accuracy of this method was checked with a set of samples
mechanical mixtures, containing knownweights of different phases. There
was a good agreement between the results and the known compositions.
3.6 Scanning Electron flicroscopy
Scanning electron microscopy was used in the oourse of this work.
The electron microscope used in the present work was a Cambridge s600
Stereoscan operated at 30 KVA and 450 for tilted angle. The fracture
surfaces after the mechanical strength test were examined by this
technique. These samples were prepared by gluing the specimen onto an
aluminium holder with bost1k adhesive and sputtering on a 10 nm thick
gold/palladium ooating, to form a conduoting film so as to prevent
charging.
3.7 Density measurements
Bulk density was oalculated by weighing the samples and measuring
their dimensions with a micrometer. Density measuredments were checked
with a mercury densitometer (Doulton Research Ltd.). The agroement
between the two methods was to within ±. .01 gm/cc ,
True density was determined by pyknometer method (details in B.S.
1902 Part 1A, 1966 ), using paraffin oil instead. of distilled water.
The porosities were calculated from the densities using the
following expressions
p = x 100)6 ••••••• (:~.3)
where p = pewsi ty
PT = true denai ty and P.s is the bulk density.
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3.8 Differential Thermal Analysis
The MA techniqua is designed so as to detect any thermnl changes
accompanyingchemical or structural transformations during the haating
at a particular material. The DTA apparatus consists at a specially
designed sample holder which has two compartments; in one is placed
the sample and in the other a thermally inert material. The sanple
holder is heated up at a constant rate, and the temperature difference
between the two saoples is monitored b,y menns at opposing thermocouples.
The aotual temperature of the inert material is also nonitared by a.
thermocouple. When a transfomation in the sample ocours, which cauaes
liberation or absorption of heat, then the temperature difference between
the sample and the inert material will change, Therefore a plot of
temperatura differenoe against inert temperature will showa peak.
Differential the~ analysis a.pparatus 673-4 (Stanton Redcroft Ltd.)
using a. potentiometric recorder RE 571.20 was used in this study. A
pt-pt/13% Rh themooouple aSBeIClblywnsused with a high go.in, low noise,
low drift DC amplifier. Calcined alumina ws used as inert mnterinl.
A sample of 100 mg (-53tJ. n) was housed in a dimpedplatinWJ-rhodium
orucible using standard procedure for packing. The heating and cooling
rates in all the experiments were 10oC/oin.
The calcula.tion of the heat at reaction (6H) was carried out also
on sooe experinents; calibration at the apparatus is given in
Appendix 1.
3.9 ChemicalAnalYSis
The major elenents, CaO,A1203, Si02, MgO, Na20and K20, of sane
s~ples were quantitatively analysed with a Philips 12/2 autonatio X-ray
fiuorescence spectrometer using a. fu.sed disc nethod. The nux for fusion
of samples was used in the following proportions:
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Powder saople = 0.56 g
Spectroflux 110 (lithiuo tetraborate) = 2.24 g
The sanple and flux were weighed in Cl platinuu crucible, then fused
initially in an electric nuffle furnace at 100000for 20 nins., then again
for 10 mins. on a gas burner. The hot nelt ws agitated with 0. platinun
wire, then cast and pressed into a circular disc of 30 no in diameter
and 1 ~1 in thickness by using a copper wire ring on a steel plate. The
diso was analysed for the above oajor elenents using an Ag X-ray tube
under conditiona of 36 KV44 011.. The analytical crystal was "ThAP".
Using standard discs all the oalibrations and oorreotions were auto-
rm.tically processed by a conputer progranmewhich wo.aavailable.
3.10 Infrared AbsorPtion SpeotrosoopY
The characteristic IRS of any material can serve as a basis for
qualitative and quantitative analysis. An infrared spectrophotoneter,
modol SP1100(madeby UnicOD,Ehgland) was used in this study in the
range fron 4000-400 on-1 (25 - 2.5 micron). The potassiun bronide
pellet nethod was uaed(121). Before neasurenent, potassiun brooide and
the sanples were fl."Oedfron the adsorbed wat~r by drying at 11000 over-
night. Two Dg of the sDaple (~< 21.1.) wn.snixed with 1 g of potassiun
bromide in an autonatic agate I!lortar for 10 ninutes. .u constont weight,
200 ng, of the o1xture was pressed in pellet die lmder vacuun using 8 ton
pressure tor about 5 ninutes, to give a transparent diso (13 ID dianeter
x 0.5 mmthiokness). Tho pellets atter !abrica.tion were kept in plastic






Phosphoric acid (8~A was used as a bonding agent, and mixed with
different weight ratios of ex -A1203, CA6, CA2, CAand the commercial
material Secar "250" Cement. Roomtemperature casting followed by firing
o .
at different temperatures up to 1300 0 for 24 hours and hot pressing
teclmique (\U'lder 207 MNm-2 pressure, for 30 minutes in the range 50 _
7000C) were applied. In addition, samples prepared under hot-pressing
conditions (207 MNm-2 pressure, at 300°0 for 30 minutes) were aleo fired
in air for 24 hours in the range 300-1300oC.
4.1.1 Results
4.1.1.1 ex -Al#,_:t..1!}P04
(a) Samples cast at room temperature. followed bY fir!Bg
The same procedures previously described (Sections 3.3.1 and '.3.')
were followed to mix and fire ex-A1203 with 5 and 10 wt9~H,P04 using
0.25 w/s ratio.
D.T.A., Fig. 4.1, and Table 4.1 show that this reaction produced
an endothermio peak at ....230°0 and three exothermio peaks at approx-
imately 660, 747 and 1045°0.
X-ray analyses show that the process involved first the formation
01' the type AI(H~ 4)3 • However, on subsequent heating the final
bonding phase was almost entirely aluminum phosphate, AlP04• X-ray
diffraction pattems, Fig. 4.2, show that A1P04 (tridymite fonn) was
. 0
detected in those samples fired at 900 C for 24 hours. On the other
hand, A1P04 (cristoballte form) 'Wasfound in samples fired at higher
temperatures (i.e. 1200 and 13000C).






































o 200 400 600 800 1000 1200
Temperature ,oCI _
D.T.A. traces ot (A) CA + 10% H~P04' (B) CA2 + 10'/0H,W4,
(C) Secar "250" + 1O}b H31'04' (D) CA6 + 10';6 H3P04 '
(E) a-Al203 + 10% H3P04.
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Firing temperature ,·C) ....
Fig. 4.3: Dependence of strength upon firing temperatures.

























































































of strength upon firing temperatures is shown in Fig. 4.3. Quantitative
analysis of the percentage of anhydrous A1PO4 fomed .!n si tu after
firing at different temperatures, density, porosity, and cold orushing
strength are given in Table 4.2.
(b) Bot-Pressing
A combination of 10 wt% phosphoric acid and 90 wt% of a-Al20, was
mixed using .08 w/s ratio. Preparation of the samples was carried out
as previously described (Section '.3.2.2). Hot-pressing of this mixture
was carried out under constant pressure (207 MNm-2) for oonstant time
(30 minutes) over a wide range of temperatures (50 - 700°0) • In
addition, some samples were prepared under hot-pressing oonditions
(201 MNm-2 pressure, at 300°0 tor 30 minutes), followed by firing in
air between 300-1300°0 for 24 hours.
X-ray analysis showed that variscite, A1P04.2H20,was formed as a
direot reaction between alumina and phosphoric acid under hot-pressing
conditions at about 50°0. By increasing hot-pressing temperature to
100°0 a noticeable increase in the variscite peaks occurred. After hot-
pressing at 200°0, a strong peak representing anhydrous A1PO4 (oristobali te
form) at 29 = 21.75° appeared, as shown in Fig. 4.4. After hot-pressing
at 300°0, two peaks appeared at 2Q= 21.62° and 21.5°. On further
increasing the hot-pressing temperature to 400, 500, 600 and 700°0
°under the same oonditione, the peak 2Q= 21.5 was predominating. These
results oan be shown in Fig. 4.5. The I.R. epectra are given in Fig. 4.6.
The other group of samples which were fired in air (in the range
300-1300°0, for 24 hours) after hot-pressing (201 MNm-2 pressure, at
300°0 for 30 minutes) were also examined by DD and loR. After firing
at 300°0, two strong peaks representing A1P04were detected at 2Q=
21.43° and 21.68°. After firing at 600°0, the peak whioh was at 20 =
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decreased and shifted to 2Q= 21.65°. Arter firing at 900°C, the only
peak which appeared was at 2Q= 21.44°, and firing at 12000Cshoweda
small increase in intensity and a shirt to 2Q= 21.495°. At the same
time, a amall peak appeared at 2Q= 21.65°. Finally, firing at 13000C
showedno change in the posi tiona of the previous peaks, and only a
small increase in the intensity of the peak 2Q= 21.65°. These changes
are given in Fig. 4. 7 • The I. R. spectra are shown in Fig. 4.8.
Dependence of strength upon hot-pressing temperature is shown in
Fig. 4.9 and Table 4.3. Changes inthe microstructure with hot-pressing
temperatures and firing temperatures are shown in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11.
The relationshipsbetwean strengtb:Jand firing temperatures are given in
Figs. 4.12 and 4.13. The mechanical properties and related physical
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100 200 300 1.00 500
H.P temperature (oC)
SOO 700
Fig.4·9 Dependence of strength of a-Al203, C~, C~, CA and Secar '250'
cement mixed with 1rylo H3P04 upon H.P. temperature.
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I ! I.08 2.78 2.72 I 27.72
! .08 I 2.787 I 5.35 ! 27.60
.08 2.774 6.94 I 27.8
.08 2.814 12.94 26.9
I





.08 I 2.85 20.56 26.06
.08 2.885 25.58 25.26
.08 2.783 29.5 24.58
.08 2.67 17.8 27.69
J 11 Hot-pressing
I parametersMixture r---~-"""'----+
I ; Pressure: Temp. ITimeI ; (Imm-2) !(0C) : (min)
~ i I!a -Al203 + i 207 I 50 30i 1C1fo H~41 207 100 30
I I 207 I 200 30
i i 201 300 30
I I




! 30 I I 2.51 12.1 30.41! 201 500 I .08 I !, Ii 201 I 600 . 30 I .08 I 2.565 12.00 30.5! i II
,
I I1 i 201 100 ! 30 .08 i 2.603 14.3 29.46 II ,
I ;
, I, ICA 201 i 200 30 .08 2.158 14.00 24.68+ I . ,
j 201 001 30 .08 ! 2.09 . 8.2 27.00I I100 i I! 201 30 I .08 I 2.054 4.1 I 28.30/
CA + I ! 200 I
,
201 30 .08 I 2.0106 4.00 29.81
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Mechanical properties and related physical properties ot
ex-A1203, CA6, 0.l..2' CA and Secar "250" cement, mixed with 10}bH3P04, hot-pressed under constant pressure (201 MNm-
2) tor












SEMl.fi.orographa of o:-Al203 mixed wi th 1~6 ~PO t.' hot-pressed-2 r













S.E.n. lIicrogre.:phs of a-.lU'203mixed with 1o;~~ro 4' roon
tomporat\u'O casting, fired a.t 1300°C fo~ 24 bourn,
Fig, 4.1113
S,E,M, B1crographa of a-ll203 mJ.xedwith 1<Yt6 I~ro 4' hot-preaaed













Fig. 4.12: Dependenc. of etrength upon firing temperature •• Samplu
mix.d with 1~ H3P04, hot-pre ••ed und.r 207 MNm-2 pre ••ure,at 300·C, for 30 minute., and fired for 24 hours.
• •
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Dependence of strength upon firing temperatures.
samples_~xed with 10% H3P04, hot-pressed under207 MNm preesure, at 300'C for 30 minutes, and
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(a) SamPle. OAst at room temperature. followed by firing
The same procedure previously desor! bed (Sections '.3.1 and ,.,.,)
were tollowed to mix and tire CA6with 5, 10 and 2C1'~B,PO4 using .25 wiB
ratio. D.T.A. tor the mix OA6+ 10)6B,PO4' Fig. 4.1 and Table 4.1, show
an endothemio peak at -1'5°0 and three exothemio peaks at about 726,
792 and 1271°0• Table 4.5 gives a SUIIIIII&ry of the XRD results atter firing
at diff'erent temperatures. Dependenoeof' oold orushing strength upon
f'iring temperatures is shown in Fig. 4.~.
(b) Hot-Pressing
The same prooedure previously desoribed (Seotion 3.3.2.2) was followed
for mixing 1~ H,P04 with 9076 OA6 using .08 wls ratio. Hot-pressing was
carried out under oonstant pressure (201 mm-2) for constant time (30
minutes) and between the range 1OO-7000Cof' temperature.
x-~ analysis of the samples showed that variscite, AlP04.2H20,was
fomed and was deteoted in samples hot-pressed at 100°0. By inoreasing
the bot-pressing temperature to 150°0, a small new peak at 2Q = 26.3°
was deteoted, which was stronger in a sample hot-pressed at 200°0 (Fig.
4.14). On hot-pressing at 300°0, two peaks were deteoted at 2Q = 21.6,0
and 21.52°, which oorrespond to ~us AlP04• After hot-pressing at
400°0, the peaks were shifted to 2Q = 21.47° and 21.55°. On inorea.sing
the bot-pressing temperature to 500°0 and above, one peak only was
deteotedl 2Q = 21.37° after 500°0, 2Q = 21.42° after 600°0, and 2Q =
21.45° atter 700°0. This kind ot displacement was followed by XRD
and is given in Fig. 4.15. The I.R. spectra are given in Fig. 4.16.
Samples whioh were f'ired atter hot-pressing (under 207 MNm-2
pressure, at 300°0 for ,0 minutes) were also examined. For samples
fired at 300°0, two peaks were deteoted at 2Q = 21.69° and 21.81°; atter
firing a.t 600°0, only one peak appeared at 2Q = 21.52°, and after firing
61
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at 900°0, the peak was at 2Q= 21.6°0. After firing at 1200°0, AlP04
disappeared and was replaced by crA120~as the main product. In the same
sample, ~-Oa~(P04)2was detected, and after firing at 1~0000, ~0a,(P04)2
was found. These results are given in Figs. 4.17 and 4.18.
Dependencoof strength upon hot-pressing temperature is given in
Fig. 4.9. A high strength value for those samples hot-pressed at 200°0
followed by decrease up to 400°0, which gives the minimum va'lue, and
then a. slight increase in the stmngth by increasing hot-pressing temp-
erature was observed. Changes in microstructure induced by different
hot-pressing or firing temperatures are shownin Fig. 4.19. In samples
which were previously hot-pressed and fired, strength was slightly
decrea.sed from ~OOto 600°0, but from 600 to 1300°0 strength was
inoreased (Figures 4. 12 and 4. 1~)• The physical and mechanical prop-
erties of these mixtures are given in Tables 4.3 and 4.4.
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SF.H 11ioro~phs of O~ mixed with 10%H;ID4, hot-pressed




Sll14Hicrograpbs of OA6mixed \'11th 10% n,PO4 :
(a) Hot-prossed under 207 Inb -2 pressure, for 30 minutes
at 300°0, fired at 1300°C for 24 bow."S.







(a) Samples cast at room temperature. followed bY firtgg
Caloium dia1um1nate (C.A2)was mixed with 5, 10, 15 and 20 wt%
phosphorio acid using 0.25 wlc ratio, as previously describod (Sections
3.3.1 and 3.3.3). D.T.A. of the mix CA2+ 1~~ H3P04 showed an endo-
thermic peak at -120°C, and three exothermic peaks at about 656~ 682
and 1080°0 (Fig. 4.1 and Table 4.1). The relationship between strength
and firing temperatures is given in Fig. 4.3. Table 4.6 gives 1:"'.
summary of the different phases obtained after firing at different
temperatures.
(b) Hot-pressing
.A mixture of 9a}6 C1..2and 10}6H3P04was made as previously described
(Section 3.3.2.2) using .08 wlc ratio. Samples were hot-pressod under
oonstant pressure (207 MNm-2) for constant time (30 minutes) using a
temperature range of 200-7000C. Below 200°0, it was round that it was
difficult to extract the sample from the die without cracking. X-ray
analysis o£ the hot-pressed samples Showedthat no reaction took plaoe
after hot-pressing at 200°0, whereas after hot-pressing at 30000 a small
peak appeared at 2Q = 26.3°. Hot-pressing at 40000 produced a peak at
2Q = 21.52° whioh represented ~drous .tUPO4' By increasing the hot-
pressing temperature up to 500, 600 and 70000, the intensity of the above
° °peak was increased, with a small Shirt to 2Q = 21.55 at 700 O. This can
be seen in XRD pattern given in Fig. 4.20. The I.R. spectra are shown in
Fig. 4.21.
X-raf analysis of the fired samples, whioh had been hot-prossed
under 207 MNm-2 pressure, at 300°0 for 30 minutes, showed only one peak
at 2Q = 26.30 after firing at 300°0, whereas atter firing at 600°0 a
weak peak at 2Q = 21.52° appeared. This same peak was found to be much
stronger in those samples fired at 90000. Arter further heating at 1200°0
and 1300°0, the a.nlv'drous AlPO4 peak disappeared and peaks representing
70
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CA2 ) AlP04 (s.a.)
CA2 ) AlP04 (2Q =21.550c
CA2)~...ca~(PO4)2
CA2)Ct-Ca3 (ro4) 2 ) CA6
CA2
CA2 ') AlP04(2Q = 21.55°)(s.a.)
CA2> AlP04
(2Q = 21.65°)
CA2 ) ~-Ca~ (ro4) 2 I
CA2 :.. ~ -Ca~ (ro4) 2 I
C.A2> ex-Ca~ (ro4) 3) C,AGi,
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s.a. = small amount


















































a-oa3(P04)2' 0~6 and a-A120, appeared. Infra-red spectra are shownin
Fig. 4.22.
The dependence of strength upon hot-pressing temperature is given
in Fig. 4.9 and Table 4.3, which indicate that this mix behaves a.pprox-
imately like the CA6+ 1~ H,PO4 mix, where the strength is decrea.sed
from 200 - 300°C and then increases with increasing hot-pressing
temperatures up to 700°C. The changesin the microstructures with hob-
pressing temperatures and with firing temperatures are given in Fig. 4.2,.
The strength of fired samples, previously hot-pressed (Figures 4.12 and
4.13) shows an increase with increasing firing temperature from ,00 -



















8m l<1iorogmphs of o~ mixed wi th 1~'b ~PO4' hot-pressed under
207 l1Nm-2 pressure for 30 minutes at:
Fig. 4.2313
S]1.f Miorogr:a.phs of C~ mixed w.I.th 1(1)~~ro 4~
(a) Hot-pressed under 207 MNm-2 pressure for 30 minutes at
300°0, fired at 1300°0 tor 24 hours.






4.1.1.4 C~ + B}P04
(a) Samples cast at room temperature. followed by firing
Calcium monoaluminate was mixod with 5, 10, 15 and 20 wt%phosphorio
acid as previously desoribed (Seotions '.3.1 and 3.'.') using .25 w/c ratio.
D.T.A. of the mix CA+ 1<J';6 H,PO4 shows an endothemio peak at a.bout 120°C
and two exothermio peaks a.t about 615 and 9250Cas shown in Fig. 4.1, and
Table 4.1. Table 4.1 gives a summary of the qualitative analysis of the
different phases atter firing at different temperatures. Dependence of
strength upon firing temperature is shown in Fig. 4.'.
(b) Hot-pressing
Calcium monoa.luminatewas mixed with 1~ H3PO4 using .08 w/o ratio
and hot-pressing was oarried out as previously stated (Seotion ,.,.2.2)
under oonstant pressure (201 MNm-2) for constant time (30 minutes) in the
range of temperature 200-1000C. X-ray analysis showedno sign of
reaotion a.fter hot-pressing between 200 and 600°C. After hot-pressing
000at 100 C, the sample showed two peaks at 2Q= 20.' and 21.55. The
XRDof these mixtures are given in Fig. 4.20 and I.R. speotra DoTegiven
in Fig. 4.24. For those samples whioh were fired atter hot-pressing,
°X-ray a.no.lysis showed that after firing at 300 C, no ohange oocurred,
whereas atter firing a.t 600°C, two weak peaks at 20 = 21.550 and 20.,°
were observed. These two peaks were slightly deoreased in intensity
after tiring at 900°C, and they oompletely disappeared after firing at
1200 and 130000. In samples fired at this latter temperature, et -Ca3(P04)2
was deteoted with somepeaks representing oaloium dialuminate (C..:l.2)·
The I.R. spectra are shown in Fig. 4.25. Dependenoeof strength
upon hot-pressing temperature is given in Fig. 4.9 and Table 4.3; it
oan be noted that the mixture behaves almost like the previous oaloium
aluminate + phosphorio acid mixtures. The oold orushing strength of
samples subjected to firing atter hot-pressing showedan inorease in
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I lUx ! Composition Firing 1 Phase identification Other1No. (wt%) Conditions (relative amount) observations
i Temp. Time I I JI (OC) I(hours)








I 1,00 I 24
I CA 85
I !I, t 300 I 24j H,P04 15 Ij 600 I 24I i





4 I CA 80 ,0O I 24II H,P04 600 24
I
i 900 24
! t 1200 24I,
11300 24,
s.a. = small amount;
24
> 4 ( 5 )
+ traces of CA2
CA > CAZ' traces ofca,(P04)2


















CA ) AlP04, CA2 (s.a.)
CA ) CA2 '> i3 -Ca3 (ro4) 2
CA : CA2 ~ Ca,(P04)2
Table 4.7 g Summary of XRD results of CA + H,PO 4 mixtures.
CA > Y -Ca2P 205 > AlPO4
CA "> AlPO 4 '> ~ -Ca2P 205
CA '> CA2 '>~Ca3(P04)2
CA > CA2 )aca,(P04)2
I CA, CaHPO4 (s.a.)
I CA '> ll.1P04 > Y -Cal207
~ CA '> AlPO4 ) ~ -Ca2P 207




CA > C1l.2> Ca,(P04)2







































































SB-iMicrographs of CAmixed "Ii th 1<1'~~ro 4' hot-pressod under
207 rmm-2 pressure for 30 minutes at:
(a.) 200°C
(b) 400°0.
SJjJ.l lilorographs of CA mixed ~.1ith 1ry;~ lLOO ~~
~ "
(a) Hot-pressed under 207 l1lTm-2 P1'GSflUl."G for 30 minu:tes,
at 300°C, fired at 13OO°C for 24 hours.








the strength with increasing firing temperatures (Figs. 4.12 and 4.1;).
The changes in the microstructures with hot-pressing temperatures and
after firing at 1;000C are shown in Fig. 4.26. Physical and meohanioal
properties are SUIIIllarised in Table 4.4.
4.1.1.5 Seoar "250" cement + ~
SeCa.!' "250" cement, which can be considered as a. mixture of CA and
C~, ,me mixed with 10}6 ~ro 4' and. somples \.1ere hot-pressod undor oonstant
proElsure (207 rmm -2) for constant time (;0 minutes) over the ra.nge of
temporatm.'98 200-700°C. Tho some procedure previously described
(Section 3. ;.2.2) \roB followed, using .08 w/o ratio.
Tho D.T.A. reaul ts of the mixture Secnr "250" -l- 10)6 ~PO4 (Fig. 4.1
and. Tablo 4.1) show an endothemio pea::.: at about 125°C and two exothermic
pooks at approximately 692 and 1047°C (Fig. 4.1 and Table 4.1).
X-ro\y analysis ahowed thnt no reaction ooourrod in tho hot-pressod
samples a.t 200 and. 300°C, whereo.s at 400°C two peaks n.ppea:red at 2Q =
20.;° and 21.55° (Fig. 4.27). After f'urther hot-pressing at 500, 600 and
700°C 0. 8IIIDll increase in the intonei ty of tho above peaks was observed,
Samples whioh "lOre fired after hot-pressing "lare also eJClllllined. X-roJr
o.nalyais ohowd that the above two peaks (2Q ""'20.;° and 21.55°) wore
deteoted after f11'ing at 600 ond 900°C. In a.ddition, a.f'ter firing a.t
bigbor tomperntu:r:oeo (i.e. 1200 o.nd 13000C) mc.in1y C~ and 0. sma.ll fJlIlOunt
of CA as well os with tro.oes of cx-Al20; aad a-CD..;(P04)2 \'Jere deteoted.
Infro.-rod spoctra after firing at Mfferont tompomturos arc shown in Fig. 4.28.
Dopondenoo of strength upon hot-pressing tempemtures is shown in
Fin-. 4.9. ~o rolat1onship betl·lOon strength and firing tempern.tu:roa is
givon in Figs. 4.12 and 4.13. !lhG change in the micxoatruc1iu:res oi thor
lath hot-pressing temporo.tuxo or o.f'tor firirlg at 1300°C o.re ahotm in
Fig. 4.29. 'lho mechAnicnl !Y.t'Opertieoand l."Glo.tedphysico.l propertieD ore






































SJll1 Uicrogra.phs of Becu "250" cement, mixed \:lith iCY;.o ~PO 4'
hot-pressed 'Wl.der 207 lfrirJ-2 pressure for 30 minutes a.t:
(a) 200°C
(b) 400°C






4. 2 Al1lTDj wn Phospha.to
The effect of aluminum phosphate (cristobal! te form) as a bonding
ma.terial on some calcium aluminate phases was studied. Roomtompemture
casting followed by firing at different temperatures together ''lith hot-
pressing under constant pressure (207 MNm-2) for constant time (30 minutes)
at constant temperature (~OOoC)followed by firing were a.pplied.
4.2.1 Results
(a) Samples cast at room temperature. followed by firing
Calcium mono- and dialuminate were mixed with 5 and 10 wt% aluminum
phosphate, previously prepared (Seotion 3.2) using .25 w/c ratio. The
prooedures previously described (Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.3) wero followed
for mixing and firing.
XRD results of the above mixtures are summarised in Table 4.8.
Strength of samples prepared at room temperature was not measured because
the samples were not hard enough, evan atter tiring.
The JYrf.. traces of the mixtures C1\6' C1l.2,Cll..and Secnr "250" + 1~
llP0
4
are shown in Fig. 4.30 and the results are summarised in Table 4.9.
f
Exothermic Reaction I 6T Peak krea
Mixture I °c
-1
l Start Peak Phd deg.S.mg
I ! CC oC °C
! ICA+ 10'~ A1P04 985 I 1140 1191 0.227 1.36I j
CA2+ 10',,6AlPO4 1015 I 1135 1169 I 0.227 1.21
; CA6+ 10';6AlPO4 1184- 1225 1277
0.367 1.40
Secu "250" +
i 1015 1122 1224 0.245 0.93710',,6A1PO4 I































o 200 600 800 1000
Temperature'e -
1LOOL.OO 1200
Fig. 4.30: ~ieal differential thermal analysis curves of (A) CA,





, II Composition Firing II Phaee identificntion ; OtherI (wt%) I Conditione I (relative amount) I observationsI
Tillie I ,I I Temr •!
I (OC Uwural ' I
CA 95
I
300 24 CA ) AlP04 II AlP04 5 600 24 , Cl. I A1P04 (s.a.),














CA2 95 300 24
A1P04 5 600 24, 900 24
I 1200 24
I I
I I 1,00 I 24II
CA2 90 300 24
A1P04
10 I 600 24I
I 900 24























C.A2 > 0:-1.120, ") CA6










Table 4.8= Summa.ry of XRDdata of CA and C1.2 mixed with 5 and 10 ~~~
A1PO4' cast at room temperature, before firing.
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(b) Hot-pressing
Calcium monoalum1nate, calcium dia.lum1nate and Secar "250" were
r:.oL.1 ·-2mixed with -.J7V AlP04 using 0.1 w,c ratio, and hot-pressed lmder 201 I>lNm
opressure at 300 C for 30 minutes. After bot-pressing, samples were
fired in air between 300 - 13000Cfor 24 hours.
XRDresults of tho above mixtures are summarised in Table 1~.10. 1m
improvement in the strengtb was observed, for samples hot-pressed before
firing, as shown in Fig. 4.31. Mechanical properties and related
physical properties are given in Table 4.11.
In general the above results support the conclusion drawn by
Gitzen et al.(122), that aluminumphosphate does not behave like a
cementitious material when added in prefabricated form. The presence of
calcium oxide increases the decomposition rate of aluminumphosphate toa-
A1203 and P205' which consequently decreases its thermal stability. The
formation of Ca3(P04)2 is due to the reaction between P205 liberated
!':romthe decomposition of A1P04and CaO. The slight increase in strength
and density, however, was probably due to sintering processes.
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f Composition Firing Phase identification Other I
(wi;%) Conditions (relative amount) observations
ITem)·1 Time I
.l (OC , (hrc)
I I ICA 95 300 24 CA ) AlP04 IAlP04 .5 ! iII 600 241 CA AlPO4 (s.a.);
I 900 241 CA ) CA2 No AlP04Ii 1200 24 ' CA ) CA2-CC,3(P04)2 I1ixtureex&~I
j 1300 24 I CA ) CA2) ex -Ca3(P04)2I I I I
CA2 95 300 I 24 i CA2 "> AlP04
j
241 IA1P04 5 600 CA2 > AlPO4 (s.a.)
I 900 24 CA2 AlP04 (s.a.)! 1200 ! 24 CA2 ~ CA6 ") ex -A1203 > Mixture ex&~cajo~j Ca3(P04)2 IiI ff 1 00 CA > CA ex -AI 0I
I '






















CA> CA2 > AlP04 (s.a.)
CA > CA2
CA2 :> CA > ~ -Ca3(P04)2
CA2> CA
No A1P04
Summary ot XRD data ot CA, CA2 and Secar "250" + 5 wt% AlP04,-2 0hot-pressed under 201 MNm pressure, at 300 C for

































Fig. 4.31: Dependence of strength upon firing temperatures.
Samples mixed with 5% AlP04, hot-pressed under
207 MNm-2 pressure, at 300°C for 30 minutes, and
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4., Discussion
(a) Samples cast at room temperature, followed by firing
Phosphoric acid acts as a bonding material, and as stated before
(Section 2.4) the addition of aluminum oxide will increase the strength
whereas the presence of calcium oxide will decrease its effectiveness as
a bonding material(46)o
Figure 4.32 conf~s the above ~gestion, whereas the higher the
cC'+A ratio, the lower the strength at all firing temperatures. This may
be due to~
(1) In the case of ex -Al20, + H,PO4 mixtures, XRD quantitative analysis
shows that there is an increase in the amount of AlPO4 fomed .!n situ
"r1th increasing firing temperatures, Table 4.2. By plotting the percent-
age of AlP04 against strength and firing temperatures, Fig. 4.33, it is
obvious to notice that tho increase of strength is associated with an
increase of the percentage of AlP04 bonding material.
(2) In the case of different calcium aluminate mixtures, with phosphoric
acid (Fig. 4.,2), the percentage of AlP04 fomed.!!!..!!E:!decreases with
increasing the C~A ratio.
C(3) The microstructure ia more dense with the lower c+.A ratio, but it is
more open with the higher C~A ratio (Figures 4.11A & B, 4.19B, 4.23B and
4.26B) •
(4) The mixture cx-A120, + H,P04 does not show any decomposition of A1P04
when fired up to 13000C for 24 hours, whereas in calcium aluminate
mixtures with phosphoric acid, AlP04 completely decomposed after firing
oat 1200 C to A120, and P205'
(5) Owing to the decomposition of AlPO 4 in higher temperature range
(i.e. 1200 and 13OO0C), Ca,(P04)2 wae fomed in calcium aluminate
mixtures. Thorefore, the themal decomposition of AlP04 is assisted
by CaO.
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Fig.4·32 Relationship between compressive strength and C:A ratio.
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FIG. 4.34: The relationship between oH and C~Aratio.
Samples mixed with 1CY36 H3PO4.
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From DTAresults, Fig. 4.1 and Table 4.1, the first exothermic
reaction is due to the fomation of crystalline AIPO4. A relationship
between the O~Aratio and heat of reaction (l\HO) in each mixture is
shownin Fig. 4.'4. It was found that 6H is increased with increasing
Cthe C+A ratio.
(b) Hot Pressing
The results of this work, carried out under hot-pressing conditions,
show that the reaction between the different starting materials and
phosphoric acid takes place at relatively low temperatures comparedwith
reactions in section (a) above. Hot-pressing in this work can be con-
sidered as involving a chemical reaction. Figure 4.4 shows that a -
A120, and H,P04 react to form AlP04, cristobalite form, at 200
00. It has
been found also that there is a relationship between the hot-pressing
temperature at which crystalline AlPO4 is formed .!!l ~ and the O~A
ratio, under oonstant pressure (207 MNm-2) for constant time (;0 minutes).
This relationship is given in Fig. 4.35 which shows that by increasing
the CaOcontent, the minimum hot-pressing temperature at which anhydrous
A1P04was fomed is raised. Table 4.12 gives the quantitative analysis
of the different mixtures for the percentage of AlP04at different hot-
pressing temperatures. It is of interest to note that the percentage of
A1P04in the mixture a-A120,+H;P04did not significantly increase from
hot-pressing at 200 up to 70000 (from 9.3-10.~~),F1g.4.'6h. ~s a result of the
present study it is proposed that the reaction is almost oomplete at a
temperature as loW'as 200oC. In addition, in the case of C.A6+ H;PO4
~e, there is a great similarity whereas hot-pressing at ,00°0
produces about 8%AlPO4•
HoW'ever,in caloium di- and monoalum!nate, the reaction takes place at
oabout 400 and 700 Crespectively. The pArcentage of A1P04 fomed in situ












Fig.' 4.35: Relationship betwen C:A ratio and the minimum H.P.





Hot-prossing % of crystalline AIPO4 tormed in si tu
Temp. OC by mixing 10 wt96 H3PO4 with:
C( -A1203 C1\6 Cl1.2 CA
200 9.3
300 8.9 8
400 9.2 7 1.8
500 8.93 5.38 traces
600 10.5 5.30 traces
700 10.25 7.23 3.8 2.5




% of crystalline AIPO4 formed in si tu
by mixing 10 wt% H3P04 with:
300
C( -L1203 CA6 CA2 CA
9.6 I9.99 not ! not,
detected Idetected:
12.00 9.1 traces ,traces !
11.2 7.8 3.2 I 2.2 I






Table 4113: Dependence ot the percentage of A1P04 on
firing temperature. Samples were previously
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Eis. 4.36: Dependence of etrength on CA) hot-pressing temperatures and ths
peroenta8e of !lF04, CB) firin6 temper&turee and the
pero8n'ta8e of AlFO4'
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content of CaOcompared with the above two mixtures (L,e. a-il 0 and
2 3
CA6 mixtures).
Quantitati ve a.na.lysis of ..uFO4 in the fired samples (previouoly hot
pl..eased) (Table 4.13 and Fig. 4.36B) confinned that the reaction uhich
had taken place for 30 minutes under hot-pressing conditions was nearly






a small increase in the percentaee of AlFO4 "taa noticed betlveen those
samples which had been hot-pressed at 300°C for only 30 minutes, and
those which were fir~d after that at 300°C in air for 24 hours (8.9-9.~6).
However, the overall d.i1'ference in the percentage of AlPO4 between samples
hot-pressed at 300°C for 30 Ddnutes and samples fired after that at
1)OO°Cis also relatively omall (i.e. 8.9-14%).
The noticeable phenomenonin the hot-pressed group is the shifting
in the position of the main .AlFO4 peek (29 = 21.11°), which ms::r signif'y
a change in the volume of the oell.
In the case of C~ mixture, slight changes of unit cell dimensions
of AlR)4 were also observed.
Comparing room temperature casting followed by firing, with hot-
pressing followed by firing, for a-JJ.20, + 10)b H-;R)4mixes (Tables 4.2
and 4.4), a number of changes are evident:
( 1) In the former mi.% there is a fourfold increase in the percentage
of AlF04 produced by firing in the range 600- 1300°C (3.16 - 12.180,,6).
(2) If samples are hot-pressed before firing, the increase of the
peroontaee of AlPO 4 is very small over the same range of temperat'u.res
(12.2 - 14%).
(3) In the latter mix, the samples ahowadabout four times higher
strength values and the microstructure is more compact than in the
fOl.'IOOr mix.
It seems unlikely from these results (Figures 4.3; and 4.36) that
the ga.in in strength of the hot-pressed samples is related to the amount
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of .AlFO 4 formed. Decreased porcei ty is in fact more likely to be
responsible.
The achievement of theoretical density, i.e. zel."Oporosity, was not
the aim of tIlls work, but as expected, all the bot-pressed samples were
lass porous and had higher densities than tho room-tmaperature ca.at
samplos (Figuros 4.11B, 4.19B, 4.2~ and 4.26B). Tho miniWtm porosity
in this group was about 22.:1}6 and the higher dens! ty was 77.5% of
thooretioal. nu-ing tho firing prooess after bot-pressing thoro was a.
decreaae in the porosity espeoially at higher temperatuxes. Tho sinter:l.ng
process oould Illso tD.ke plaoe more easily than in thoso oamples "mch
were cost a.t room temperc'lim"O.
From X-~ onolyaos, it woo found that, when caloitun hoxa.-alum:l.na.to
mL..~ \1DS bot-proDDed at 200°0, tllO nowponke appeared, a strong one
nt 29 = 26.3° c..nd II lOOdiumone a.t 20.7° (Fig. 4.14). These peo.ks lDO\V
indioate the presenoe of ono of tho polymorphic forms of o.luminium
phosphll.te (possibly borlini to form) and this WDS further suggested by
I.R. c.no.lysis (Fig. 4.16). By increasing bot-p:t'9ssiIlg temperc.ture to
3000C, tho two peaks abcvo diooppooxod, whoreo.o a.nothar tlro poa.ks a.t
29 = 21.6,0 £lJld 21.52° wore dotooted (Ficr. 4.15). The latter pecks JII£I\Y'
represent a. m:Lxturo of trid;ynli te o.nd criotobo.lito forms of o.luminium
phospho.to, but mainly oriotoba.llte. On the other bond, by increasing
hot-prossing tempero.tures up to 700°C, and after firing ill air up to
900°C, x-~ annlysis SllOlJOdtho.t tho main peak representing cristobalite
p:i.~dominated "lith a. smo.ll shift of position "lhich too:3' signii'y a ohange
in the volUIOOof the colI figu:res (Figures 4.15 and 4.17).
These observations IIlO\V leo.d to 0. S\.1ggestion that under hot-pressing
conditions, tho reoonstru.ctivo oh.o.ngoin tho polymolo'phiofol."mBof
o.luminium phosphate formod in pitu can take plo.ce at low tomperntuxes.
Ono of tho interesting phenomena, which w.a oboervod in oalcium
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aluminate m:f.jdiuxeswi th ~ro 4 (in particular calcium hexa- and dialuminate
mixtureS) is the decrease in strength values by increasing hot-pressing
temperature f'mm 200-6000C (Fig. 4.9). !I!'lis decrease in strcl1o""iliueD
accompanied by an increnao in the porosity (Tablo 4.3). Porosity in
calcium hoxa-a.ll.1Ill.inato and calcium dio.lumino.te mixtures "ro,s found to
incrense by about 19.4 and O.6~6respectively in the range of ho·t;-prossing
botween 200-6000C. Furthormore, samples of co.1cium hoxa-alum.:i.nz:l.to and
co.1cium dio.1'UD1.1nll.temixturos hot-prossod o.t 200°C show 0. 10tl'or poroai ty
.l1iha.n thoso corresponding so.mples fired in o.ir o.t 1300°C for 24 hours,
proviously hot-prossod (undor 207 NNn-2, o.t 300°C for 30 minutes).
lliis noticeablo incronso in porosity can bo e~lo.inod on tho bosis
of tho theolzy' for movoment of poroo throU8h 0. solid which htl.s beon
discuasod by a number of authors( 123,124). Porosity is o.ppo.ront both
on the gro.in boUl'l.dll.:r:ios(interg.ronulo.r) and witllin the gro.:in (intra-
gronular). Porosity \'r.i.thin tho ~ causing failure gives 0. lower
porosi ty dopondonoo, while parosi ty around tho gro.:i.no g1ves high
porosity effocts. Kingolzy'c.nd FrDncois (123) reported that ex-em:i.nntion
of microgro.phs of porous ain'tared 002 shows that pores o.ro presont olmost
~ntirely a.t tho gro.1n corners (1ntorgr:o.nulo.r). lliis means thnt, in
contro.at to partioulo.to inclusions, pores on tho groin boundaries IDLl\Y" bo
left behind by tho moving boundnry or migro.to with the boUZldm-y
gmduo.lly agglomerating o.t BTCin corners. Nichols (124) ho.s discussed
this phenomono., oonsidering two sos-filled bubbles in 0. solid IllQ.tru
with ro.dii r1 cmd r2 with r1 < r2• Ho divided tho onauing process L'"lto
two staeos. CoaJ.esoenoe BUlge, in which the two bubbles in conto.ct




2 2 2)whioh then inoreo.sos in size to a. finD.l ro.dius r4 (r4 = r1 + r2
'\-r.i.th 0. continuous docroo.se in freo energy' o.nd 0. net increc.so in V01UIOO.
VolUIOOo.djUStmollt stogo, llhioh '!DDJ' be required to re-establish
equilibrium. !]ho a.uthor show tlm.t for 0.11 pro.otico.1 oo.aen, the
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coalescence 't'rill occur first and the volume adjuatIoont may then occur
over a relatively much longe~ time.
On the other hand, hot-pressing of calcium aluminate mixtures
(especially CA6 mixture) can be considered as a reaction hot-preSSing,
i.e. formation of some compounds in si tu. The reaul ts show that the
chamicaJ. rea.ction is greatly dependent on the hot-prossing 1iempero.tw."O.
Th.e:roforc, tho docrcooe of porosity with incZ'Oasing hot-prossine- temp-
omturo mn.y be duo to liboro.tion of some go.s08 umeh OOUSO swelling.
P.rosont maul ts show tlul.t in tho presenco of phosphoric ~id, S0100
C~ is prosellt in the mixture CA + ~P04 o.fJliorfiring at only 900°C. In
tl.ddi tion C~ goes to C~ + SOIl¥)a-Al203 and C..~ gooa to a-A1203• In.frn.-
rod da.to. (Figures 4.18, 4.22, 4.25 and 4.20) ahowod tho tro.nsfo1"mt.l.tionof
CA to C1"2 and CA6 to a-&203 at higher temperatures. The reference
spectra for pure materials used in this stud\Y"arc shotzn in Fig. 4.37.
Con:meroial.materinl which lIDS also useel in this study, Secnr "250"
cement, behaved like El. m:l.:rluJ:oe of CA + C~. TI10 dependenoo of stre~ooth
upon the bulk donsity is given in Fiu. 4.36. Gono:roJ.ly the higher the
bulk donsi ty, tho higher is the strongth. llie peroonta.ge of '\'lGight 10SB
during firing is givon in Fig. 4.39, which indiootca that tho higher tho
CaO, tho highor is tho wight loss. Infra-red analysis given in Figuros
4.6, 4.16, 4.21 o.nd 4.24 confirms tho formation of Alro 4 in the abovo
mixtu:ros during hot-preSSing, but it is dif'fieul t to differentiate by
I. R. between tho various forms of o.nhydrous .hJ.R)4 (oarooially tridymi to
tmd oristobali to) in particular when thoy &'0 fOl.'mOdin si tu, booaase
the obo.ro.oteristio ,ro.vonumboraQ,J:O wry eloElo(125) •
(0) StroAs~-porosi]Y relationship
The major struoturo.l effocts in most oommies criso from parosi ty,
which ill turn o.ffeots moohaniooJ.properties. Pores obviously aecrenso
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stress concentration points(126). On the other hand, high porosity
reduoes Y01.lllC'slhdulua (E) and the effeotive surface energy for
1'ra.cture initia tion (Ii ) and inc1'9a.ses the size of the largnst inhe:ront
surface flaw (C), all of which roduce st:rongth (127). Fra.cturo is seen
to originat,o .from largo, not small, pores in a body having both ty}>osof
pores(128). lJaBselman(129) has oonsidered somo anpoo t of pozos as fla.w,
",boreas Evans and fuvidgo (127) wre Dllljor dovalopors of this concopt for
largo pores. Recently, Rice(128) has extended his concopt of pozos OB
integrnl port of flo.\1 by OOnpting it to poros of eBf:;entin.1ly 0.11 oizGS
o.nd loco.tions. Ho oouc'ludea tho.t uniform distributionn of different
typos of pores ldl1 lu:l.vcsimilar strength-porosity trends, which uill
follow ti>..Gexponontinl roln.tion, but (n) vn.luos will depend on poze
location, sizo o.nd. shape, Thoro haa genernJ.ly been no attempt to
apocifically dari vo a theory of the porosity dependance of comproned vo
atrcngth, ub.croo.s the oxponential relation wo.s first empirically n.ppliod
to oompressivo strength data. (128).
Compressive strength-porosity relationships for fired somplos
proviously hot-prossod (under 207 NNm-2for ,0 minutes at 300°C) havo
boon elucida.tod using aono empirico.1 equations. Figu:ro 4.40 shows this
relationship plotted on the basis of equation 2.7(108) ond Figure 4.41
011 tha boois of equa tion 2. e< 109)• From the figures, it con be
observod tlmt c.11 tho ma.torials obto.in high voluoa of {n} in oquo.tion 2.7
and. high slope vnlues in equation 2.8. This, OB previously discusoed
by I!lrulY invoctilPtors (128,130), lllO\Y be duo to inhomogeneous porcsi ty.
In a.d.di tion, it con c.1cobo noted tho.t the differenoe in tho s'tArting
materials affects tho porosity to DOroo extent. !I!hi.D DUlY be lilly the
data in both gmplw fit 1001'0 thml one line. lJo"levor, a-A1203 nnd C~
mixtureo ahowd 0. great s1milo.rity to oa.ch other ill this relatiol1ship,
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Fig. 4.40: Log strength-porosity relationship; data plotted on the
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Another 1m:portS.llt aspect is the effect of addi ti ves or impurities
on strength. Additives can either aid or retard dansif'ication and henoe
influence the eLlOlmtof porosity. They ll:lB\Y also influence tho shape and
size of pores prosent(128).
Present maul ts show that the addition of phosphoric acid (~PO~) to
tho different starting matorials loads to tho fOlIll8.tion of aluminium
phosphate (AlID4) in situ, whereas the a.Dxnmtand perhaps the distribution
a.ro dependant on tho C~.l1.mtio. Consoquelltly, it can be suggested that
tho p:l."OBOnoo of n.1:umini.umphosphate (AlroA) in tho structure may alsor
play ll. pert in influonoing the porosity. ThiEl may explain tho similD.ri ty
botlmon a-Al203 and CA6m:L"::tu:ros(rclo.tively high .All~4 corrtonb) end tho
similori ty bo't\'lOontho other calciU!!l o.11..lLliootomLiCIiuros(rela.tively low
AIR>4 contont). In a.c1di tion, this '!1JD:3' oJ.so oxpla.in why, for s.im:i.lro:
porosi ty, tho a-Al203 ond C1l.6 m.ixtuxos shou higilor s1irollgth than tho other
calcium a.l1lIllinD.tomixtures. ]\:lrthe:rDlore, based on different looation,
size and shape of pores, a considerable range of strength bohavio'\.U"can
occur for different bodios over tho same porosity range (128) •
On tho other hand, as stated bororo (Chapter 1), the offeot of
grain sizo on strength \'las m.inim:f.sedby keoping tho speoifio surfaoe
aroa of all tho starting materials nsarly the SBmO oxoept for CX-AI203
(Table ,.1). Generally it has boon oonsidorod that strone1;h inoroases
wi th dooreasing grain sizo. Tho prosont results aro consistent with tho
generally obsorved bohD.viour in tha.t tho srJllJ.lor gmin sizo a-.Al203




PHOSPHORIC ACID + BORIC ACID MIXTURE AND
PREFABRICATED BORON PHOSPffilTE lUIDITIVES
5.1 Phosphorio Aoid + Borio Acid ~
11 stoiohiometrio mixture of phosphorio and borio acid was used as a
bonding agent. Throughout the present work 5 and 1(})6 of this mixture
ltaS reacted with cx-.Al203, whereas only 5~ "laS added to the other oaloium
aluminate phases. !Jhe three different teohniques of sll.lllplepreparation,
previously stated in Chapter 4, w-ere applied.
5. 1. 1 Results
5.1.1.1 cx-Al~ + 'II:3P04 + ~3)
(a.) Samples oast a.t room temperature. followed by firing
The eame procedures previously desoribed (Seotions 3.3.1 and 3.3.3)
wore followed to mix and firo cx-JU203 "lith 5 and 10)6 (H;P04 + ~B03)
using .25 wiD ro.tio.
DT.a (Fig. 5.1 nnd Table 5.1) shows that CX-11l203 -I- 10}6 (r~P04+~B03)
mixture produced two endothemio penks a.t about 120 and 145°C o.nd two
exothomio peolcs a.t a.bout 740 and 1030°C. x-~ analyses, Fig. 5.2,
sho\tl9d that the binary Olzy'stalllne phnses .hlP04 and 9&2°3.2132°3 were the
only two oompoundsto be deteoted in the range of firing, i.e. 300-13000C.
Dependanoo of strength upon the percentago of the mixture "H;PO4 +
IIJ003" usod o.nd upon firing temporatln-os is shown in Fig. 5.3. The re91ll ts
indioated thc.t 5% "~P04+¥03" gave higher strength vnlues then mixing with
10}6, espeoially above 600°c. Bowover, there wo.s 0. deore£lSe in the strength
a.f'tor firing both mixes above 900°C, but above 12OO°C tho strength
inoreased rapidly.
Borio oxide (:a203) wo.s also mixed with phosphoric acid j.n the same
stoichiometrio ro.tioD, o.nd the mixtures \.Jere used OB bonding ll.o"'E:ntswith
cx-l.l203• X-~ o.n£llyass sho\.Jedtbnt there l'ro.s no signifioont differenoe

























0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200
Temperature I-C) ___.
FIC. 5.1: DT! trace. of (A) CA + 10% (H~P04+H,B03)
(B) CA2 + II . II II
(C) C~ + II II II
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Fig. 5.31 Dependenceof strength upon firing temperatures.
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tho two a.dditives L(~ro4+lI:?:OO:;>or (E:;P(\+J3:;Y;S>J chowo ;1. C'Xc-c..t oiLlilarity.
St:-:ength, paro si ty , denaa ty and g_uantita ti ve a.naJ.ysis of the Alm4 and
9.lll20,.2B20, content of all these IJixtures after firi.r.t.g in the raJ.'l89
:;00 -1300°0 are given ill Table 5.2. l.fi.crosmtctures of some of these
sanples arc ch.owr~in Fig. 5.4A & B.
(b) Hot-pressing
A combination of 5% IIH3PO4 -;. II;J30:;" and 95% a-Al20:; l'1S.a mixed using
0.1 'tl/S l."8.tio. 'lhe I!li:ditU"e 't19.S hot-pressed under oonstant pressure
(207 r·mm-2) for oonstant time (30 minutes) in the ta!J1llera.ture range 200 -
700°0. The prooedure which wao previously desoribed (Section :;.:;.2.2)
was followed. In addition, samples prepared under hot-pressing oondi tiona
(207 11lta-2 preeS'1ll"9, for :;0 mll1.utes a.t :;oooe) were also fired in air f'or
24 hours in the same range of' temperatures, i. e. :;00 -1:;00°e.
X-ray a.nalyses of sampleD prepared at dtf'fe:rent hot-pressing temp-
eratures aho,\" tha.t the reaction took place at abou'b 600°0. .Aluminum
phospha;l;e, .A1P0
4
, and the compound9l.J.203.2:B203 l'l8re deteoted after
hot-pxoBaing a.t this temperature. On increasing the hot-pressing
temperature to 700°0, no signif'ioant ohango in phase compositiona was
oboerved, but the strength ,me found to inorease. Mechanical properties
e.l1Cl rela.ted pl1Yoioal proper·~ieB are given ill Table 5.:;. On the other




.2B20:; were present after firing at 600°0. By
increasing the firing temperatm."es up to 12000C, no siglli'ioant chci.nge
Ln the peroentase of A1P04or 9.A120;.ZS20; was observed, Table 5.2.
However, a ohange in the pasi tion of 29 of the main peak of .AlFO4 was
de·oooted; a.f'ter firing a.t 600 and 900°C, 20 = 2.1.45°, ,areas atter
1200°C and 13000C, 29 = 21.65°. riSoha.nioal properties and related
physical properties are given L, Table 5.4. Dependenoe of et:t'91'lgth upon
firing temperatureD is given in Fig. 5.3. Miorostructures of some of thoso
saLlplce a:t'e ShollIl in Fig. 5.4C.
Fig, 5,4(0):
SEJIi Micrographs of a-1.1"O;: mixed wi th 5:~
~ J
(~PO 4 + ~,), roar .. ·i;e~rature casting,




SH~Hiorographs of cx-.ll20, mixed vitll 1(1},)
(~ro 4 ;. n_,:eo3), rooo temperatun casting,
fired for 24 bour8 at:
(d) 13000C
8m 111orographB or cx-Al207_m1.Jced,11th 5~~~ -2
<n,ro J', + 11003)' bot-preoaed under 207 lab












I Pressure I Tam). T Time ratio g.oo lINm-
(%) I
(MNm-2) I (oC ! (min) I I
ex-Al203 + 5% 207 300 30 0.1 2.51 4.9 33.25
(H3ro4+~BO;) 201 400 30 0.1 2.59 5.87 32.727
207 500 30 0.1 2.62 6.77 31.948
201 600 30 0.1 I 2.62I 7.14 31.948 .
I 2.64207 700 30 0.1 9.2 31.428
C~ + 5')~ 201 300 30 0.1 2.39 1.86 35.23
(~ro 4-!~B03) 207 400 30 0.1 , 2.40 2.6 34.96
207 500 30 0.1 2.42 3.2 34.4
207 600 30 0.1 2.43 3.85 I 34.15207 700 I 30 i 0.1 2.46 , 5.82 33.33i ; I
c~ -:-5% I
: 30 0.1 I201 I 400 I 1.95 1.2 31.93I(n.ro ,+~B03) 207 500 30 0.1 1.953 1.18 31.8;
:) L~ I ! I I207 I 600 30 0.1 1.969 1.26 31.27207 I 700 30 o, ·1 I 2.0535 ~ 3.2 28.32I i
CA + ~G 207 I 300 30 0.1 2.04 t
1.90 I 30.847I





207 500 30 o _. 2.04 2.03 ! 30.84• I I
207 600 30 I
0.1 I
2.08 2.6 29.49
, 207 700 30 0.1 2.10 3.7 28.81, ,
I
1 0.1 1Secar "250" + 5'16 207 300 30 2.009 1.12 29.508
0.1 I !(~P04+H;BO;) 207 400 30 I 2.04 1.6 I 28.42207 500 30 0.1 I 2.02 1.8 29.12
207 600 30 0.1 2.08 2.9 27.25
207 700 ,0 0.1 2.06 2.9 I 27.10
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5.1.1.2 Calcium aluminates + (H3P04: + ~)
(a) Samples cast at ;oom temperature. followed by firing
The same procedures previously described (Sections 3.3.1 a.nd 3.3.3)
'<Jere followed to mix and fire calcium mono-, di- and hem-aluminate with
~ (H3R)4 + ¥<'3)'
The MA results, Fig. 5.1 and Table 5.1, sho\'led that the rea.ction in
the case of C~ produced t\-JO exothermic peaks at about 750 and 11100C.
In the case of C~, three exothermic peaks were detected at about 755, 820
and 1070°C, and lath CAth:t'ee exothemic peaks at about 658, 755 and
848~C. On the other hand all the a.bova mixturas were produced a. SID£ll.1
endothemic peak at about 1240°C.
X-ro.;r Iltl£l.lysis showed thll.t AlP04 could be detected after firing at
900°C. Tho oompound 9Al203
.2B203 could be detocted only as traoes a.bove
900°0. Genero.lly, the a.bove t\-JO compounds could be detected easily in
tho C~ mixtures, but the quo.ntity was less in the C~ mixtures, and
only tro.cea could be found in the CAmixtures. After firing at 12000C,
the above tlo1O phasos could not be detected, but ~-Ca3(R)4)2 was fOlUld.
Tho amount of the la.tter increased as the calcium content of the mixes
increased. In o.ddi tion, new peaks espeoially in the CAand C~ mixtures
\'rere deteoted a.t the ohnraoteristic 29 = 32°, 33.3° and ~o (Fig. 5.6).
On the other hand, a-.tU203
was detected in the C~ mix, ~ in the
C~ mix, and C~ in the CAmix after firing a.t higher temperatures.
Sc100 samples (especially CAmiXes), a.fter firing at high temperatures
(i.e. 1200 and 13OOoC) Y.lGre found to hnvo Domeo~"O.cks. Ho\oJOver,slol!
rat.os of heating and cooling (_ ;;oC/min) '\'rore used to prevent the fOJ:.'!Dll,tion
of LlOst of these cracks.
Genoro.lly calcium he:Cll-o.l:uminntemixee ahov a. grea.t similar! ty to
cx-.ll203
mixes and etrength valueD increo.sed with increasing firing
temporc.tures up to 900°0. ~ove this tempero.turo, the strength va.lucs
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Fig. 5.7: Dependence of strength upon firing temperature.
Samples mixed with 5~ (H3F04 + ~B03)' room temperature
oasting, fired· for 24 hours.
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strength values of calciuo nona- and di-alUI"'..1nnteshowed an increase
with increasing firing temperatures without exoeption (Fig. 5.7).
lfiorostru.ctures of SODe of the above samples are shown in Figures 5.S(A),
5.9(A), 5.10(A) & (B).
(b) Hot-pressing
fl combdnatdon of 596 IIR3PO4+II3:B03" and 95% 0.1\6' OA2, CA and
Secar "250" cement were mixed using 0.1 w/o ratio. The I!lixtuxesv!Orohot-
pressed under constant pressure (207 I~-2) for oonstant tine (30 ninutes)
in the raIl(Joof te!'lperatures200 - 700°C using the eane procedure
previously doscribod (Section 3.3.2.2). At tho s~e time, sanples were
prepared under hot-prossing conditions (under 207 MNm-2 pressure, for
;0 minutes at ;00°0), fired in air for 24 hours in the range 300-1300°0.
X-ray analysis showed that, III samples hot-pressed at different
temperatures, the reaotion took place in the co.so of OL6 mix at about
700°0 to produoe some AlP04 and trace of 9A1203.2B203. ITowever, in the
other three mixes (Le. Cll.,0h.2 cnd Secar "250"), no reaction took
place up to 700°0. X-ray analysis of the fired samples previously
hot-pres sod showed a greet similarity to those saoples fired after
oasting at roan tomperature (Fig. 5.11). Generally, strength values of
these saoples were higher than samples fired after room teupernture
oasting (lI'ig.5.12). In add!tion, no cracks were observed in these
saoples o.fter firing at high tG!!l:peratures.Also, these aacples were
found to hD.ve a good surfaoe finish. 11icrostructures of sone of the
above sooples are shown in Figures 5.S(B), 5.9(B) and 5.10(C). Nechnnioal
properties nnd related physical properties are given in Tables 5.3 and
fig. 5.S(A): SDI Microgmphs ot CAmixed with 5% (H,P04+B,BO,),
roomtemperature casting, fired for 24 hours at:
(a) 900°0
(b) 1200°0
'iB. 5,S(B), SB1 Micrographs of CAmixed with ~ (H,P04+H,BO,),
hot-pressed undor 207 MNm -2 prosaure, tor









Fig. 5.9(A); SEMMiorographs or CA2 mixed with ~ (H3P04+H3:OO3),




Fig. 5.9(B)s BD! Miorographs of C1'.2mixed with 5% (H3P04+H3:OO3),-2 °hot-prassed under 207 MNm pressure, a.t 300 C










Fig. 5.1 oCt..) : sm Mior0gr9.phs of C1t6 mixed with 5% (H,PO4+H,BO,),
room temperature oasting, fired for 24 hours at:
Fig. 5.10(B), SEl1Microgrt'.phs of 0146 mixed with 1(1,~(H,P04+B,BO,),
room tompernture casting, fired for 24 hours at:
Fig, 5, 1O(Ch SJiJ<I lucrogrnphs ot C1l.6mixed with 5% (H,PO4+B,:eo,) ,-2 0hot-pressed under 207 MNm pressure t at 300 C
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Firing temperature ('C) -
Fig. 5.121 Dapendence of strength upon firing temperatures.
Samples mixed with 5~ (H3P04 + H3B03),hot-presBed
(under 207 MNm-2 presBur8, at 300'C for 30 min.),




The effect of boron phosphate, BP04' cristobalite form (previously
prepared as in Seotion 3.2) as a bonding agent on the calcium aluminate
phases, aluminum oxide, and the commercial material Secar "250" cement
ws studied. The three different methods of sample prepn.ra.tion
previously stated in Chapter 4 were applied.
5.2.1 Results
(u) [lawplee g!lst at 1."00>1 te:·:nerature. followd 'by firing
Calcium monoaluoinate (CA), calcium dialuminate (CA2) and calcium
hexa-a.lUIainate (CA6) were clxod with 5 and 10%dry powder boron phosphate
using .25 wi oratio. The some procedures previously described (Sections
3. 3. 1 and 3. 3. 3) were followed for mixing and firing. The Dr11. results
of tho mixtures Cll, C1I-2,C/"6 and ex -f~l203 + 10}~ BPO4 are shown in Fig. 5.13
and Ta.blo 5.5. The reaction in the mb.-ture "CA+ 1CJ% RPO4" produced two
exothelDic peaks at about 825 and 1004°C and twoendcthermic peaks I1t
about 1083 and 12400C. On the other hand the f:1ixture "CA+ 5%BPO4"
oproduc&d only one exothermic per~ at about 825 C and on~ endotheroio
peak a.t about 12400C. Calcium dialUflinate nixture with 1~f> BP04 produced
°throo exother.oic peaks, two of thao are BOall at about 804 and 992 C,
and the third is oediun a.t about 1075°C. The mixture CA2+ 5% BP04
showed only two exothemic peaks at about 804 and 1075°C. The t1ixturGS
Ci~6 and a -Al203 + 1<1;t BPO4 showed a great siI:lila:ri ty, and each one
produced only one Sl'lall exothemic peak at about 1056°c.
X-ray analyses of the IJixturss CA+ 5 and 1(1,l(:eP04show that
above 825°C, calciun dialunilla.te is foroed. :By increl1s!ng the firing
teT:lpero.tures up to 1300°0, increases in the intensities of the 0:"2
peaks and deorea.ses in the CApeeks were recorded, Fig. 5.14. illuninum
phoBph~to was deteoted as a trace after firing at 900°C, but 9Al203.2B20,

































o 200 400 600 800 1000
Temperature I·CI-
Fig. 5.13: D.T.A. traoe. of (A) CA + 10% EP04, (E) C~ + 10% BP04
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Section 5.1.1.2(a» at 2Q = 32°9 33.3° and 34° were detected after firing
a.t higher temperatures (1200 and 13000C).
X-ray analyses of the mixtures CA2+ 5 and 1(1;6 BPO4 show that a.bove
°900 C9 traoes of CA6 and 0: -Al20; can be deteoted. Increasing the firing
temperature up to 13000C resulted in an increase of the CA6and ex-A1203
content with decrease in the CA2content. In addition small amounts of
AIPO4 and 91.12°3•2B203 were detected aftor firing at 900°0. The compound
~ -Co.3(P04)2 was also detected after firing at 1200°0. lmalysis of the
mixturtJ Cil.6+ 1O}~ BPO4 using X-ray technique showed that AlPO4 is fomed
first after firing at 900°C. Abovo that temperature the compound
9Al.203.2B20~wns detected. FirL."'lgat higher tempernturos (i.e. 1200
and 13OOoC)showed the fom..'ltion of ex-JH20; and 0. small amount of 0:- and
~ -Co.3(P04)2. Microstructures of some of the above samples are shown in
Figures 5.15(A), 5.16(A) and 5.17(A). Dependence of strength of the
above miJ...-turesupon firing temperatures is given in Figs. 5.18(1...) and (B).
From tm::lu figures it is obvious to notice that up to 900°C the strength
vo.1uea are in the sequence CJ~'6)- Ci'l2> CA.,whereas above that temperature
(900°C) the strength values are in the sequenoe CA) C1\2> CA6• In
addi tion, n.dding 1(1fo BPO4 was slightly better from the strength point
of view than 596.
Fig. 5. 15( 1l.) : S»t Microgra.phs at Cf. mixed with 1OJ':BPO4' room
tecperature casting, fired for 24 hours nt:
(a & b) 120(PC
Fig.5.15(Bls BEMMicrogrc.phs of CA nixed with 10% BP04' hot-
pressed under 201 MNm-2 pressure, for ~O oinutss







Fig, 5, 16(J..) : SEMMicrogr:'_phs of C~"2nixed vith 'J:~BPO4' roan
t~ernture casting, fired r~r 24 hours ntz
Fig, 5, 16(B) : SU1 Itl.crogrnpha ot C~~2ruxad vi th 10Y RPO4' r"oo.
tenpern.turo Cll.stln{;, firod tJr 24 h,)urB nt I
(c) 900°C
(d) 12000C
Fig, 5,16(c): 8Dt Hicrogrnph ot C/'2 c1xCld vith s: BF0
4
' hot-
-2 0pressed undor 207 I. proSIl\lrG. at ~OO C tor







FiB. 5.17(t) ~ Sl!l~ Microgrnphs ot OA'16 uixed with 5~ BPO4' roon
toopernturv ca8t~, fired for 24 hours at:
(a) 900°0
(b) 1200°0
Fig. 5.17(13): SEJ-! Microgrcphs ot C"06 nixed with 5' I nI'O4'
-2hot-pressoo 'Ulldor 207 MNn pruBaurO, tor
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300 600 900 1200
Firing temperature ('C) _
Dependence of .tre~ upon firing temperature.. Samples mixed




The hot-prossing teohnique waa applied to the preparation of samples,
by Illi:rl.nc the same starting IDa. tcrials previously employed in room temp-
eratu:ce casting (OA, O~ and. O~) as ".!Oll as <x-Al203 and tho comroorcia.l
l!latorial Secar "250" wi th ~;6 :BPO4. In a.cldi tion, G. combination betwe~n
9OJ6 Ol~ and 10;'; :BPO4 was al.no studied. Tho procedure which wau previously
doscribed (Section 3.3.2.2) wn.s follm'md uoing 0.1 w/s ratio. Samples
IY-"Opa.redundGr hot-pressing conditions (under 207 r.mm-2 pressure, nt
300°0 for 30 minutes) \'rore 0.1130 fired in air for 24 hours in tho can..,C,
(1) ~3 + BP04
X-my llJlD.lysis of this mix, hob-preacod at difforent tempernturos
up to 700°C, ahowod tlmt no ronction took pIneo up to 600°0. !..f'to:.: hot-
prossing nt that tompornture, I:J:lhydrouso.1wuinum phosphate wno
dctoctod. On inorellBing tho hot-preslJil1(~ tompernturos to 700°0, an
Increaso in too !.J.PO4 content \'100 obtc.ined. Uocho.nical propC3I:ti6s
and reInted physico..1 propertioD of thiu m:b::o.ro lSiven in Tnblo 5.6.
x-~ c.no.lysea of previously hob-preascd aamplofJ, Fie-. 5.19, ahow
thD.t JUPO 4 oould bo dctoc.tod a.fter firing a.t 600°0. On increasing tho
firine' tomporaturo to 900°0, 91J.203.2E203 '"'Sf.: dotec~d. Hal,rover, o.fter
fi:dl'lts c.t 1200°0 on incroo.ao ill tho 11lPO4 and c BIIllll.Iincroo.oo in tho
9.lD.203
.2J3203 oontent ,r.-..IJ obaervod. Finnlly, after firing o.t 1300
ce,
o:nly .llPO 4 \'70.0 detected nt 29 = 21.58° cud 0. SlJltJ.l poo.k 0.-(; 29 = 21.4)°,
ui.th trn.oeo of 91..12°3•21J203• 11i.oroo1;ructtu"OfJ of SOl!lO of 0l;ho nbov()
snmplos ElJ:.'(J 8ho\n1 in Pig. 5.20. Dopondoncc of 8tl:>ength upon firillt"r
tom.per.;:t'lU'OO is ci",ron ill Fig. 5.21. Heo:b..D.."lioc.lproportiefJ a.nd relo.tod
plzy'lJicc.lpropertios ru.."O givon in Tn.blo 5.7.
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Mixture
0: -.A1203 + 207




I C.A6 + 207
. 5% BPO 2074
207
w/s Density ITensile Porosity
ratio g.CC strength (%)
MN: -2. Ii1,
30 0.1 2.54 I 4.8 34.02





30 0.1 2.60 j 6.3 32.46
30 0.1 2.611 6.8 32.18
30 0.1
,0 0.1 2.36 1.48 36.04









61 207 00 I 30 0.1 2.39 j 3.2 35.23I i207 700 ! 30 , 0.1 2.40 I 4.8 , 34.9! J , !
I ! I ! I I,C1'·2 + • 207 300 I ,30 0.1 I 1.96 lI - 31.588I ISO;6 BPO4 I 207 400 30 , 0.1 I 1.92 I - 32.98I • I II 207 500 30 0.1 j 1.95 - 31.94I i I I207 I 600 30 0.1 1.99 I I 30.54
I
-I
! 207 t 700 ; 30 , 0.1 - - -i _i .
J I I!I Secar "250" 207 300 30 I 0.1 1.99 - 30.115I +5% BP04 201 400 I 30 , 0.1 1.98 1.1 i 30.526i ,201 I 500 I 30 , 0.1 2.029 1.6 28.92I ! I iI 207 600 I 30 I 0.1 I 2.06 I 3.2 27.719I I iI 201 700 I 30 0.1 2.08 ! 5.07 27.011I I I
I C.t1 + I 207 300 I 30 I 0.1 2.00 2.00 32.20/5% BP04 I I207 400 I 30 I 0.1 , 1.99 2.02 32.54I I! 207 500 I I 31.8630 0.1 2.01 2.,iI 207 600 I 30 0.1 2.04 ! 3.0 I 30.847i 207 3D i700 I 0.1 2.01 3.04 29.83
I CA + 207 300 I 30 0.1 2.00 1.8 I 32.20 I; 10'~RI?O II 4 207 400 I 30 0.1 2.0~ ! 2.02 31.254J I207 500 I 30 0.1 2.039 I 2.1 30.88i I I, J207 600 30 0.1 2.067 3.1 29.93;
207
Table 5.6:
100 30 2.08 29.49
Meohanioal properties and l.'8lated plzy"sical properties of a-Al203,CAt:, C~, CAand Seoar "250" oement. SamplOB mixod with 5%
:B.Pl1 (5 and 10}6in thv CaBO of CA), hot-p:t'Ossod un.d.orconstc.nt

















Fig.5.20: SEliMicrogrnphs ota-l..12(J3 !JUnd with 'j'(..DP04,
-2hot-pressed undur 207 MHo preSBUrv , tJr 30 oinutcs,



























300 600 900 1200
Dependence of strength upon firing temperatures. -2
Samples mixed with 596 BP04' hot-pressed (under 207 MNm
pressure, at 300'C for 30 min.),and fired at various
temperatures for 24 hours.
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(2) 01.6 + m:lO4
x.-ro.y ano.lysis of 01..6 + 5% BPO 4 n1xture, hot-pressed a.tdifferent
twpomtures, showed that no reaction took pf.ace up to 600°0. After
ohot-pressing at 100 0, a wenk peak representing A1P04 could be detected.
In addition, X-ray analysis of previously hot-prossed sanples showed a
great siQilarity to thoso saoples fired after room taoperature casting.
In the range 900 -120000, liP04 and 9.1112°3.2132°3were detected. At
higher teopemtures (i.e. 13000C) a-A120, could be olearly detected
acconpanied with a noticeable decrease in the intensities of tho 0~6
pecks. lUcrostructuros of some of these aamp'l.aa oro shown in Fig. 5.11(n).
Dependence of strength upon firing tOI'lperaturesis shosn in Fig. 5.21.
Mechanico.1 properties and related physical properties are given in
Tables 5.6 and 5.7.
(3) ~4
X-ray anolysia showed that no re~cti()n occurred on hot-pressing
othis niJeture et different teuperoturen up to 700 o. On the other hand,
X-ray analysis of previously hot-pressed samples showed that small
°amounts of AlPO 4 could be detected after firing a.t900 o. A trace of
9A1203.2B203 could also be detected after firing at 900 and 1200°0.
At higher temperatures (Le. 1200 and 1300°0)9 calcium hoxa.-aluminate
together with a-A1203 were clearly detected. Microstructures of some
of these somples are shown in Fig. 5.16(0). Dependence of strength
upon firing temperatures is given in Fig. 5.21. Strength, porosity and
other physioal properties arc given in Tables 5.6 and 5.1.
(4) CA + BP04
X-~ analysis of these mixtures, hot-pressed ~t different tamp-
emtures up to 700°0, showed that no rea.ction took place either by using
~;6 or 10)6 BPO4. In addition, X-my antllysis of previously hot-pressed
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samples showad that traces of AlP04 could be detected a.:f'ter firing at
900"C. Calcium dialuminate was detected and this inoreaoed IlIa...1:'kedly at
the hig:ler temperatures used (Fig. 5.22). In addition, a group of peaks
previously observed (Section 5.1.1.2) a.t 29 := 32, 33.3 and 34° "Jere also
deteoted after firing at high tempera.tures (i.e. 1200-13000C). l..t higher
tempera.tures a ceramic-tYJ>ebond is fo:rmed.,tranafo:t'Dll.ngthe material
rapidly into 0. danse refractory body. Dependance of strength upon
firing tel!1peratures is given in Fig. 5.21. lticroflt:ructures of some of
those Ba.tDJ?lesarc shown in Fig. 5.15(13). IJMJchnnioalproperties and
relntod physioal properties aro given in Tablos 5.6 and 5.7.
Secor "250" ;. l3PO..........._..;w---.......---4
Tho oommoroialmatorial Saoo:c "250" ,roe found to behave o:xn.otly
like 0. mi:7tu.ro of CA .;- c~. At higher temperatu:t'Cs (i,o. 1200 and 1300oC)
mcl.n.1yC~ "IUS dotoctod, but l1DXd1y o.ny Cl... l...f 'ter firing at 1200 and
1300oC, tho mntorilll wn.a JjJra.naformil1{S rapidly into 0. dense I!Ill.teria.l.
I·bchmu.co.1 pro]_X)rtiolii and relatod p~Tsiccl proportios arc civ':m in










Only a llmited amount of in:f'ormation on the phase relations..~PfJ in
the ternary system :B203-Al203-P205 bas been reported in the literature (67).
Pri.IDa.:Izy" interest in the system has been centred on its glass-forming
ri, (131,132) Tapzopo aos • mary phaae relatiol'lJ) in the systGI!l CaO-B203-P205
have not been studied in detail (133). On the other hand, thoro has boon
no report in the literature of phase or property studies in tho quaternary
system B203-CnO-Al203-P205.
(a) S(lJnplos co.st a.t room tom;poro.turo, followed by firing
From the :present MA and JaU) results of tho mixtures ex-Al203 -I- 5 or
1C%(~ro4+rr,ro3) (Figlll'Os 5.1, 5.2), it has been found that the binary
cryE;ta.llina nhaaoa AlPO and 91J. ° -2E 0 (126,134,135) a.:t...) tho only two- 423 2 3
compounds formed in the ro.t'lt.:,""O of firing up to 1300°C. lliorofore, it is
believed thnt tho strength properties of tho above m:i.:x:t'uxosldll depend
Llldnly on these tl'lO components. 'lhG a-oIe of aluminum phosphate as 0.
comantitious IIIll.terial hD.o been previously discussod (Section 4.3), whem
it was eotc.blished that In room temperature oasting follo"rod by firing,
tho strength incret:.ood with tho percentage of AlPO4 formed ~~. This
con oxpltdn tho increase in the strength up to 900°C (Fig. 5.3), but not
tho sudden deoreo.ae botlto'Oen900 and 1200°0. On tho other hand, the
compound 91~203.2B203 "roD deteoted a.fter firing o.t 900°C ond above,
tho amount 1noranaing with tomparo.ture up to 12000C (Fig. 5.2 ond Table 5.2).
Thoroforo, it may bo sugguated ·;alllt the deoreono in t..~e strongth mn.y he
duo to tho fo:t'!lln.tionof the oompound911120,.2D203. Above 12000C, tho
fJt:ro~ incroo.scd J:'o.pidly and Wo mc..;)" be duo oi thor to the U10roo.SCl
of tho AlP04 oontent OJ:'to tho decreaao of the lllIlOuntof 9.tll20;;.2B203
and tho formo.tiol1 of tho oernmic-type bond. On tho other hand, 0.11 of
thoca fa.otorn mny bo importc.nt.
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Comparing the two mixtu:~o a-li"O'? + 1<r~ (H"71'04+H..B0
3
) and cx-AJ. 0 +
&..J ' :; 05 23
5% (H;P04+~B03) (Fig. 5.3 and Table 5.2), it can be noted that:
(1) With low temperatuJ:o fired samples (300 -6000C), the 1<1;6
mixturo has a higher strength valu.o than tho 5% m:i.A-turo. nus may bo
oxp10.in0d on tho baafs of the higher porcentago of AlR) 4 '\vhich 11£Wboon
fo:anod in oi tu in tho formor thnn in tho lo.ttor.--
(2) Bctuoon 900 -12000C, the at:rongth values of tho 1(1){, I.tb..-turo
aro lo\olOr th..-m those of the 5%. Thill mo.y bo due to the highor OlIlOuntof
9.Al203• 2B203 "'hich has been f'ormod ~ !!!.S in tho 0)~6 mirlurc.
From the cbovo evidence, it n:ppoo.rc tho.t tho compound 9Jil
2
03• 2B203
doon not function ea a cOlOOntitioUD tll1.tcrlol ""Thonfo:rtlOd in ai tu. Thio--
zocul,t io oupportod by thl..' lJOrk cCJ.'Tiod out recently by Bo.ra.nova at o.1f 136)
in thoir invooti~.tion of tho in£luonco of boric anhydrido upon tho
phyoiooooch...'1llico.l p:t'Opol.-tic.:sof cozundun; curomico. They found thnt
ooc1w1ioo.1 f10xure E1trongth io docroo.aod notioeo.b1y 't-men tho borio
o111zydride oontent Le incroonod frou "W 1-2. ~6. The autr...oro 0.100 r::ruggeatod
tho reduction. in otrongth ~ ba duo to Cl.'ycto.l growth and tho pnrticl
diooolution of oorundun cryoto.1o in tho liquid phaso, which in turn
uoakeno too contoot points oot\1Gon tho vo.rio'Wl phaaee end groins. It
WD.D lUoo noted tho.t whon cnlciun he:Jm-olun:i.rl.!l.te io uL"'rod ui th (H3PO4 +
H?03)' it bohaveD o.pprox:iJ:Jc.to1y1i1oo a-1U203 Dixtu.roo. ~lorefore, tho
(,bove oxp1ana.tion ~ oervo i11.tho cc.oo of tho C~ nll."tu:roa.
Tl:l~; mA raoul to (Fig. 5.1 and Table 5.1) sho,,, that C~, C~ and CA,
llhen ~.xed 'td.th 10';6 (~PJ4+~l303)' all produce an endothemic peak at o.bout
1240°C. !!his was reported by R!ck1es(87) as the sublimation tempeJ."G.ture
of BFO..:, at o:tmos:phario prossure. A small amoUllt of boron phospho.te lDQ\Y'"
thus bo formed freu tho above nixtures, but it is ovidently too Otlllll
to ba dotooted by XIID (Fig. 5.6). h. Ml.. poo.k at °12400C t1O.B not however
dotoctod whan o:-1U20, won UDed inoteoo of 0. ocloiuc o.l:uci.nll.te pha.oc,.l.
~lis "!OD probo.bly duG to BPO4/:.J.PO 4 solid solution fo:tDO.tion,
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a.nd is in aocozdanoo with the \lOrk of IIern(67) uho conoluded
that a complete aeries solid solution of '~hiB type can be attl1ined cbovc
12000C. On tho other hand it was L;.lSO J.Y.iported(67) that AlFO -9.Al 0 -213 0
42323
was 0. binary system \lith po.rtic..l solid solution at both ends.
Cnlcium lOOnoal'Ul.1linc.te,cnlci'UIll dio.lum.ino.to o.nd Sooo.r "250" mi.xturos
showod an Lncrocso in strollg1ih \'1ith i110rGC.Oing £iril18' tompera.turos
lri.. thout oxcoption. This mny be duo to:
(1) Tho formntion of ~UPO4 !!l.E!:S at 300-9000C.
(2) !Ibe precenoo of only smoll cmounts or tho ontiro cbaonco of
91l1203• 2132°3,
(3) A high degroo of donoifioc tion tn.kon plo.oo bot-troon 900-1300° C.
(Pcrlioloc "lOra dofomod(137), Fig. 5.011, 5.91.. and 5.'1511).
In a.ddi tion, tho phll.DOoomposi tion and oopooio.lly the cA/c~ ro;l;io
'1M found to c.ffoot the strength of tho fi:r.od DOIJploo. 1;ny docrocoo in
thio retio would incro~o tho atrongth 0.0 ohown in Fig. 5.23. ~s Ln
COD01'llJUrr.towi tIl contOrlporo.ry publiohoc1 'trork ( 138) • On tho othor hcnd
tho u.nkno\J1l poako (29 = 32°, 33.3° 0.."1c134°) \',h.1c11wore dotoctocl in tho
CA ciJC't'tnoooc.ftor firing nt bighor tooporo.turoo roproeollt unohoro.ctorizoc1
compound,
(b) Hot-proeoin«
The dependence of strength upon firing temperatures of the mixtl.lJX~
-2o:-A1203 + 5% (~P04+~B03) ( rxreviously hot-pressed lm.dGr 207 MNm
pressure, a.t 300°C for 30 minutes) showod a groa.t similarity to the
room tompora.tu:ro oasting mL"d;uz'O oxcopt bot-tloon 900 a.nd 12000C. In
this mixturo, tho stroncth valuu(J are (o.c oxpectod) approximatoly twico
thoso of tho room temperature oo.atillg. .At tho oomo time, thGro is no
deorollDu in tho strength bot\'1l:Ion900°C and 1200°0. ThiEl IllD\Y bu duo to~
(1) Thu formo.tion of 9Al203.2J3203 o.t rcln.tivuly lou tornporo.turu,
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FIG. 5.23: The relationship between CA/C~ ratio and the
strength and firing temperature of the mixture
CA+ 5~ (H3P04+H3B03), room temperature caeting.
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9Al203·213203 content after firing between 600 -1200°C ilaS obsorved
(2-2.4%, Table 5.2».
(2) Changes of porosity.
Tho above observations rrw:y explain i'llry thG strength vall.l.OB ill the
pr~viously hot-prossod sampL;~ did not show tho euddon dooroaoo bot\.lOon
Tho mixture a:-'.JI~203 + 5% BP04 ohowud a groat oimilurity to tho above
l:li.xturo ovor all the. ro.ng'(i of firing tomporo.tu.rc;o. On tho other hand,
and no oxpoc tod, CA6 mixturoo '\o,ri tIl (H3PO4+~B03) or BP04 uhmrod 0. 3'1'Oo.t
oimilori ty to tho oorrosponCing a-,f.1203 IIl.irlu:roa. !IbiD Lo due: to tho
muoh higher Al20';( content and productr.: oimilo.r to thooo from a-llJ.20,) ~
mixturoo n.ro porho.po mora likl:ily.
Firod products of oolcium uonoc.lum.inntu, oalcium dio.luniIlll.to nnd
Suca.r "250" COtlOnt nixttlXOB \':ith (H3P04+H3B03) or BP04
ooO\1ud 0. g:rG1:'.t
o.i.rlllori ty with cech othor. Thoy 0.11 Ohf.)vlOdan i110roo.OOin utrungth
'ld th incroo.oing firint; tonporo.tu.:roc viithout oxcoptaon, Tho fo.otol.'C
suggested pJ:'eviously (Section 5. 3(a» are belieyed to affeot tho strength
hero as wolle The dopondonce of stro!lf:;th on C~A ratio using (~ro4 +
I~B03) or BPO4 bor..clingB80nts aro shown in Figures 5.24 and 5.25. A
groo.t similarity botwoo.::i.both figures CM be noticed. ~hlo S"JggOots
that for oaoh otarting mc.torioJ., mixod llifu (H3R)4+H3B03) or BP04,
nearly tho sumo roa.ction producto and dogrov of densifioo.tion took place.
It La boliuvCld tho.t tho moot importo.nt pc.rt of tho s'lirongth vs firing
tomporo.turo curve ls bott'lOon 900 -1200°C. In thio P0.2rt, moot of thu
r:troneth difforonoo botl-leon SO.tlplorJfirod a.t 900
Tho rulo.tio~~p of
Cand 1200°C (I.l'J.dC"+A
ro~tionD, a..'"l.d denoii'ico.tion proooou, took placo.
ro.t5.o ia ohown in Fig. 5.26. .An inoreo.oe: in thio difforonoo ui th
inoroa.sing C~A mtio is evident. It is bolievo(l thtlt tho oog,roo of
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Fig.5·24 Relationship between compressive strength and C:A ratio.
Samples mixed with 5% (H3P04 + H3B03), hot-pressed (under
207 MNm-2 pressure, at 300°C for 30 minutes) and fired
at various temperatures.
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Fig. 5.25: The relationship between compressive strength and
C~A ratio. s~ples mixed with 5% BP04, hot-pressed
(under 207 MNm- pressure, at 300°C for 30 min.), and
















































The relationship between strength difference between samples
fired at 900·C and 1200·C, and _£_ ratio. Samples mixed with
C+A
5~ (H~P04 + H~BO~) or 5~ BP04, previously hot-pressed (under
207 MNm-2 pressure, at ~OO°C for 30 min.) before firing.
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temperature and consequentdy ;':>'el'16rat.1.ngthe high strength veJ.uee.
Howevor, volumotri::: e:b:cinkago is one of tho .imporiiant phenonoua ,'rhich
occur during sintorll'lg PJ,."Occsses. The :relutionships bett'JOon tr..o
pcn-oontago of volUI:lOtric ar..rinkago and C~Art:'.tio is shown. in FiG. 5.27,
\lhoroo.a the relationship botwon tho porooniio,gEl of volumotric ohrir.Jmgo
and tlm comproaoivc ~jtreneth iD ahoun in Fig. 5.28. l!"'romthoce f!j,':l.pho,
it uri£! fow'lCi tha,t tho high~r tho a~A ra.ti0, the highor the.· Ertrongth
clifforonoo between 900 and 12000C and tho higher tho voltllOOtric shrinlm.:,"'O
in tho sc.mo 1'0.1\,"'0 of firiI;g. In o.dtli tion, it iD of interest to notico
tlmt thoro iD no ~o.t otrollbooth cUfforonco bet1.roon no.mploa mixod "r.l+11
(~P04+¥03) and thoce mixed \,rit.l:. 131'04•
'.rh'.J above oboorvntior.u inclicc.tu thct tho rosul ts m...--;y be dividod into
tirlO mo.in t:t'OUPD:
(1) ~ first group includus O:-JU20, and CA,:;lJi.xturoo wi tl1 oi thor
IIH;PO 4 +H3:B03" or l3:PO4 • In this group it is suggested that tho strength
developed is dependent firstly on the phaaoa !l:L"od....."cad fl."OID the :.-eeo'cion,
and sooondl.:t on tho donoification and Binteri1J{~ pzoceasea uhioh tako
pla.c& at high to~tu:r:oo.
(2) Tho oocond group includeo CA, C~ and Secar "250" oomont
Ulixtu...-os with "n,po4+TI;:B03" 0::: :BPO4-. In thio g:t.'Oup,it io auggoctod
tha:'..; thu strength ie d.u:pondent firDtly on tho donoifioa tion and ointurlng
prOCGflOOO uhioh tal:;) plooo at higher temporo.ii'..lrOD o.n.d (-;ooondly on tho
phc.oeo produoed in tho roo.ctiono.
Thio JlJlJ:3' cxplo.in why roombarc of tho firo'~ g:r.oul1MW higher
otrencth vo.].'l1.o:J tho.n tho oooond group, L"1.tho lo'\'r rorJ80 of firing tamp-
oraturo, {i.a. 300 -900°0 ),whereo.o momborc of 'i:..'lo aucond gt'OUl' (eopocio.11y
CA) dovolop thu hiahor UtroIlf>-tll whon firod in tho lligh wmJ.)Orntu..'t'u
























Fig. 5.27: Th. relationship between ~ of volumetrio shrinkage and
_Q_ ratio. Samples previously hot-pressed (~r 207 MNm-2
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Fig. 5.28: '!herelationship between compressive strength and % of
volumetric ehr~. Samples were previously hot-pressed




Compressiva strength-poresi ty rela.tior.sr..ips for fired samples
previously hot-~ssed (under 207 r.mn-2 pressure, a.t 300"C for 30 oinu'l;es)
have been investigated using two dif'ferent empirical equations. Figure
~.29 shows this relationship plotted on the basis of equation 2.7(108),
and Fig. 5.;0 on the basis of aqua.tion 2. C( 109) •
li'l."Om those figures, the follow'...ng observations can be made ~
(1) Calcium monoalum:f.nate, CA, calcium dialum1nat.e, C~, and Seoar "250"
oemonf mixttU."OBfollow the exponential relation in equation 2.7, Fig. 5.29,
,·ri th an aeeeptablo n value (n z: 9). !lllO values of 11 ea df.acuaaod before
(Scetion 4.3(0» vtill depend. on pore loca.tion, sizQ and shape. Therofore,
it can be suggested that theso th..""'e6 mixttU'Os behave approximately the
semo with regard to those footors ,·mch affoct n valueD (!?Oro loea.tion,
size and shape).
(2) Tho line repreaenting calcium hexa.-alumil1ll.te, C~, and a-.lu.203
m.i.:ctu:res, Fie. 5.29, ho.a 0. steeper slope (n :.: - 34) whioh indioates tlmt
fOl: 0. given deorease of porosity a grea.t ino~ase of strength ia obto.ined.
In o.ddition, these two mixtu:roEl o.re oleo approximately similar "00 each
other but they look qui to difforont to the three mixtu.L"""e1Jabove (CA, Cl"2
a.nd Sooor 11250").
(3) Figuxe 5.30 Elho"ru 0. good fitting of tho do.tn from oalcium hoxc-
d.umil'Ul.te, C~, and 0:-&2°, m.U.-turoouith a high slope vo.luo. lbroover,
oolcium monoa.1um:lnato,oo.lciULl dialum1no.te and Seonr "250" cement ahov
on IlccoptllblG fit aa \-11311.
(4) The effeot of either (~ro4+P'~,) or BP04 aa ~dditiva8 can be
eonoidored '00 aid tho donaif'ioCl.t:i.on, espeoially of CA, C~ and SOoo..r
"250" oelOOnt. Thorefore, Hi hca 0. great influence in decreooing tho
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Fig. 5.29: Log strength-porosity relationship; data plotted on the











































(5) It is uvident from both graphs that the do.tn.tTill fit in tuo linGo
",ri th difforent n or slopo vo.luoa. Thorofore, it is appnrellt thn.t tho
diffEll."Onccin starting matoriru. is a.ffectL'I'lCthis rolo.tiollsr.ip,
eSj?Ccic:U.lyin tho presence of addi tiveo.
(G) Generally, both equatdona, ~tith tlppropriato n and ulope vatuea,
nhotr n. neo.rly 13imilo.r fit to the data; '1l1croio:ro, this lJ'Ork supporrba
tho violl of Evn...ns and Tnppin(139) toot the use of sll1glc enpiricaJ.
roln.tionship to represent this dopondonoe could be misloo.dir..g.
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CHAPl'ER6
PHOSPHORIC ACID + CHRGrITUI1 TRIOXIDE MIXTURE MID
PREFABRICATED CHHOlITUi1 PHOSPHATEADDITIVm
6.1 Phosphoric Acid + ChromiumTrioxide Mixture
A stoichiometric mixture of phosphoric acid (H,PO4) and chromium
trioxide (crO,) was used as a bonding agent. Throughout the present work,
5 and 10]b of this mixture wn.sreacted with a-A120" C1"6'CA2, CAand
Seca.r "250" cement. The three different teclmiques of sample preparation
were used (Chapter 4).
6.1.1 Results
6.1.1.1 a-Al#3-+ (H,P04 + crO,)
(a) Samples cast at room temperature, followed £y firing
The same procedures previously described (Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.3)
were followed to mix and fire a-A120, with 5 and 1l1Yo(H,PO 4 + crO,). X-ra.y
aI1o.lysis, Fig. 6.1, showed that a.luminiumphosphate, ll.lPO4' was the only
new crystalline compoundto be formed and detected after firing.
Dependenoe of strength upon firing temperatures is shown in Figures 6.2
and 6.,. The results showed that 1a)6 (H,P04 + cr03) gave higher strength
values than mixing with 5";6. However, in both mixtures, there was an
inorease in the strength values with increasing firing temperatures.
rUorostruotures of Domeof these samples after firing at 1,OOoCare shown
in Fig. 6.411 & B.
(b) Hot-pressing
11. combination of 5% ''H3PO4 + erO," and 95% a-l.l203 was mixed using
-0.1 w/s ratio, under constant pressure (207 MNm-2), for constant time
(30 mins.) and in the range of temperature 150- 7000C. The procedure
previously described (Seotion 3.3.2.2) wus followed. In addition, samples
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FIG. 6.2: Dependence of strength upon firing temperatures. Samples
mixed with 5% (H31'04 + cr03), room temperature cast,
























o 300 600 900
Firing temperature re)
1200
FIG. 6.3: Dependence of strength upon firing temperature. Samples
mixed with 10% (H3P04 + Cr03), room 'temperature cast,
fired for 24 houre.
,
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FIG. 6.#: SB1 I'!icrographs of a-/.120, mixed vith ']''' (H,PO4+CrO,),
out at room temperature, fired for 24 hour. at:
J'IG. 6.@1 8IiJi Miorograph. of Il-A120, mixed ."lth 1(1%(H,P04+Cl:O,),
cast at room temperature. tired tor 24 houra at.
J'Iq. 6.4C1 8111 }l'10rograph. et « -.a203 mixed with ~ (R,P04+H~,),
hot-PH.Md, un4er 207 J'Nt:! -2 pre.w.r. at mOe tor }O III..1.:Iu. .,










at 300°0) were subjected to heat treatment in air in the range 300 - 1300°0
for 24 hours.
X-ray nnalyBeS of samples hot-pressed at different temperatures
Show that traces of AlP04 could be detected only after hot-prossing
at 700°0. However, X-ray analyses of fired samples, previously hot-
pressed (under 207 rmm-2 presBUre, for 30 minutes, at 300°0), showed
that aluminium phospha.te, A1P04, is the only new phase which could bo
detected. After firing at 900°0, the peak representing A1P04 was at
2Q = 21.350 (tridymi to fom), whereas after firing at 1200 and 130000
the 2Q value is 21.630 (mixture of tridymite + cristobalite foms but
mainly tho latter). Dependence of strength upon firing temperatures is
Shown in Fig. 6.5, "more a continuous inorease in strength with incroasil1g
firing temperatures was observed. l!echanical properties of samples hot
pressed at different temperatures are given in Table 6.1, whereas
mechanical properties and related physioal propertios of previously hot~
prossed samples after firing are given in Table 6.2. Microstructure
of somo of theso samples are shown in Fig. 6.40.
6.1.1.2 Calcium all1m1nates + (H~3)
(a) Samples past at room temperature. followed by firing
The same procedures previously described (Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.3)
were followed to mix and fire calcium mono-, di- and hexa-aluminn.te with
5 and 10)6(H3P04+cr03) using' 0.25 w/o ratio. X-ray analyses show that anhydrous
aluminium phoBp~~te could be detocted as traces in C1'..6and C1'..2mixtures
after firing at 900°0. In addition, calcium monoaluminate mixtures
showed the formation of calcium chromate, CaCr04, after firing at 800
00
which was detected by the peaks at 3.62, 2.68 and 1.85 f... After firing
at 900°0, a new compound appeo.red with the main poak at "-'3.77 R. :By
inore...'1.singfiring temperature up to 15000C, an inorease in the
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FIG. 6.5: Dependence. of strength upon firing temperatureB. Samples
mixed ..,ith 5~ (H3P04 + cr03), hot-pressed (under 207 Ml(m-2




Pressure I Tam)., Time w/s Tensile Strengthratio (I1Nm-2)(MNm-2) (OC (min)
a. -A120, + ~,.6 207 150 ,0 0.1 '.560
(H,PO4+CrO,) 207 m ,0 0.1 7.184
207 400 30 0.1 6.870
207 500 30 0.1 9.394
207 600 :50 0.1 9.545
207 700 ,0 0.1 11.148
CA6 + 5% 207 150 ,0 0.1 5.24
(H,P04+CrO,) 207 300 30 0.1 3.14
207 400 30 0.1 2.24
207 500 30 0.1 2.43
207 600 :50 0.1 -
207 700 ,0 0.1 2.87
CA2 + 5% 207 150 ,0 0.1 2.37
(a,P04+CrO,) 207 300 30 0.1 -
207 400 30 0.1 '.25
207 500 ,0 0.1 -
207 600 ,0 0.1 -
207 700 ,0 0.1 2.236
CA + 5% 207 150 30 0.1 1.86
,
(H3PO4+CrO,) 207 300 30 0.1 -




207 600 30 0.1 2.046I207 700 30 0.1 2.14
Secar "250" 207 150 30 0.1 5.87
+ 596 (H,PO4+ 207 ,00 ,0 0.1 -crO,)
207 400 30 0.1 3.78
207 500 30 0.1 2.45
207 600 ,0 0.1 2.75
207 700 30 0.1 2.99
TABLE 6.1 r Mechanical properties of a. -Al203, CA6,CA2,CAand Secar "250"
cement mixed with 5% (H3P04+CrO,), hot-pressed under constant
preesure (207 MNm-2) for constant time C~Omine.) at different
temperatures.
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peaks 'tBre observed (Fig. 6.6).
An attempt was made to separate this compoundin a pure state.
A mixture of CA+ 596 C:r03was fired at 1300
0C for 24 hours. The
product was then ground in an agate mortar, mixed with excess distilled
water and stirred continuously overnight. The solution was then fil tared
and the filtrate was evaporated on a water bath. Finally, the product
was fired in air at 130000 for 24 hours.
The X-ray pattern of this product is shown in Fig. 6.7. The product
2+ 3+ 3+ 6+ (140)was chemically analysed for Ca 9 Al ,Cr and Cr as follows g
0.2 gm of finely ground sample was weighed, and about 2 ml of
H3N04 (1:1) was added. The solution was then diluted to about 100 m1
and hooted (......800C) and ammoniumhydroxide was added drop by drop, so
that all the Al3+ and Cr3+ were precipitated. The solution was then
2+filtered and the filtrate was kept for the determination of Ca and
Cr6+. The precipitate was then dried (11OOC),19ni ted and weighed as
two mixed oxides of Al ~nd Cr(III).
Calcium was deto~ed by an Atomio Absorption Spectrophotometer
(Model EEL 240, Corning-EEL, Essex, England). A calibration curve for
2+Ca was prepared using standard CaC12solutions, and the calcium content
was dete%mined from this.
The amount of hexavalent ohromiumwas determined by adding a 1CI;~
solution ot barium acetate drop by drop to the f.il trate while it was hot.
After cooling, tho solution ~.s filtered through a sintered glass crucible
of porosity grade 4 and the precipitate of BaCr04 washed with hot water.
Finally Cr6+ was dete~ed by weighing the sintered glass crucible atter
drying to a constont weight.
Trivalent chromiumwas determined on El separate 0.2 gm samplo and
the procedure described above was repeated until ~ll the A13+and Cr3+
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FIG. 6.6: X-rq- diffractometer trace. ot the mi.xture CA+ 1C1}6(H}P04 + CrO}).
BoOIII temperature cast, and tird at: (A) 800'C, (B) 900'C,














was added carefully to the precipitate until it was dissolved,
converting the Cr(III) to sodium chromate. The solution was then diluted
to about 40 m1 and nitric acid (1:9) was added until the solution was
neutml to litmus paper. The solution was than transferred to a 100 ml
beaker and a solution of 1~b barium acetate was added to the solution
whilst it was hot until all the Cr(VI) was precipitated a.s BaCrO4.
~\fter cooling, and allowing the precipitate to settle, the solution was
filtered through a sintered Blass crucible and washed with hot water.
After drying, the sintered glass crucible was weighed and the weight of
Or calculated. By subtracting the weight of Cr3+ from the combined
weight of the mixed oxides of Al and Cr(III) determined above, the A13+
was found by difference.
The results showed that this compoundcontains 48.2";6A120;, 35.SO,-£
CaOand 15.1% crO,. No Cr20; was detected.
Dependence of strength on firing tomperatures is shown in Figuros
6.2 and 6.3. In all the mixtures, there was an increase in the strength
with increasing firing temperatures. However, it is of interest to note
othat the strengths after firing between 300- 900 C were in the sequence
°CA6"> CA2'> CA, whereas after firing in the range 900- 1300 C they were
in the sequence CA> Cl~2"> CA6•
(b) Hot-pressing
Combinations of 5?h (H3P04 + cr03) with 95%C1\6' CA2, CAand Secar
"250" cement were mixed using .-J 0.1 w/c ratio, under constant preesure
(201 ~1Nm-2)for constant time (30 minutes) and in the range of temperature
150-1000C. The procedure previously described (Section 3.;.2.2) was
followed. In additions samples prepared under hot-pressing conditione
(201 MNm-2 pressure, for ;0 mins. at ;OOoC)were subjected to heat
treatment in air in the temperature range 300-13000C.
X-ray analyses of samples hot-pressed at different temperatures
180
Showthat no reaction in any of the above mixtures took place up to 700°C.
X-ray analyses of fired samples previously hot-pressed showno
significant difference to those fired samples cast at room temperature.
The new peaks previously detected in CAmixtures, room temperature cast
and fired at 900°C, were also detected in CAand Secar "250" mixtures
after firing at 900°C (Fig. 6.8). r,1'echanical properties and related
physical properties are given in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. Dependence of
strength upon firing temperatures is Shownin Fig. 6.5. Between ~OO-
900°C, the strength was in the sequence CA6> Secar "250" ') CA2) CA,
whereas above 900- 1~OOoC,the sequence was Secar "250" > CA) CA2) CA6•
Microstructures of some of those samples are Shownin Figures 6.9, 6.10
and 6.11.
Calcium monoaluminate and Seoar "250" cement both contain the
comp0lmdanalyzed in (a) above, and the X-ray pattern is Shownin
Fig. 6.1. The above two starting materials were mixed with 2.5 and 5%
cr0
3
only. Three different methods of swmplepreparation were also
used (Chapter 4).
X-ray analyses of both mixtures (CAor Secar "250" + cr03), either
those cast at room temperature or those previously hot-pressed (under
-2
207 I1Nm pressure at 300°C for 30 minutes), revealed that the compolmd
with the characteristic X-ray pattern shown in Fig. 6.7 was formed after
firing at 900°C. On the other hand, no reaction took place by hot-
pressing between 150-7000C. Dependence of strength on firing temperature,
and upon the peroentage of crO~ added of previously hot-pressed samples
is shown in Fig. 6.12. Generally, by increasing the percentage of cr03'
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FIG. 6.9: SB1 Uicrographs of CAmixed with ~ (H~P04+C1'03)'
hot-pressed under 207 i'iNm -2 pressure at 300°C tor





fIG. 6.10: SDi Micrographs ot CA2mixed with 5% (H,P04+CrO,),
hot-pressed under 207 nGn-2 pressure for ~ minutes






FIG. 6.11: SDt Micrographs of OA6 mixed with 5% (H,PO4+01'0,),
-2hot-pressod under 207 MNm pressure for ,0 minutes

























----- CA }Secor "250· + 5"10CrO,
185
FIG. 6.12: Dependence of strength on firing temperature and upon the 2
percentaee of ero} added. Samples hot-pressed (under 207 MNm-






Amorphous,exand ~ chromiumphosphate, crP04, were used as bonding
agents. The two different techniques of sample preparation (room temp-
erature casting, and hot-pressing (under 207 MNm-2pressure at 3000Cfor
30 minutes) followed by firing, 300-13000C) were applied.
6.2.1 Results
(a) Samples cast at room temperature. followed by firing
Calcium monoaluminate, calcium dialuminate and calcium hexa-aluminate
were mixed with 1<1J~ of either ex, P or amorphous chromium phosphate. The
procedures previously described (Section 3.3.1 and 3.3.3) were followed
for mixing and firing using 0.25 wlc ratio. X-ray analyses show that
traces of aluminium phosphate were present in the CA6mixture, but not in
the other two mixtures (C1'.2and CA). On the other hand, Cl~mixtures
showed the appearance of the compoundwith the X-ray patte:m in Fig. 6.7,
after firing at ,...,800oC, whereas below that temperature calcium chromate,
CaCr04, was detected, as Shownin Fig. 6.13.
The compressive strength values of the above three mixtures were
found to be not so promising. However, by using amorphous chromium
phosphate, a slight improvement was noticed.
(b) Hot-pressing
Only amorphous chromiumphosphate was used a.s a. bonding agent by
cpplying hot-pressing technique. Calcium monoaluminate, calcium di-
aluminate and Secar "250" cement were selected to bond with 5% runorphous
chromium phosphate. Tho some procedure, previously described (Section
3.3.2.2) was used for so.mplepreparation with,v 0.1 w/c ratio.
X-~ analyses indicate that there were no significant differences
between these samples and those cast at room temperature. The hot-pressed
samples did, however, show some improvement in strength. Dependence of
strength upon firing tomperatures is shown in Fig. 6.14. Mechanical prop-
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o 900 1200300 600
Firing temperature It 1
Dependence of strength upon firing temperatures. Samples 2
mixed vi th 5% amorphous CrP04, hot-pressed (under 207 MNm-pressure, at }OO·C, for 30 mJ.nutes) before firing at
different temperatures for 24 hours.
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At an early date, Kingfu-y(46) reported that the addition of chromic
acid ,,,as beHoved to Lncreaee the activity of phosphoric r-.cid. HowovGr,
the moat exten..givG study using IImixturu of ez.0; 0.m1P205 Wf] carried out
by 0'I!ara et a.l. (52). In their investigation they studied the effect of
varying the phosphoric to chromic aoid ratio on the strength propertios
of tho product. However, it has boon roported that tho fo:t'mD.tion of
aluminophospho.to and c.lum.inum chromium phoaphzrte binderEJ depends ma.in1y
on tho P205/Cr20; J:101nr ro.tio (141,142).
Tho Co.o-Cr203
-Co.o-Al20; syotGm "rao firot inveotigo,tod by Ford and
Reeo (143) • Thuy suggotJtod thu fOl.'7!U.'.:Cionof 0. quo.te:r.'Il.'J.rYphn..80 Hi th tho
formula. 10Co.o.S.Al20;.2Cr20;.CrO;. Thooe a.uthorfJ o.lso eGGc"bJ.ishodthe
uppon limit of' ito ota.b!l!ty at c,bout 1500°C and tho diOdOcio.tion
p".L'od'l'loto Ct-oo.loiun ohroni, to ond ccJ.cium 8011Oo.lUDinnto,which formed a.
liDitcd Dolid oolution. Ll1.ter, in 1964, Nishin.o and Motoki (144) l;.lso
oboorvod c. torl'l..-u."Y compound in tho eyoton. Cc.0-Cr203-Al20; above 1000°C
and proponod tho forrrulo. 8Co.O.5Al203.2CrO;. Ho'\'lOvor, the noat rocent
work 011 tho above cyotOD \roO oo.rriod out by IG.yochnrov and Go.onko (145) •





• According to th0ir do.tD., tho corrpond, tion of thin
cozrpound corrosponde to th~ fonmlc. 4Co.a.31ll203·C:r03·
Fran th(; present atudy,it ho.a boon notd.cod tllD..t, in tho n:l.:x:tu.rD
CL. + C1'O;' c. now coopouncl ''Ir'..(l fowod on f5.1.·ing a.t 900°C. X-rv:y o:ntllyois
ohowed tho.t tho d-opo.ci:i.1g d.o.tc. frau thio COl1POunJ. Ot,"TOod to 0. g:t'0o.t
oxtent lti.th tho recently published. clD.ta. (145) (Tablo 6.4). L,." CJ.c1(lition,
chaDica.l ano.lyoio of thin CODI)ounc1(Section 6.1.1.2(0.)) indioc:'.iod thn.t
tho fol.'Wla. io 400.0. ;J~20;. crO;. It iD of intoroot to notu tlw:: "lhon
ca.lciUIJ Uio.luninnto, 01''2' l'lllO 1.:u'Y.D\..1 with crO;' no troooiJ of tho o.boVG
conpound "roro dotectlJd.
191
Present Wor]{ ! KlyuchD.rovand Goonko (145),
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It appears, therefore, that the C:A ratio ~ pl8\V a part in the
formation of the 4Ca.O.3Al203.Cr03 oompound, which is favoured by
increasing Co.Ocontent. On the other hand, the f01'!Dlltion of this oompound
can also bo expln1ned on the btlBis of the structura of both CAo.nd C~.
Co.loiummonoalumino.te WD.S reported to have ~-tridymite type struotum (19),
in Hhioh tho proaanoo of 6-coordintJ.ted 00.2+ (by o~gon) ocusea oonsidar-
c.ble dictortion of tho struoture. 'IbiB distortion probably opens tho
oJCYgonfrome"rork end Loonona ,Al3+ in its 4-ooordi:nD.ted posi tiona, thus
ono.bling some Or6+ (ionic rndiuo 0.52 i) to roplo.oo 1:J.3+ (ionio ro.diue
0.50 ~). In order to bo.1o.noethe ohorgoe it is probo.blo tho.t ono Cr6+
roplo.oos 1il-1O }.13+, loo.ving unoccupiod si tea. In the ca.lcium dialumino.to
otruoturo, 00.2+ is reported to be 9-ooordi:nD.tod (by oxygen). ruB IDD.Y
loo.d to 1000 distortion of the struoture and connoquanb greo.ter
rotontion at 'hhe 1.l3+.
(0.) Sgmpleo oo.st o.t room tompgro.turo. followed by firing
It appeared from the XRDanalyses that aluminum phosphate was the
only new oompoundin these mixtures. Ho\'1Over,it is obvious that its
fomation .m .!!!.:$ was fo.voured by inorec.aing Al203 content. On the
other hlmd, no aluminum ohromiumphospho.to binderc \-IGrodeteoted. In
o.ddition, it ia "Jell kno"m tho.t er3+ (ionic rD.diuc 0.69 i) cnd LU3+
(ionic rc.diuc 0.50 i) oro similG.r in their chemioal properties and
thoir 6-rold coordino.tion by oxyeon. :furthe1."!IIO:t"a, it wo.s o.lso reported
that tho ca.1culo.tod vr.luos or the lo.ttioe po.ro.moterc 0., 0 of Cr203-Al203
aolid solutions showed 0. linoo.r relo.tionship to the oonoentrc.tion of
Cr20, (Vego.rd's lo.w)(14
6). J.braovor, becaane too ionio ro.dius of er3+
ia much larger (- 27 percent) thD.n thc.t of 1l.l3+, the solid solutions
have loss o.tomio dene! ty o.nd 0.100 the cryatol lo.ttioe ia InOredistortod
owing to disturbance of tho o.to!:lio ~nt( 147).
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The lattice pa...~ters for the mixture ex-Al20; + 10}6(~P04 -1- crO;)
\-Jere studied. !Ihe interplanar distance ~ for the reflection 110 and
012 was selected for calculation of a and 0, using the equation
222
(1) =! (h + 11k + k ) +1..
d2 ; 2 2a 0
Tho rosul ts sho't'l that tho a ond 0 axos increased by a.bout 0.42 and 0.77%
from tho vnluos with pure cx-A120;. This incroll.Be is due to the Dolid
solution.
At tho some timo C~ and ~ Dl.ao fo:rmad aolid solutions with Cr20;.
On tho other hruld, oaloium monoo.lum1wte, CA, wo.o too only oompound
to reaot with CrO; to form ooloium ohromc.to at about 800oC, and thEl
ternary compound 4CaO.;Al20;.CrO; on firing at about 900°C.
Dopondonce of otrength upon firing tecpora.turo of theDe tlixturos is
ahown in Figs. 6.2 and 6.;. It io beliovod thnt a.luminun phoopllll.to
content end porooi ty o.ro tho IJll.in factors which nffeot the strength.
Froo tho figures it o.ppoa.ro that up to 900°C, tho strength 1rotl in sequence
a-A1203 '> C% > C~ > a; This con bo cxplo.inod 011 too ba.sio of tho
A1PO 4 oontent whioh is deoreased by increasing CaD content. However,
above 900°C the strength was in the sequence a-Al20; > CA > C~ > C~.
!Iho large improvelOOnt in strength values of calcium monoaluminate may be
duo to the fO%ma.tionof the oompound 4CaO.;A120;.CrO; on firing at 900°C.
ruo compound is believod to oontribute to tho strongth. In addition,
1())b (~ro 4 + OrO;) ws tound to be botter tho.n 5'}6. ihio ~ be due to
tho obsorved inoroa.oo at the l1lFO4 and 4Co.O.;1U.203• CrO; oontents, tonmd
ill si tu by 1nc1'ea.sing the peroentoge frao 5 to 1())b.
P:rofabrioatod ohromiuo phoophnto, LX, ~ o.nd omorphoua forma, were
found to have limited oucooec 0.0 bonding a.gents. However, tho lll!IOrphouo




Apart from producing more dense and less porous materials,
Figures 6.4(c), 6.9, 6.10, 6.11, XIIDanalysis showed no significant
differences in composition betweel1 samples cast at room tompera.ture
and those which wore fired after hot-preecing (under 207 11Nm-2 preosu:ro
at ,oooe for ,0 minutes). Howovor, tho dopondonco of strengthe upon
C~Aratio Lo ohown in Fig. 6.15. Tho Go.:De behavf.our which han boon
obsorved in (0.) o.bovo is evident. Tho do.to. in Fig. 6.15 indico.too
toot, up to 900°C, the. etrongth wo.o in thu sequence a-.Al20, > e~ )
e~ '> CA, whoroo.c abovo 900°C thv coquenoo ,.ro.o a-1J.203 > Cl...> Cl~ > Cl~.
This o.go.inmo.y indico.to toot tho compound4Co.O.3.tJ·20,.CrO,~ toke



















FIG. 6.15. The relationship between strength and C~Aratio.
Samples mixed with 5% (E
3
P04+Cr03), hot-pressed
(under 207 Mllm-2pressure, at 300°C for




Compressive strength-porosity rGlationships for fi:t'ed samples, mixed
with 5% (~F04 + C:r.O,), previously hot-pmssed (under 207 MN'm-2presoure,
at ,OO°C for 30 minutoc), hevo been imrestiga.tod on tho basis of the
ompirical oquationc 2.7(108) and 2.8(109). llioao rellltionohil)O o.re shown
in Figureo 6.16 and 6.17.
From tho figurec, it con be observed that tho dcta fits throe
difforont linuc, uith differont n end nl.opo valuea, Thorofore (0.0
diocuooed in SuotiOnE 4.,(0) ond 5.,(0», it io believod that pora
loontion, oizu a.nd uhapo oro the mo.in fo.ctoro uhich o.ffoct n end slopo
vcluoo. ThODO zozrul,to al.oo chow tho dopondenco of thin rolo.tionohip on
tho otarting mo.toriol. At tho ca.motimo, it hOD boon found that the
dntn. fron both CAend Socc.r "250" roixturoo fit ill ono lino on both
gro.phc. Thone DJ."O tr.1.Oonly Ill.Urruruo containing the 4Co.O.3iU20,. Cr03
coapound, Thorvforo, it rJD:Ybo EIU.ggOstodtho.t the pore size, ahape and
looo.tion in both of thuD oro nearly o:l.r!lilor. Gol'lernlly tho lino \Thioh
1'CprGS0ntothose nixturoo naa n atoepor al.opo in both e;raphe tho.n tho
othor two lioos roprooent1ng a:-Al20, and C~.. Thio ind..icntos toot for
Dogivon docrocao of porosity 0. groo.t ino1'OOOoin otrongth is obtumod,
At tho OQ.l'JO tiDo, no cleo.r conclunion 00..'1 be dro.",'r1 iron thooo reoulte
cbou't tho effoct of too c.dcliti VO on tho otrongth-porooi ty ro10.tionol..1p,































FIG. 6.16: Log strength-porosity relationship; data plotted
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(In O'6+lnPIIP-1)
FIG. 6.11: Strength-porosity relationship; data plotted




HOT-l'.g?SOO OF PgRE MATERIALS
Pure calcium monoaluminate (CA), calcium dialuminate (C~), calcium
hexa-e.luminate (C~), corundum (a-.ll203) and the cOJJlDercio.1mo.terial
Seonr "250" oement wore studied under hot-prossing oondi tiona. !J.1 the
experimonts WE>1"O oarried out under constant pressuro (207 MNc-2), oonatont
timo (30 minutes) and in tho ro.ngo of tompero.turos 50-700°C uoing 0.1 ,flo
rntio. Som of the ~leD het-presoed o.t 150°C ,·rore ouxod for 1, 5 o.nd
28 dnys, and aono of thaD \~ro h.ea.tod in tho r~ 300-13000C for 24
hourc o.ftor curing for 28 dcyo. In o.ddition, oamplQI3were al.oo hot-proDDOd
D.t 300°C and diruct1y hU(l.tod ("d thou'c curing) in tho s~ rOJl8'O of
tonporo. turoc •
Phyoico.l and DOchll.nico.lpropertioo \'roro noneurod and, in o.ddition,
XRD o.nd I.R. o.nD.lyuiD, DTA Dtudy, o.nd norphologico.l oboorvo.tion by Sa.I
11101'0 co.rried out.
7.1 Ropulto
7,1.1 Het-proD0ing o.t difforont tgoporotu.roo
Calcium monoaluminate (CA), calcium dialuminate (C~) and Secar "250"
cement were seleoted for study at different hot-pressing temperatures.
As shown in Fig, 7.1, as wo11 ne in Table 7.1, strengths of all samplos
inc1'OCDud, when hot-presciDg tempuro.turoD were roisod from 50-150°C,
but at 300°C strongtha dooreo.sod markedly, although thoro woosa. Dub-
sequent small rioo botweon 500-7000C.
!Ihe MA pc,ttorna for CA, C~ ond Sooo.r "250" cement hot-presoed o.t
differont tomporo.tu:roa c.ro ohown in Fig. 7.2 and the raaul ts BUll'mlll.ri3ed
in To.ble 7.2. A smo.ll ondothe1'mio pao.k at o.bout 290°0 il3 found in CAhot-
. . (148)proceod at 50°0. ThiD loO prGl3'UIllO.blydue to dohydr(l.t~on of C2A.oq.
On incrao.aing tho hot-prossing tomporo.ture to 75°0, two ondotharrJic
peaks were found at about 290 o.nd 315°C, which proElUIlO.blyrepresont
(148)C2A.o.q. cnd C~~ l.'Oopootivoly , By increo.oing hot-prossing
35
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200 600 700
Fig.7·1 Dependence of strength of pure CA, C~ and Secar '250' cement
upon H.P. temperature.
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MA traces of (A) CA. (B) CA2' (C) Secar "250", hot-pressed
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temperature to 100 and ·150°C, a romarkable docrease in the DTA peak
at 290°C, and a noticea~le increase in ~~ peak at 315°C, was observed.
Finally, by hot-pressing at 300°C, a very sma.ll trace of a peak at 3·j50C
tras detected. The same products were observed either from C1-...
2
or Reoar
"250" cement hot-presaec_ betl'18en 100- 300°0 as in Fig. 7.213 8: C.
The JJU) analysis of the samples azo shovn in Figures 7.3, 7.4 and
7.5. ~.'icalciUl.'l aluminate hexa.lzy"dra.te(C3.8%) UFUJ identified by peaks
at 5.13, 2.81 and 2.30 ){ , and gibbsite (~) \'1aS identified by a peak
at 4.85 i, these '·lfJre the main hydrated products obtained by hot-
pressing up to 150°C. By hot-pressing at 300°C, only traces of C
3
.h..H6
\'lOJ."e found from CAoa.mples and it completely disappeared in C~ and
Seoar "250" cement samples.
Infra-red analyseo of these samples are shown in FiguJ.'9s 7.6, 7'.7
and 7.8. In add! tion to tho usual absorption peaks due to CA, C~ a.:nd
Secar "250" cement, an absorption peak appears at about 530 om-1 \-,hioh
Le duo to tho presence of C,AII6 (149). This peale appeared in samples hot-
prossed up to 150°C, ",heroas it \laS weaker or completely absent in
samples hot-pressed at 300°C.
MOrphological observations of the miorostructure of these samples
are generally mo:l'Odense, and leas porous, than samples hot-pressed a.t
7.1.2 HOt-pressing. followed by curing
Caloium monoa.luminato and socar "250" oement were hot-prosaed under
207 l1Nm-2 preSSUl."e a.t 150°C fol.' 30 m1mltes, then cured for 1, 5 and 28
d.a\Ys.
Tho results obtained "rare in good agreement \'1i th maul ts published
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-2m~.I lficrogra.pbe or CA2, hOt-pr&8P)d ur.di':.- ~:\}7 Int:. proSl'Nl"'8,









8m lli.cI'or,ro.r>hs of &tear "250" coIl)mt !:ul;-;rroc"JOd undur










CA, C3AE6 (5.13, 2.81 anQ 2.30 R ),AE3 (4.85 2 ),C2nBS (10.5 R ),
C4AHS-12? (7.6 R )and 11.3.
CA, C3AII6 (5. '13, 2.81 and 5.30 i ),
~ (4.85 g ), C2J'lB8 (10.7 R )
28 Cf.., C31~ (5.·i;, 2.81, 5.30 g and
others), ~ (4.85 and 4.31 K ),






5 CA, C];.2' C3~ (5.'13,2.8-" 2.30and
2.04 R ), AlI; (4.85 and 4.3'1 ~ ),
Ci.Ha (iO.56 R ), 1'1.3?
CA, C~, C3.~ (5.13, 2.81, 2.30 and
2.04 l"), ~ (4.85 and 4.31 g ).
28
Table 7.3: Sunma.ry of Y.1ID results of CA rom Sooa.r "25011 ooment,
hot-pressed under 207 MNm-2 a-t 150°C for ;0 minutes,
CUl.'ed for 1, 5 and 28 ~.
215
216
7.1.3 I:Iot-pres13iI¥;, curini~, follo\·/Cd by firin6
Some calcium monoaluminate and SCCaI: "250" samples, hot-pressed
(undor 207 I'lltn-2 proSEJU.-""e, at l)OoC, for 30 minutes) and cured for 28 days
l.'ore subjected to heat tl."Catmentin the range 300 - 1300QC for 24 hours •
.tB nhovn in Fig. 7. 12 ond Table 7.4, strength decrea.sed to a. mizdmuru
va.J.uo a.t about 600°C, but increased again as the firL"'lg temperature
approached 1300°C. :xnD results, Table 7.5, showed that the hydrated
products "hioh had been fomed during the hydmtion procese were de-
hydratod. l1iorostructure of Cl. e..f·oor firing at nOO°C is ahovn in
Fig. 7.1?)B.
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i I'Iaterial Firing Temp. Phase Identification°c
\
i CA 300 CA, C4A,H, (3.59 and '.24 i )
0600 CA, C1~1 (4.89, 2.68 & 2.45 A) I
o Iand traces of C4A3H, (3.59, 3.24 A )1
o ,900 CA, traces of C1~ (4.89, 2.45 A ) I
01200 CA, traces of C12}i (4.89, 4.45 A ),
traces of CA2•
1300 CA, and txiaoes of CA2•
I
. Secar "250" f 300 CA, CA2, C4A,H, ('.59 & ,.24 i )cement I 600 CA, CA2 and traces of C1zA7 (4.891I 2.45 g )
900 CA, CA2,andotraces of C1~ (4.89,
2.68 & 2.45 A )
1200 CA, CA2
1300 CA, CA2
Table 7.5: Summary of XRDresults of CAand Secar "250" cement,
( -2 0hot-pressed under 207 MNm- pressure, at 150 C,
for 30 minutes), cured for 28 ~B before firing at




























o 900 1200300 600
Firing trmprraturr '·C) ....
Dependence of .treIl8th upon firiIl8 temperature.







300 600 900 1200
Firing trmprrot't'rr ,·C I ....
Fig. 7.14: Dependence of .trength upon firing temperatures. Samples
fired directly wi thout curing.
Pi,,). 7. 13A
SEll J:1icrop,ra.phs of CA, hot-preBoed unde'r 207 1lUll-2 prossuro,
Fig. 7.13D




7.1.4 Hot-preSSll1) followed by firing
Pure CA, CA2, CA6, ex-.Al203 811dthe commercial r!l8.terial secar "250"
cement were hot-pressed tit 300°C under 207 rvn:rm-2 fOJ: 30 minutes. ~ese
Ramples \:ere subjected to heating in the range 300-1300°C inmIediately
after removing from the cell. ~e relationship between st~~ngth ar~d
firing tempera.ture is given in Figure 7.14 and Table 7.6 with the other
physioal properties. Generally there was a decrease in strength to a.
minimum value a.t 900°C, but above 900"C it increased again. No strength
va.luen for CJ~ and ex-Al203 fired belo":!900°C were obtained beoause the
f,amples \,Iere very \...eak. XRDresults are summarised in Ta.ble 7.7.
liiorostructure of CA., after firing a.t 1300"C, is shown in Figure 7.13A.
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i'irin§ Temp. Phases Identified !C I
i
I~OO CA, traces of C4A3~ Ii
;
600 CA, traces of C12~ (4.89 R )1
900 CA, traoes of C1-1'"7
1200 CA, traces of CA2 (3.52 £ ) i
1300 CA, traces of CA2 (3.52 E )
~OO CA, CA2, traces of C12~
(4.89, & 4.45 R )
600 CA, CA2, tra.c~s of C1zA7
(4.89 & 2.45 A )
900 CA, CA2, traces of ~1zA7






In the oa8es of CA2, CA6 and a~A1203' no signifioant ohange
in the oomposition was notioed during the firing prooess.
Table 7.7: SuuJna.ry of XRD reeults for CA and Seoar "250" oement,
( -2hot-pressed under 207 MNm pressure, for 30 minutes,~t




The application of hot-pressing techniques in the cement field was
recently reported ~}6,96,91) In the present study the effect of hot-
prossing temperature, over a wide rango (1.e. 50 -1000C), on strength
properties of sOlDecalcium aluminate phases and the commercial secar
"250" cement wero investigated. In addition, the dependence of strength
upon firing temperatures in the range 300 -13000C for 24 hours (after
and without curing) was also studied.
Tho results of this work show that high strength values can be
obtrunod by hot-pressing CA, CA2and secar "250" cement at low temper-
atures (1.e. 50 - 150°C).
From MA results (Fig. 1.2 and Table 1.2), C~.o.q and CfH6 wero
odeteotod by two endothormic peaks at a.bout 290 and 315 C, respectively.
Peak arells tor both ot the hydrated compoundswere calculated following
(150)tho method described by Mn.okenzieand Ritchie • It \mS found that
tho valua of peak area est~~ted from the experimental DTAcurves for
oC3":.H6increased as the hot-pressing temperature increased up to 150 C
in all three matorials. On the other hand, the peo.k:area for ct.aq
deoroaaed. The ratio between peak area ot c,.AHu'peak area of Ct1.aq
was plotted against hot-pressing temperature as shown in Fig. 1.15.
Genorally, this ratio was found to be increased when the hot-pressing
tecpero.ture inoreased and noze C3AH6was tomed. On the other hand,
oalcium d1alum1na.te, Cl..2, \me found to have higher C31UiJC~.aq values,
follo"red by sooar "250" and finally calciun monoo.luminate. This may
oxplo.in vhy', when CA2is hydrated, it produced mainly C~6 and a emaIl
lltlount of C~.a.q, whereas the anount of the latt~r is rela.tively higher
in oo.1oiuc monoaluoino.to after hydro.tion.
Tb!)XRDresults (Figuree 1.3, 1.4, 1.5) indico.ted that C3M16and











~ SO • CA:!..
,8 • Secu "250"
o
peak area of C3~ ratio (deg.s.mg-1)
peak area C2.1 aq.
}'lc. 7.15: Relationship between peak area of C,Ali; ratio aJld
peak area of C2A aq.
hot pre .. ing temperatures.
226
227
a.t rola.tivcly hi8h teopero.tures (300°C), C4A3H3and tmoes of boehnite
/~O.OHware detected. This night explain the marked fall in the
strength vllluGS by hot-pressing at 300°C , Figuro 7.1. The fall in
strangth is r.U.soestablished bT1he differenoe of miorostruotures shown
in Figures 7.9, 7.10, 7.11. These results agree with the conclusions of
other inv~8tigntore(1~,21) that C~6 is the stable hy~te compoundof
tho C-I1-BsysteI'l Up to about 215°C.
J.. 9Cll1'Ci ty of data on hydrn.tion of pure C11.2is found in the
11tornture ( 17)• On the other hand, no d..'1.tais reported on the strength
vnluoa of this natorial undor hot-pressing condi tiona. Resul ts of the
prcJsont work have shown that pure Cb.2can g1ve a high strength value by
hot-prossing at low tecperotureo (i.e • .-1500C), as shown in Fig. 7.1.
This oan be explained by the fomation of the hexa-hydrated compound
C,m6 (Figure 7.4) and the oonsequent relatively dense miorostructure
(Figure 7.10).
On the other hand, strength values showed a continuous decrease in
tho range ,00 - 500°Cwithout exoeption • The small increase in the
strength values a.t 600 and 700°C oould possibly be explained in terms
ot inoreased den8itioation at rolatively high hot-pressing temperatures.
Tho strength ot calcium monoalumf.nate, CA, and Seoa%'"250" oement
8Jlmploahot-pre8sod at 150°C, under constant pressure (207 MNm-2) for
constant time (30 minutes) and cured tor 1, 5 and 28 days were found to
agreo with data published aloowherG(36). Genemlly] Table 7.3 shows
thr.t tho nmount of C~6 we increased by increa.sing the curing time.
Canpa.r1son between the da.tL'.in Figures 7. 12 and 7.14 and Tables 7.4
and 7.6, shows thnt tiring attar curing for 28 days is slightly better
thon tiring without ouring. The strength in tho formor is slightly
better thnn in the latter. XRDanalyses (Tables 7.5 and 7.7) show that












o CA,•. p. ot different temp.
e CA•••. ,. at different temp.
• StCOI'2~0: M.,.• t different temp.
• CA,•. p.• t 100"C, fired ot dittmnt temp. A ~
A Steer'nO: II.,. 100"C, fired .t different temp. •
II CA,.,p. ot ISO"C,cured 21 dllY., fired lit ditfrrrnt temp. A ••
• Secor'250: •. ,.at 150'C, cured 28 dllYS,fired lit ditfmnt temp.
• CA,M.,.ot ISO'C, cured
o Sreor'250: •. ,.lIt ISO't,cured
o ',3 H.
Fig. 7.1', Strength-log porosity relationship; data plotted


























o CA.H.p. at difhrrnt trmp.
• CA•• H.p.at differenl temp.
• Secor'2~0: H.p. 01 differenl lemp.
• U.H.p. 01 100·C. fired at diffmnt temp. A
A Secor '250; H.p.100·C, fired 01 diffrrenl temp. .
)I CA,H.p. 01 I~O·C.cured 2a days, fired 01 diffmnt temp.
• SecDr'2~0; H.p.al 150·C, cured 28 days, fired 01 differenl temp.
• CA,H.p.01 IS0·C, cured




o ·05 ·1 ,IS ·2 ,25 ·3
Fig. 7.11: Lug Btrength-poroBity relationBhip; data plotted
on the baBiB of equation (2.7).
Porosity [true l
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those Whichwere fired directly(34). Strength values of CA2,CA6and
a-AI20~ after firing were, ns expected, very low and inoreased slightly
only at higher temperatures (i.e. 1200 and 1300oC)owing to aintering
taking plnee.
The porosity-strength relationship developed b,y Roy(36,96,97)
(equation 2.10) was found to fit the present results as shownin Fig. 7.16.
The oonstant K is of the order of 2.73 x 10-5 when strength is expressed
in pad , which is in reasonable agreement with the value (:5.7 x 10-5)
reported by Roy. In addition, the empirioal equa.tion euggestud by
RySkowitsoh(108) (equation 2.7), was found also acceptable for fitting
tl'e SD11l0 datu, where n = 7.8, as shownin Fig. 7.17. The general trond
is tho lower the porosity, the higher is the strength.
231
CHAPl'ER 8
GmmAL CONCLUSIONS .AND SUGGES'l'IONS
PUR FUTURE WORK
8.1 General Conclusions
The results discussed in the preceding sections (4.3, 5.3, 6.3 and
7.3) can now be summarised and a number of features established.
8.1.1 Phosphorio acid and prefabricated aluminium phosphate
additives
(a) Samples oast at room temperature, followed by firing
(1) The compressive strengths are directly related to the quantity of
aluminium phosphate fomed Ja.!!i1!! (up to -12% AlP04 when 1a)6 H3P04 is
used) •
(2) An increa.sing calcium oxide content is accompanied by a decrease in
Cthe strength by an amount which is dependent on the C+A ratio.
( 3) Increasing the calcium oxide content increases the degree of de-
composition of aluminium phosphate fomed Ja ..!!.S and decreases its
the~l stability.
(b) Samples fabricated under hot-Rressing Conditions. followed
by firing
(1) Under hot-pressing conditions, the reaction between the starting
material and phosphoric acid to produce aluminium phosphate is almost
complete in a short time (....,30 minutes), and a.t relatively low temperature
(200-700oC), depending on the C~l.. ratio.
(2) Samples fired after hot-pressing at low temperature (3000C) show
oompressive strength values approximately five times (717 MNm-2 for
a-Al203
mixture) those obtained from room temperature casting followed
by firing (138 MNm-2 for a-Al203 mixture).
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(3) Whenhot-pressing technique is used, the strength is not solely a
function of aluminium phosphate content, but porosity also is a major
contributing factor.
(4) Whenhot-pressing technique is used, slight changes of the unit cell
dimensions of the A1PO4 fomed.!n.!.!E! are found.
(5) The aluminium phosphate (cristobalite form) does not behave like a
cementitioua material when added in prefabricated form. Negligible
strength increases are obtained from samples cast at room temperatures
and only a small improvement in strength if hot-pressing teohnique 1s used.
8.1.? Phosphorio acid + borio acid mixture and prefabricated bo£Rn
Rhosphate addit1yes
(a) SamplesOMt at room temperature. followed by firing
( 1) Small quanti ties (,...5%) of phosphorio aoid + boric acid mixture
or prefabricated boron phosphate (cristobalite fom) considerably
increase the oompressive strength of calcium mono-, and dialum.1na.te
after firing at higher temperatures. These compressive strengths are
greater than whenphosphoric acid alone is used (150 MNm -2 of CA+ (H,PO4
) -2+H,ro, ' whereas the value is about 40 mYm when phosphoric a.cid only
is used, after tiring at the same temperature).
(2) The large increa.se in oompressive strength arises from increased.
dansifioat10n and from the formation of AlP04 and unoha.racterised
compound.
(3) The binary oompound9AI20,.2B203 is found in many samples, but it
does not a.ppear to be a cementitious materia.l.
(4) Boron phosphate is not detectable by XRDin any samples after
firing above 9OOoC.
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(b) Samples fabricated under hot-pressing conditions, followed
by firing
(1) Samples fired atter hot-pressing (at ,0000) generally show higher
strength values (~07 }mm-2 for OAmixture) than the corresponding samples
cast at room temperature followed by firing (150 MNm -2 for OAmixture).
(2) Whenhot-pressing technique is used, the compound9A120,.2B20, is
formed at about ~OOoOlower temperatures than in the case without hot-
pressing.
(~) A sudden deczeaae in strength values at 900 -1200°0 in the mixture
a-A120~ + ~ (H~P04+ H~BO,)is observed in the absenc~ of hot-pressing.
This is avoided by hot-pressing at ~OooObefore firing.
8,1.3 Phosphoric acid + chromium trioxide mixture and prefabricated
ghrnrph.DP phosphate additives
(a) Samples cMtM room temperature. followed by firing
(1) High strength values in calcium monoaluminate mixtures (70 I1Nm-2)
can be obtained by using the mixture of (H~PO4 + orO~). If phosphoric
a.cid only is used, the strength is much lower (40 rmm -2).
(2) The temary compound, 4CaO,3A1203,or03' is obtained when (H,P04+
orO,) or orO~ only are mixed with calcium monoaluminate, and it is
believed that this contributes to ultimate strength.
(3) Prefo1'llled ohromiumphosphate, OrP04 (amorphous, a end ~ forms) when
used as a bonding agent is considerably less successful than if phosphoric
acid + ohromium trioxide mixture is used. Amorphousmaterial was, howeve~',
more effective than the crystalline forms.
(b) Samples fabricated under hot-pressing Conditions, followed
bx firing
A noticeable improvement in strength values can be obtained in
samples fired after hot-pressing at relatively low temperature (30000),
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8.1.4 Hot-Pressing ot pure materials (no additives)
(1) Although pure calcium dialum1nate does not under nor.mal oonditions
hydrate to give hydrated oompounds(8,9~10, 17), the present study shows
that if hot-prossed at low temperatures (100-1500C), it does hydrn.to and
give C3AH6and c product with very high compressive strength (190-260
MHm-2).
(2) Hot-pressing ot oaloium monoalum1nate, oalcium dia.lum1no.te and
Secar "250" cement shows a continuous inorease in strength on incroo.aing
tho hot-prossing temperatures up to 150°C. By hot-pressing o.t 300oC,
a marked deoreo.so in strength was observed.
( 3) Strength vn.lues of hot-pressed calcium monoalum1nate and Secar "250"
oements, after tiring at high temperatures, ore slightly greater it the
samples are oured tor 28 ~s betore tiring than it ouring is omitted.
The strength-porosity relationship ws studied during the oourso ot
this work using three ditterent eI!lpirice.l equations:
and
It was found that these ecpirico.l equations tit most ot the data in n
lineo.r inverse relationship with difterent slopo values. However, it L!Ust
be pointed out that these observations support Evans and To.PPin's(139)
view that the use of 0. single aopirical equation to represent this
relationship oould be nisleading. On the other hand, it is believed
that this relationship is a.tfeoted to SOI!lextent by both the sto.rting
en.tenal and the a.dditive whioh is used. This cay be why the data.
in each group tits Dore than one straight line with ditferent slope
values. In add! tion, pore size, pore shape and pore size distribution are
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in fact believed to playa great part in this relationship. Generally,
the lower the porosity the higher is the strength.
Finally, it is a.pparent !'rom the work in this thesis that, using
any of the a.dditives, hot-pressing at low temperature (3000C) for a short
time (30 minutes) followed by firing at higher temperatures produces
higher strength tll~ room temperature casting followed by firing. In
somemixturcs in tho Ca0-A1203system the strength can be increased by
about four to five times, if certain additive combinations are used.
8.2 Suggystions for Future Work
( 1) In view of tho importance of the strength-porosity relationship
which has been demonstrated, this topic should be further investigated.
In particular, more information is needed on pore size, pore Shape and
pore size distribution.
(2) Since it is probable that an increase in hot-pressing time and/or
pressure will lead to greater densification, and therefore higher strength,
this Is an obvious avenue for further investigation. Inoreasing the
temperature during hot-pressing might also be looked into since the
chemioal reactions may not be the same at elevated temperatures.
(3) Certain fired mixes (CX-A1203+ H3P04, CA+ (H,P04+H3B03) or + BP04)
showed0. rapid build up of strength as the firing temperatures were
increased in the range 1000-13000C. Considerably greater strengths
might be obtained if temperatures above 13000C(but below the melting
point of the mixes) are applied.
(4) More work could be carried out on the effeot of other compounds,
e.g. FeP04 and MnF04 (isostruotural with 1l.lP04and S102), when famed
J.!l.!1m, on the strength properties of the products. The effect of
these compoundsadded in prefabrica.ted fom might also be studied.
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(5) Extended investi~~ions in the system CaO-Al20,-P205-B20, should be
undertaken. This includes a more detailed study of the role of the com-
pound 9A120,.2B20, in the mixture ex-Al20, + (H,P04+H,BO,), especially
after firing between 900-12oooC.
(6) Pure calcium dio.lum.1nate, C11.2,whenhot-pressed at low temperatures
for n. short time, hydrates to give C,ilH6, and a product with very high
strength. Therefore, it is of interest that the study of hot-pressing
conditione and aleo w/o ratio should be extended for this material.
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Al'PFm>IX 1: Calculation ot Heat of Reaction (6H)
The tact that the area between the MA ourve and the extrapolated
baseline of the peak is proportional to the heat evolved (absorbed) in the
(151,152,153)
prooees investigated bas been well established elsewhere. The relation-
ship between the peak area ot 0. MA curve and the value of the heat of
reaction can be written in the general form:
6H.M = K.A
whore 6H is the hea.t of reaction per unit of woight
H is the weight of the sample
K is the coetficient of conformity
A is the peak area. of MA ourve.
Using MA apparatus 67~4 (Stonton Redoroft), previously described
(Sootion 3.8), the coetticient confo~ty K was calculated tor different
otampera.tures up to 930 C. The degree of packing and weight of sample
(100 mg) wera kopt oonstant using 10oC/m!nheating rates. The experiments
wore oarried out on the eight stnndnrd oompoundspreviously studied by
Mackenzie et ale, which have knownheats of trcnsition. Table A1-1 gives
the results of Mackenzie et al. (15Q ond Table A1-2 gives the results of
the presant study.
The re1n.tionsh1p between heat of rea.ction and peak area is given in
Fig. 11.1-1. All the points excopt those of mo" ~2s04 and sreo, lie
rela.tively close to the strnight line.
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Compo\md I Peak Temp. I Peak f.:roa(A) I 6H Kx,°c I -1 -1 10-3oa.1/deg.soo.deg. sec.mg I oal.mgi t,
II RN03 127.7 I .86 .013 15.1, ,
KCI04 i 299.5 3.21 ! .024 7.47, I Il!g2S04 I 430 1.78 I .006 3.37i ,
I iI 61°2 I 573 .23 .002 8.69
I II K2S04 583 I 1.12 .011 I 9.82It
I K2Cr04 665 1.27 .013 I 10.23,BaCO 810 2.86 .018 6.2
925 3.75 .032
TABLE 1.1-1: Peak tampora.turo, peo.k area, 6. H and K (oonstant) of
standard. oompounds (Referenoe 150).
, Compound !Peak Temp. 6T Poak Area (a) f 6. H F..x
°c °c -1 -1 10-3Cal/deg.seo., deg.sec.mg j0al.mg
I ! I, I 2.13 1.00 I .013 13.00I Jm03 I 129I I!{cIO 300 3.23
I
2.907 I .024 8.25 ,4 I I iI .006 ,/-82804 432 1.81 1.34 4.48 II I8102 573 IO.~ .228 .00198 8.684
K2B04 587 1.29 1.16 .011 9.48
II K2Cr04 670 1.26 1.32 .013 9.84
IIBae°3 815 1.95 2.34 .018 7.7
929 2.55 3.25 .032 9.85i srC03
~Qm.E ~1-~a Penk temperature, AT, peak area, 6 H and J{ (oonstant) of














Peak orca. deg S. mg-I
3
FIG. A1-11 Relationship between heat of transition (llB) and peak
area for .tandard comp'ounds.
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APPElIDIX 2
Hot-Pre.sed Cement Fondu Prepared with Add.!tives
A2.1 Iptroduction
Hot-pressed cements were recently developed b,y Roy et al.(}6,96,9~154)
and very high strength valuos wore reported. The present work is an
attempt to investigate the role of some additives on the properties of the
prepared cements. Someof the samples after hot-prossing were fired in
air in the r&n89 of temperature ,00- 12000Cfor 24 hours, and some of
them were cured for 1, 5 and 28 days. All the properties were compared
with those for neat cement pn.stes (without additives), prepared under
similar oonditions. On the other hand,no report has appeared to date in
the Ii tero.ture on the effeot of H,PO4' cre, end H,m, on the properties
of oement tondu especin.lly under hot-preaaing conditions.
A2.2 MAterigls gnd SgmploPrepamtion
The oement studied was oement fondu (supplied from Lafarge Aluminous
CGI!lontCo. Ltd., England). The ohemical analysis end sone physioal
propGrties a.rG given in Table A2-1. Tho seleoted additives were
phoBlJhorio acid, ohroniUI!ltrioxide, (phosphorio acid + borio acid) and
(lJhoephorio a.oid + chromfun trioxide), and the percentage ot the additives
wns fuod at 5 wt% throughout this work. All the so.nples were preparod
under oonstant pressure (207 MNm-2) for constant time ('0 minutes) at
oonstant temperature (1500C) betore boing subjeoted to heat trea.tment or
ourtng.
Sample preparation either in diso or in cylindrical torms was
carried out following the same prooedure previously desoribed (Section















Area (BI'!' N2 Absorp~i~~ I
m gm 0.62 I
!'baae. presont (lIIID) CA, C,i'r I
and C4~
Table A2-1z Chemical analysis and pr.yaioal propertios of oemant fondue
A2.3 Result. and Dis9Ussion
Typioal M'.A ourv~s for the oements lDixedwith the different
a.dditivf:lS 8. well aB for neo.t oement paste are shown in Fig. A2-1.
Nea.t oement paste shows three ondothemio peaks at about 115, 148 and
300°C and M exothomic peak at about 886°0. The first endothermic peak
is beliGVed to represent o.lUDino. gel (34), wheroas the second peak is
probably due to decomposition of C~t.a.q.(148) The endothermio peak at
about 300°C ia presuma.bly' due to C~6 (11j.8),and the exothermio peak: a.t
about 886°c ca.y be attributed to the cryato.llisation of CA.
Bar:loohondran (148) reported that on exothermio peak o.t a.bout 930°0 is
produced by this crysto.lliso.tion. Sanplos mixed with phosphoric acid
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show two endothennic peaks at about 192 and 297°0 and an exothermic
peak at about 720°0. No explanation can be given to the first endothermic
poak, whereas the second one may represent O,AlI6• The exothennic peak:
°a.t about 720 0 is believed to represent the rea.ction between the cement
(espooin.lly CA) and the phosphoric acld (it may produce some form of
anhydrous aluminium phosphcte). Cements mixed with ''H,PO4 + H3~3"
show three ondothermic peaks at a.bout 172, 192 and 295°C Md two
exothe~o peaks at about 710 and 815°C. No explanation can be given
of the first and second endothermic peaks, whereas the third one is most
likely arising trorl C,AH6• In addition, the two exothermic peaks are
believed to represent the reaction between phosphoric acid and cement
a.t about 710°C and borio acid and cement at about 815°C. (The first
reQ.ction mo.y produce anhydrouo nlUI:dniumphoephn.te, whereas the second
re..'\Ction may produce the aluminiuc-borate compound, "9Al2o,. 2132°3".)
Finolly, the reaction between oenent and ''H,ro4 + crO," mixture shows
throe endothe1'Oic peaks at about 127, 298 and 10000Cand an exothemic
broad peak at about 864°C. The first and the seoond endotherDic peaks
oo:y represent CA.a.q. ond CfH6 respectively, whereas the exothermio
peak at about 864°0 probably represents the orystallisation of the
compound4CaO.3Al20,.crO" since its presence was confirmed by XRD.
No explanation can be given to the endothermic peak a.t a.bout 1000°0.
X-ray diff'raotometer analysis of the original, llllhydra.ted cement
powder shows that it is mainly composed of CA, C1~' C4.AFand pleochroite
ao shown in Pig. A2-2. .As e..""q)oct€d,after hot-prossing at 150°0 (under
-2 )207 I~ pressure, for 30 minutes , a decrease in the original phases
present ws observed~ and ne,., peaks representing O,lI.H6and }JI3 were
deteoted. Ilf'ter firing tho hot-pressed samples at 300°0 in air for
24 hours, this resulted in the disappearance of the hydrated cOIlll>ounds



















which possibly represent C4A3H3• At the same time, CA, C1hand C4AF
oould also be detected in the samples exam:fned. After firing at 600°0,
a small peak o.t 2.61 R a.ppoo.redwhich may represent C2F, but CA, C12~
and Ci.F were also detected. In adc1i tion, tra.oes of CaO oould also be
detected.
14'ter firing at 900°C, on increase in the 1ntensi ties of the CA
peaks ws observed. This is supported by Midgeley' 6(34) observation
that o.t this temperature some 01~ reacts with A1203 to produce CA.
Fina.lly, after firing at 1200°0 a noticeo.ble inorease in the Oll.peake
WD.S obsarved. In addition, the group of peaks deteoted at 2.61, 2.108
and 2.79 f ~ represent 0l. All the above changes arp. shown in
JIig. 1L2-2. X-my annlysis of fondu cement mixed with phosphoric o.cid
after hot-pressing at 150°0 (under 201 MNm-2 pressure for 30 minutes)
shows thnt no reaction took place and no hydrated compoundswere fomed.
Firing a.t 300°0 produced no ohtlnges in the X-my pa.ttern. After
inorooe1ng the firing tempemture to 600, 900 and 1200°0, no
difference in the X-my patterns of these samples and those of neat
conent fondu was evident (Fig. A2-3). X-my analysis of cement fondu
° ( -2mixed with 5% ''H3PO4 + a,BlJ3", hot-pressed at 150 0 under 201 MNm
pressure for 30 minutes), Showsthat no hydrated compoundswere deteoted.
1l1'ter firing at 300, 600, 900 and 1200°0, the X-ray pa.ttems were
nac.rly s1.I!lilar to that of ceoant fondu + phosphoric acid mixture, a.s
shown in Figure A2-4. Tho X-my anolytica1 results of fondu cement
mixed with Cr03 or ''H3P04+ Cr03" show a great sioilarity over the
range of firing, l.e. 300, 600, 900 and 1200°0, cs shown in Figures ll.2-5
and 1..2-6. After hot-pressin8' o.t 150°0 (under 207 mm-2 pressurefor
30 oinutes), no hydrated conpounds ware detected. The only interesting
phanomanonis the rorma.tion or the compound4Co.O.311.12°3•C1'03after
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peaks at 3.769, 3.278, 2.67 and 2.474 j. Increasing firing temp-
°eratures up to 1200 C produced an increase in the intensity of these
peaks. 'Ibe mechanical properties and related physical properties of
all the above mixtures are given in Table A2-2. A continuous decrease
in atrength vnlues of neat cement fondu was found up to 900°C. This is
in agreoment with Mid8ley's work(~) which oan be explained on the basis
ot the decomposition ot the cementing hydrates 'be various a.nh;rclrous
phases. X-ray evidence (J'ig. A2-2) shows that all the cementing
hydmted compoundshave disappeared after tiring, toming anhydrous
oalcium aluminates. cooper(15~, in his investigation, suggested that
the binding forces responsible for the atrength above 4000C are due to
degro.dation products ot the hydrates such a.s Ca(OH)2' C1~.7' Al203 and
possibly Cl"-fI3. Aocord.ing to Ta.ylor(156), at 600°0 the loss of water
from Co.(OH)2 and 04.A,H3shoul.d be complete. '!'herefore, the bonding
above 600°Cmust be largely cernmic rather than hydraulic. After firing
at 1200°0, the increase in the strength can be explained by the
sinter1ng process and the formation of 0. cemmic bond. Cement fondu
mixed with phosphoric acid shows lower strength values after hot-pressing
nt 150°0 than neat cement. This is moat likely due to the absence of
the hy'dmted oompoundsas shown in Fig. A2-3. After tiring at 300 and
600°C, inoreases in strength were a.ohieved. This ~ be due to the :to1'fllation
ot BODO amorphous toms ot aluninium phosphate. No explanation tor tho
decreaso in strength after tiring at 900°C can be established from these
results. This decrea.se was to1lowed by an inorease again atter firing
at 1200°0; this is noat likely due to the s1nter1ng process.
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Cement fondu mixed with I'H;PO4 + H;BO;" showed.the lowest strength
values over the range of firing up to 900°C, whereas after firing at
12oooC9 a high degree of dansification took place accompanied by a large
decrease in volume. This shrinkage resulted in a high strength value.
The two cement mixtures with crO; or I'H;PO4 + c1'O;" showed relatively
high strength values after hot-pressing at 15000 (under 201 MNm-2 pressure
for ;0 minutes). This was followed by a continuous decrease in strength
afte:r. firing up to sco?c, especially in the cement mixed with c1'O,.
In the case of cement mixed with "H,PO 4 + orO,", the strength loss was
less. Both mixtures showed an increase in strength after firing to 12000C.
The X-ray analyses of the hot-pressed neat cement fondu, after
ouring for 1, 5 and 28 days, are shown in Fig. A2-1. The results were
found to agree with the work published by Roy and Gouda (,6), whereas by
increasing curing time, increases in the percentage of the hydrated
cOlDpO'lmds(C~6 and AH;) were detected. X-ray analysis of hot-pressed
cement mixed with phosphoric acid shows that no hydrated compoundscan be
detected after one day's curing. The presence of C;AB6 and .AU; was
detected after 5 days' curing. .After 28 days' curing, no increase in
the intensities of the peaks representing C;.AH6or AH;was observed,
Fig. A2-8(1) • The X-ray analYSis of hot-pressed cements mixed with
I'H;PO4 + H;l3O;" showed that a relatively small amount of C~6 and .AB;
could be detected after curing for 5 days, as shown in Fig. 11.2-9(1).
On increasing curing time to 28 days, no increase in the hydrated compounds
content was observed. X-ray ar.k~lyses of hot-pressed cements mixed with
orO, or ''H'P04 + orC," after curing are shown in Figs. A2-8(2) and A2-9(2).
Cements mixed with ''H;P04 + crO;" showed tho appearance of 0;AH6and AH,
after 5 days' curing. A BlllElllincrease in the amount of the above two
hydrated compoundswas observed after curing for 28 days. WhencrC; was
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5 cl.a\YB' curing. .After 28 c1a.ys an increase especially in tho ~ content
wo.a oboorved.
Moohanioo.1 propertieo and relatod physionl propertieD of the above
roixtureu and nent OOIOOnt fondu o.re givon in Tnbll3 A2-3. Tho rooul ts
ohowd tho.t strength incxoo.aed ill all the ml.)::turos a.c tho curing timu
...mo incrca.ood. However, 0.11 tho ndditives unod ~1 thin otudy roto.rdod tho
oo.r1y hydro.u1ic ootivi ty of tho comont by proVOl1t1ng t..~o hydration of
cc:.loium monoo.lum1no.to in tho eo.r1y pariodo. Goneral1y tho rosu1 to ahol..ed
t..J.uLthe degree of retardation was higher when CrO:; or "H:;PO4 + ~:a03"
were used, and relatively lo'.Jer whon phosphoric acid or IIII;P04 + OrO;"
woro addod. Mishima(157) reported that the~'O "me no obvious ro1o.tionship
botweon tho quo.nti tios of CryDto.lJ.im hydro.te products and tho otrongth.
This ws bocauac tho otruotuxo of the wholo body includi.ng tho
cmorphous phancn ,,10.0 considorod to contribute to the strength. Tl.1is
rIJD:y oxplo.in tho rolD.tivo1y high Er'urongth vo.luo obto.:Lnod ,'IllOn comont
fondu Le mixed with "~P04 + CrO:;" Olld hot-prossod o.t 150°0 (undor
207 MNm-2 procouro for ;0 minutoD).
Tho role toot Or20; o.nd P205 p1tzy in thu Ollr1y strength of Port1n.nd
comont olinker boo boen disoUDsed by va.riouc invoati8"O.tora. St:'..kuro.i
ot 0.1. (158) and Imlo.ch(159) auggoEltod thc.t the oo.r1y hydro.u1ic o.ctivity
of Port1o.1'1d coment clll'lkor io romo.rko.bly promoted by tho addition of
1JJI1(I.11c.mounts of Cr20;. The int'luallCo of P205 wo.s roportod by
Nuroe(65,160) o.nd Wo1chD.tldGutt(161) • .AkD.touet o.l. (162) ropo:rtod tho.t
tho proper amount of Cr2o; or P205 (0.5%) promotou J:."GmD.1'lmbloincroo.oo
in otrongth of Port1DJld ooment, espocio.1ly in tho early o.g<l. lbny roporto
hn.vo ou:ppoood toot tho offoot of minor oompononts on tho early hycL""O.tion
o.nd tho oc.rly otrength of clinkor mtorlolo, io comlOotoc1 with tho
for.oation of cr,yotal ioperfoction or dofooto(158).
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The compressive strength of all the above mixturos as well as neat
cement fondu were plotted against the porosity, in Figures A2-10 and
A2-11, using two different empirical equations.
Figure A2-10 shows that except for three points representing cement
mixed with "H,PO4 + H,:eo,", the scatter of the results is considerable
but an acceptable constant was obtained (n = 10.75). On the other hand,
Fig. A2-11 showeda reasonable fitting to the data and the value of the
oonstant (K) was 2.42 x 10-5 (if' strength ! s expressed in psi). Thi s is
in acoeptable agreement with the value ('.7 x 10-5) reported by Roy
et al. (,6,97) for neat cement. Generally, in both O'llrV'esthere is an
unmistakable trend of increasll~ strength with deoreasing porosity.
It is believed that a more extensive study of the ef'fects of P205 and

























FIG.(A2-10): Log strength-porosity relationship.
on the basis of equation (2.7). Data plotted
• • neat cement fondu Samples hot-pressed at
• A cement fondu + 5% H3ro4 150'C, fired at 300',
• • " " + 5% Cr03 600', 900' and 1200·Cfor 24 houre.
x x " " + ~ (H3ro4+Cr06)" ... ~ (H3ro4+H3E 3)• •
0 0 neat cement fondu
• A cement fondu + 5% H3PO 4 Samples hot-pressed at
Q 0 " " + 5% Cr03
150·C, cured for 1, 5
and 28 days.
• • " + 5% (H3P04+Cr03)
III III + 5'}6 (H3PO4+H31103)
1·1
log porosity

















• • neat cement fondu
• .. oement fondu + 596H3R>4 Sample. hot-pressed at
• • " " + 596Cr03 150·C, fired at 300·, 600·,900· and 1200·C for 24 hours.
x x " " + 5% (H31'04+Cr03)
• • " " + 596 (H3P04+H3B03)
0 0 neat cement fondu
6 6 cement fondu + 5% H3P04 Sample. hot-pressed at
0 0 .. + 5%.cr03 150·C, cured for 1, 5
• • " " + 596 (H31'04+Cr03) and 28 days.
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